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FOUNDED BY

CoLKS.Oloott «nd H.P.BUvatsky

THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY was

formed at New York, November 17, 1875,

and incorporated at Madras, April 3, 1908

A Society of an absolutely unsectanan and

non-political character, whose work should be

amicably prosecuted by the learned of all

‘
races, in a spirit of unselfish devotion to the

research of truth, and with the purpose of

disseminating it impartially, seemed likely to

do much to check materialism and strengthen

the waning religious spirit. The simplest ex-

pression of the object of the Society is the

following:

First—To form a nucleus of the Universal

Brotherhood of Humanity, without distinc-

tion of race, creed, sex, caste or color.

Second—To encourage the study of com-

parative religion, philosophy and science.

Third—To investigate unexplained laws of

Nature and the powers latent in man.
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No person's religious opinions are asked

upon his joining, nor any interference with

them permitted, but everyone is required, be-

fore admission, to promise to show towards

his fellow-members the same tolerance in this

respect as he claims for himself.

THEOSOPHY is the body of truths which

form the basis of all religions, and which

Published by

"SWrlcon Section of "Gb« I31)ftosopl)lcal Soclet?

PRESIDENT

Mr*. Anni«

cannot be claimed as the exclusive possession

of any. It offers a philosophy which renders

life intelligible, and which demonstrates the

justice and love which guide in its evolution.

It puts death in its rightful place, as a re-

curring incident in an endless life, opening

the gateway of a fuller and more radiant ex-

istence. It restores to the world the science

of the spirit, teaching man to know the spirit

as himself, and the mind and body as his

servants. It illuminates the scriptures and

doctrines of religions by unveiling their hid-

den meanings, and thus justifying them at the

bar of intelligence, as they are ever justified

in the eye of intuition.

Members of the Theosophical Society study

these truths, and Theosophists endeavor to

live them. Every one willing to study, to be

tolerant, to aim high and work perseveringly

is welcomed as a member, and it rests; with

the member to become a true Theosophist.

The international headquarters, offices and

managing staff are at Adyar, a suburb of

Madras, India. The headquarters of the

American Section of The Theosophical So-

ciety are at Krotona, Hollywood, Los Angeles,

California. See the Official Supplement for

information as to literature.

Editorial Office: T. S. Headquarters. Krotona, Hollywood, Los Angeles. Calif.

Cable: "Warrtngton," Los Angeles.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Portoffice at Los Angeles. California, under the Act

Of Congress of March 3rd, 1879.

The Theosophloal Society Is not responsible for any statements contained hereto unless set forth

In an official document.

Advertisement rates can be obtained upon

application to Robert W. Ensor, Business
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NOTICE

Beginning with the January issue

the name of this magazine will be

THE AMERICAN

THEOSOPHIST

AND THE THEOSOPHIC MESSENGER

An Opportunity Is NOW Given to YOU to

NOTICE

EARN MONEY

by getting subscriptions for the Magazine. Reliable

Agents will receive good Commissions.

This is a splendid opportunity for persons with a lit-

Beginning

tle spare time—especially for women.

Write the undersigned; he will tell you about it.

the

Address THE BUSINESS MANAGER of

name

January issue
magazine will be

with the

of this

THE AMERICAN THEOSOPHIST,

Krotona, Hollywood,
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Los Angeles, California.

THE AMERICAN
THEOSOPHIST
AND THE THEOSOPHIC MESSENGER

An

Opportunity Is NOW Given to YOU to
E A B N

M O N E Y

by getting subscriptions for the Magazine. Reliable
Agents will receive good Commissions.

splendid opportunity for persons with a little spare time—especially for women.
This is

a

Write the undersigned; he will tell you about it.
Address THE BUSINESS MANAGER of
THE AMERICAN THEOSOPHIST,

Krotona, Hollywood,
Los Angeles, California.
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Dealers in Xheosophic Books

TIICOSOPIITC BOOKS

THEOSOPHICAL BOOK CONCERN

Owned by The American Section of The Theosophical Society, Incorporated

Chicago: Illinois, 116 South Michigan Avenue. Room 1505

Butte, Mont.—Butte Theosophical Book Concern, 119 Owsley Block.

Cleveland, Ohio—Cleveland Theosophical Book Concern, 5607 Euclid Ave.

Holyoke, Mass.—John H. Bell, 1 Suffolk St.

Houston, Texas—Parrish Book Store, 613 Fannin St.

Kansas City, Mo.—Bryant & Douglas, 922 Grand Ave.

Kansas City, Mo.—Theosophical Society Library, 203 Studio Bldg.

Los Angeles, Cal.—Theosophical Lodge Book Dept., 405 Blanchard Bldg.

Minneapolis, Minn.—Minneapolis T. S., Room 202, 1025 Nicollet Ave.

New York City—Theosophical Book Concern, 2228 Broadway.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Philadelphia Theosophical Concern, 10 South 18th St.

Oakland, Cal.—Oakland Theosophical Book Concern, 533 Kempton Ave.

San Antonio, Texas—Theosophical Book Concern, 309 Moore Bldg.

San Francisco, Cal.—Theosophical Book Concern, 346 Pacific Bldg.

Ridgewood, N. J.—Theosophical Book Co.

Toronto, Can.—Toronto Theosophical Book Concern, 250 Lisgar St.

Toronto, Can.—Book Steward, Room 205 C. O. F. Bldg., 22 College St.

Vancouver, B. C.—Room 125,, 119 Fender St.

Washington, D. C.—Oriental Esoteric Library, 1207 Q St., N. W.
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Write these dealers for catalogues.

THE KROTONA INSTITUTE

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

A partial list of lecturers can now be announced as having been secured
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Butte, Mont.—Butte Theosophical Book Concern, 119 Owsley Block.
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Holyoke, Mass.—]ohn H. Bell, 1 Suffolk St.
Houston, Texas—Parrish Book Store, 613 Fannin St.

Kansas City, Mo.—Bryant & Douglas, 922 Grand Ave.
Kansas City, Mo.—Theosophical Society Library, 203 Studio Bldg.
Los Angeles, Cal.—Theosophical Lodge Book Dept., 405 Blanchard Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn.—Minneapolis T. S., Room 202, 1025 Nicollet Ave.
New York City—Theosophical Book Concern, 2228 Broadway.
Philadelphia, Pa.—Philadelphia Theosophical Concern, 10 South 18th St.
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Write these dealers for catalogues.

for the Winter Session 1913, of which the courses have already been pub-

lished. Assignments to departments will be made later:

A. P. Warrington, Max Wardall, Ray Wardall, Carlos S. Hardy, Mrs.

Eleanor R. Broenniman, Miss Litta Kunz, A. F. Knudsen, Mrs. Virginia

THE KROTONA INSTITUTE

A. Baverstock, Mrs. Frances J. Wallis, Dr. Marie Beall Kramer, Dr.

Genevieve V. Evans, Miss I. B. Holbrook, C. F. Holland, Fritz Kunz.

The second catalogue, which was to be ready on October 15th, will be

somewhat delayed, but orders will be filed without acknowledgment, as

received, and filled on publication. The catalogue will be sent at cost

(ten cents) by

The Registrar,

Krotona, Hollywood,

Los Angeles, California.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
A partial list of lecturers can now be announced as having been secured
for the VVinter Session 1913, of which the courses have already been published. Assignments to departments will be made later:
A. P. Warrington, Max Wardall, Ray Wardall, Carlos S. Hardy, Mrs.
Eleanor R. Broenniman, Miss Litta Kunz, A. F. Knudsen, Mrs. Virginia
A. Baverstock, Mrs. Frances J. Wallis, Dr. Marie Beall Kramer, Dr.
Genevieve V. Evans, Miss I. B. Holbrook, C. F. Holland, Fritz Kunz.
The second catalogue, which was to be ready on October 15th, will be
somewhat delayed, but orders will be filed without acknowledgment, as
received, and filled on publication. The catalogue will be sent at cost

(ten cents) by

C0

glee

The

Registrar,
Krotona, Hollywood,
Los Angeles, California.

Christmas!

Christmas !
What Gift?

What Gift ?

What better Christmas gift can you give your friend than

a copy of

THE

AMERICAN

THEOSOPHIST

each month for twelve months? A year's subscription is

only $1.50, but a special club rate of $1.00 each for four

subscriptions and over, sent in at one time is hereby of-

fered, good until Dec. 31,1912.

You will be benefiting four friends each month for a

year at a very small cost.

Address The Business Manager of THE AMERICAN

THEOSOPHIST, Krotona, Hollywood, Los Angeles,
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Calif.

.

What better Christmas gift can you give your friend than
a copy of

THE
AMERICAN
THEOSOPHIST
each month for twelve months? A year’s subscription is
only $1.50, but a special club rate of $1.00 each for four
subscriptions and over, sent in at one time is hereby offered, good until Dec. 31, 1912.
You will be benefiting four friends each month for a
year at a very small cost.
Address The Business Manager of THE AMERICAN
THEOSOPHIST, Krotona, Hollywood, Los Angeles,
Calif.

GIFTS

GIFTS

For the Holidays

WHY NOT GIVE A THEOSOPHICAL BOOK TO YOUR FRIEND?

The Inner Way, by John Tauler cloth $ .75

For the

The Spiritual Guide, by Molinos cloth .75

The Ways of Love, by Elizabeth Severs _ cloth 1.25

Dhammapada, by Beal cloth .50

The Tear and the Smile, by M. Charles cloth 1.00

Holidays

WHY NOT GIVE A THEOSOPHICAL

BOOl{

TO YOUR FRIEND?

Extracts from the Writings of Clement of Alexandria leather .75

The Lotus Calendar 35

The Inner \Vay_ by John Tauler
..cloth $ .75
The Spiritual Guide, by Molinos
..cloth .75
..cloth 1.25
The \\'ays of Love, by Elizabeth Severs
....c1oth .50
Dhammapada, by Beal
..cloth 1.00
The Tear and the Smile, by M. Charles
..leat'ner .75
Extracts from the \Vritings of Clement of Alexandria
.35
The Lotus Calendar
Echoes from the Gnosis, tastefully bound in leather
..Per volume .75
The Gnosis of the Mind.
The Hymns of Hermes.
The Vision of Aridaenus.
The Mysteries of Mithra.
The Gnostic Crucifixion.
The Chaldean Oracles—Part 1.
The Chaldean Oracles—Part II.
Man
Life
for
of the World, by Annie Besant. Beautiful Gift
the
Spiritual
Book
.50
Golden Thoughts on the Higher Life, by John TauIer.....
...leather .75
The House of Strange \Vork, by Elizabeth Severs
..cloth .50
The Seven Rays of Development, by A. H. Ward.....
....cloth, 50c; leather .75
The Golden Verses of Pythagoras
...cloth, 75c; leather 1.00
The Path to the Masters of Wisdom......
..cloth .50
..cloth .50
Light from the East, by Edith Vi/ard
The Light of Asia, by Sir Edwin Arnold
..cloth, 50c; leather 1.00
Christ and Buddha, by C. Jinarajadasa
...cloth, 50c; leather .75
Gems from the East. A Birthday Book
..leather 1.00
The Bhagavad Gita, translated by Annie Besant
..cloth, 50c; leather 1.00
The Doctrine of the Heart
...cloth, 50c; leather .75
The Voice of the Silence, by H. P. Blavatsky
..cloth, 50c; leather .75
........................................................................

Echoes from the Gnosis, tastefully bound in leather Per volume .75

.........................................................................

The Gnosis of the Mind.

...........................................................

The Hymns of Hermes.

..
.....................................

The Vision of Aridaenus.

.................................................

The Mysteries of Mithra.

.......................

The Gnostic Crucifixion.

The Chaldean Oracles—Part 1.

The Chaldean Oracles—Part II.

Spiritual Life for the Man of the World, by Annie Besant. Beautiful Gift

Book 50

Golden Thoughts on the Higher Life, by John Tauler leather .75

The House of Strange Work, by Elizabeth Severs cloth .50

..
..............................................................................................

.....................
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The Seven Rays of Development, by A. H. Ward cloth, 50c; leather .75

The Golden Verses of Pythagoras cloth, 75c; leather 1.00

The Path to the Masters of Wisdom cloth .50

Light from the East, by Edith Ward cloth .50

The Light of Asia, by Sir Edwin Arnold cloth, 50c; leather 1.00

Christ and Buddha, by C. Jinarajadasa cloth, 50c; leather .75

Gems from the East. A Birthday Book leather 1.00

The Bhagavad Gita, translated by Annie Besant cloth, 50c; leather 1.00

The Doctrine of the Heart _ cloth, 50c; leather .75

The Voice of the Silence, by H. P. Blavatsky cloth, 50c; leather .75

Books by Mabel Collins.

Idyll of the White Lotus _ cloth 1.00

One Life, One Law _ cloth .50

Light on the Path cloth, 50c; leather .75

A Cry from Afar „ cloth .35

Through the Gates of Gold cloth .50

Love's Chaplet _ : cloth .50

The Scroll of the Disembodied Man _ cloth .35

Fragments of Thought and Life _ cloth .75
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The Builders _ cloth .35
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THEOSOPHICAL BOOK CONCERN
116 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago

Theosophical Book Concern

Theosophical Book Concern

(Owned by The American Section of The Theosophical Society, Inc.)

Theosophical Society. Inc.)
Room 1505, 116 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago
Publishers and Importers of Theosophical and Occult Books.

(Owned by The

Room 1505, 116 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago

Publishers and Importers of Theosophical and Occult Books.

NEW BOOKS

Price Postpaid.

Education as Service ...................................................... J. Krishnamurti (Alcyone)

American Section of The

.................................... . ................... „ ............................... Paper, .25; Cloth, .50; Leather $ .75

Initiation: The Perfecting of Man ...................................................... Annie Besant 1.00

NEW BOOKS

A Textbook of Theosophy .............................. .................. _ ........... C. W. Leadbeater .75

Psychology: Essays and Addresses, Vol. I ................... „ ............ Annie Besant 1.00

Price Postpaid.
..]. Krishnamurti (Alcyone)
..Paper, .25; Cloth, .50; Leather $ .75

The Spiritual Life: Essays and Addresses, Vol. II ............... Annie Besant 1.00

Education

Methods of Psychic Development ............................................. Irving S. Cooper .50

as

Service

....................................................

Revised American Edition. Just published.

........................................................................................

The Riddle of Life, by Annie Besant .................................................................... Paper .25

The Life After Death, by C. W. Leadbeater ............................................ " .25

Theosophy and Social Reconstruction, by Dr. Baden Guest ......... " .25

..Annie Besant 1.00
Perfecting of Man
..C. \V. Leadbeater .75
Theosophy
..Annie Besant 1.00
Psychology: Essays and Addresses, Vol. I
The Spiritual Life: Essays and Addresses, Vol. II
..Annie Besant 1.00
Methods of Psychic Development
..Irving S. Cooper .50
Revised American Edition. Just published.
The Riddle of Life, by Annie Besant
..Paper .25
The Life After Death, by C. V-‘V. Leadbeater
.25
.25
Guest
and
Dr.
Baden
Social
Reconstruction, by
Theosophy

Initiation: The
A Textbook of

....................................................

.............................................................

The Immediate Future ....................................................................................... Annie Besant 1.00

...............................

The Changing World ....................................................................................... Annie Besant 1.00

The Inner Life ................ „ ...................................... . ................................... C. W. Leadbeater

.............

Vol. I ................................................................... _ ............................................................................... 1.50

...........................................

Vol. II ........................ ........... .................... ............. _ ............ .................................................................. 1.50
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The Ideals of Theosophy .................................................. _ ............................ Annie Besant .75

-

...................................................................

Adyar Album .......................................................................... J. Krishnamurti (Alcyone) LOG

Illustrated with 42 half-tones and with letter-press by C. W.

Leadbeater.

Isis Unveiled (Two volumes) ............................................................ H. P. Blavatsky 7.50

New English edition on light-weight paper.

The Secret Doctrine (Four volumes) .......................................... H. P. Blavatsky 16.00

New English edition on light-weight paper. Special price per set.

“

..
...........................................

“

.......

The Immediate Future
The Changing World
The Inner Life

..

..Annie Besant 1.00
..Annie Besant 1.00
..C. W. Leadbeater

.....................................................................................

..................................................................................

'

..
...................

Vol. I.
Vol. II
..Annie Besant
The Ideals of Theosophy
..J. Krishnamurti (Alcyone)
Adyar Album
Illustrated with 42 half-tones and with letter-press by C. \V.

Theosophy ............................ „ .......................................... „ .................... _ ...... Dr. Rudolf Steiner 1 .00

Atlantis and Lemuria ...... _. ................................................................. Dr. Rudolf Steiner 1.00

The Education of Children ............................................................ Dr. Rudolf Steiner .50

The Body of His Desire .......................................................... -...Mrs. Campbell Praed 1.20

..
...................................................................................................................................................

..
......................................................................................................................................................

...............................................

Routledge Rides Alone ................................... _..., ....................................... W. L. Comfort 1.50

Fate Knocks at the Door .......................................................................... W. L. Comfort 1.25

.........................................................................

Slie Buildeth Her House .............................................................................. W. L. Comfort 1.25

The Tear and the Smile, by M. Charles ............................................. Special Price .75

Birth a New Chance ........................................................................... Columbus Bradford 1.10

Cash should accompany all orders, as it is our policy to extend

credit only to recognized dealers and Lodge Book Concerns. The prices

given include postage.

Leadbeater.

Isis Unveiled

(Two volumes)

..........................................................

1.50
1.50
.75
LOG

NOTICE OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS
NOTICE OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS

Mr. Hervey Gulick wishes to announce that until further notice his address

will be as follows:

HERVEY GULICK, E. M.,

Mr. Hervey Gulick wishes to announce that until further notice his address
will be as follows:
HERVEY GULICK, E. M.,
Care Bralllard y Cla, Cuzco, Peru, South America

Care Braillard y Cia, Cuzco, Peru, South America

JUST PUBLISHED

Myriam and the Mystic Brotherhood

JUST PUBLISHED

By Maude L. Howard

1 volume, 12-mo. Cloth. 370 pages. Net $1.25; by mail, $1.35

"Mrs. Howard has made a wonderful beginning and with her grasp of occult

truths and her courage in dealing with them, it is hoped more books may come

from her pen."—From Review in "The Theosophic Messenger."

"We most cordially recommend the work to seekers for the truth. It cannot

but widen the purview, increase the power and purpose of life, and bring peace

Myriam and the Mystic Brotherhood
By Maude L. Howard
pages. Net $1.25; by mail, $1.35
“Mrs. Howard has made a wonderful beginning and with her grasp of occult
truths and her courage in dealing with them, it ls hoped more books may come
from her pen."—From Review in “The Theoeophlc Messenger."
“We most cordially recommend the work to seekers tor the truth. It cannot
but widen the purview, increase the power and purpose of life, and bring peace
and inspiration to all readers.”———F. Milton Wlllle, Gen. Sec. Representative. Division
of the East, T. 8.
1

volume, 12-mo. Cloth. 370

and Inspiration to all readers."—F. Milton Willis, Gen. Sec. Representative, Division

of the East, T. S.

John W. Lovell, Publisher, 45 Warren St., New York

rr\i rr\ j_1 A 1 j_ /^1 • A Ne!»t booklet of Theosophica1

1 he Iruth About Christ ^««««!*»«ipgiyta.

x ij-v^ A J. 1*1.1.1. J.1.MV/M.I, VAIAJ.AOI, portant subject, inciting to

John W. Lovell, Publisher, 45 Warren St., New York

larger views, swifter development and more fruitful lives. 2nd edition. Useful for propaganda.
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F. MILTON WILLIS. Grantwood, New Jersey

PUBLISHED

The Truth About Christ

A New Vegetarian Cook-Book

Order at once

International Vegetarian Cook-Book

Compiled by

MRS. CLARA JEROME KOCHERSPERGER

Introduction by

DR. WELLER VAN HOOK

Illustrated by

MISS LOUISE SHUDDEMAGEN

A collection of carefully selected vegetarian recipes designed to fill a long-

felt want for a practical vegetarian cook-book. It meets the requirements

of those of simplest needs as well as of those desiring to set a formal and

elaborate table. It includes an ample list of sick room delicacies.

The recipes in this book were contributed by vegetarians and representa-

tives of vegetarian societies in all parts of the world. Though carefully

edited, the contributions have been given in their original form, thus giving

an added interest to the volume.

Price, $1.25, including postage.

THE RAJPUT PRESS, 31 North State St., Chicago, 111.
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Our list No. 2 is the most complete list of theosophical books published. All of

them are loaned and are subject to return or purchase.

A full stock of theosophical books for sale. Usual discounts to Lodges.

Second-hand theosophical books for sale, or taken in part payment.
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Science, etc.
The O. E. Library Critic, a bi-weekly Review devoted to the propaganda of theosophical ideals, 25 cents a year.
Lists, advice and reading schedules free. Correspondence invited.
NOTE—The O. E. Library, and the O. E. Library Critic, being established chiefly
for spreading the knowledge of Theosophy and for aiding its students, will
gladly co-operate with any person or organization having similar aims. No
one is excluded from the use of the Library by reason of financial disability,
after satisfactory representations.
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the O. E. Library will mall to any one who is not already a borrower from the

Library, any four of the following books (among others on its Free Mailing List),

on their personal promise to return them postpaid within a month after receipt.

There is no charge if returned promptly. A return envelope is furnished. Re-

In Order to Promote Interest in

quests to send these books to others must invariably be accompanied with a per-

sonal guarantee to reimburse the Library for losses, costs of recall notices or fines

Theosophy

for keeping over time.

This is a good way to interest your friends who cannot or will not get these

books from a local library. There is no trouble but the mailing. Those wishing

to interest friends can get application postcards and Free Lists in any number

for distribution by just writing to the Librarian, O. E. Library.

Alcyone; At the Feet of the Master.

Arnold; The Light of Asia.
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Library, any four oi.’ the following books (among others on its Free Mailing List),
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There is no charge if returned promptly. A return envelope is furnished. Requests to send these books to others must invariably be accompanied with a personal guarantee to reimburse the Library for losses, costs of recall notices or fines
for keeping over time.
This is a good way to interest your friends who cannot or will not get these
books from a local library. There is no trouble but the mailing. Those wishing
to interest friends can get application postcards and Free Lists in any number
for distribution by just writing to the Librarian, 0. E, Library.
Aicyone; At the Feet of the Master.
Arnold; The Light of Asia.
Besant; Death and After; Karma; Man and His Bodies: Reincarnation; The
Seven Principles oi.’ Man; In the Outer Court; The Path of Discipleship; The
Path to the Masters of Wisdom.
Bhagavad Gita; Besant's and Johnston's translations; Arnold's Song Celestial.
Blavatsky; The Voice of the Silence.
carus; The Gospel of Buddha.
Collins: Light on the Path.
Doctrine of the Heart.
Judge; The Ocean of Theosophy.
Leadbeater; The Astral Plane; The Devachanic Plane; Clairvoyance; Invisible
Helpers; An Outline of Theosophy; A Text-Book of Theosophy.
Mallet; First Steps in Theosophy (with colored plates of the astral body, etc.).
Narada Sutra.
Rogers; Hints to Young Students of Occultism.
Sinnett; Esoteric Buddhism; Karma, a Novel.
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On November 17, 1875, the cause of religious and intellectual free-

dom received a great ally. On that date The Theosophical Society

was born, with the heritage of a long and splendid past running back

through a vista of mystical orders and Inner Temples into the night

of time. Inspired by the Sacred Masters of the East, the Elder

Brothers of Humanity, Custodians of the Wisdom and Guardians of

the spiritual welfare of the people, this Society stands upon a rock

of unshakable strength and will carry the Ancient Wisdom safely

down through centuries of time.

In the first shaping of its physical destinies, the Inner Founders

of the Society were nobly served by two of Their devoted disciples,

Colonel Henry Steele Olcott and Madame Helena Petrovna Bla-

vatsky. It is to these intrepid pioneers that a debt is due which

can never be paid. They will stand forth in history as the visible

founders of the most universal and flexible of the known vessels of

spiritual truth.

The belief of Theosophists in the Universal Brotherhood of Man

lies at the foundation of all belief and expresses the perception of the

universal truth that all Life is one. In this is recognized a common
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duty and a common Fatherhood. Theosophists believe also that

the study of comparative Religion, Philosophy and Science should

be encouraged, because of the broad tolerance that results when all

men recognize the various statements of truth as being fundamentally

one. They believe in the Universal Brotherhood of Ideas, as well as

of Man. They further believe that nothing should remain hidden

that the mind of man can understand, and so the unexplained laws

and powers of Nature should be investigated to discover obscure

facts to add to the known jewels in the Crown of Truth.

All gratitude and love be unto Them and Their servants who

sent forth the Light through the Society whose birth this month we

celebrate.

THE CONVENTION

By the Editor

We had a happy and effective Convention. The Twenty-sixth

annual assemblage of members marked a new stage in the progress

of the American work. There was so radiant a force of friendliness

THE CONVENTION
By the Editor

and kindness pervading the gathering that all felt the influence of it

and joyfully responded to it.

My first experience with an American T. S. Convention was at

a time when the former happiness and harmony had disappeared,

We had a happy and effective Convention. The Twenty-sixth
annual assemblage of members marked a new stage in the progress
of the American work. There was so radiant a force of friendliness
and kindness pervading the gathering that all felt the influence of it
and joyfully responded to it.
My first experience with an American T. S. Convention was at
a time when the former happiness and harmony had disappeared,
and contest and struggle had suddenly taken their place. This condition existed until one yearned for the time when no longer our national gatherings should be battle-grounds over political points, but
should re—become the feasting places of good-fellowship and good
cheer, of which I had heard in former days. With the passing of the
late Convention it seems now that the happier times have come again,
for it would be hard to realize how a greater harmony and good-feeling
could be displayed than was felt on this occasion.
The laurels Won by our good brother, Mr. Carlos S. Hardy, as
wielder of the gavel will distinguish him for a long time. Not only
did he see to it that the business of the Convention was expeditiously
and effectively transacted, but he managed to throw into his duties
a charming amount of human interest and happy pleasantry. His
adoption of the unique plan of filling in the time between the reports
of committees and other gaps by calling on various members to address remarks to the gathering—and especially members who otherwise would not have been heard at the Convention—produced a most
gratifying efl’ect.
The Convention has fully ratified the incorporation of the Section,
and now the body is duly constituted a corporate entity with a birthdate of September 21st, 1911. As such it may receive bequests and
donations directly and no longer through the medium of Trustees
and third parties, and can own property and dispose of the same as
any other lawful body. A full set of by-laws was adopted, and these
will be printed in due course for the membership. Among the changes
was the increase of membership dues for members-at-largefrom $2.00
to $5.00. This was done so that a premium might not be placed upon
membership-at-large, as has been the case during the past year.
members of lodges pay $2.00 a year to the Section, and in addition
to that their own lodge dues, usually making the total sum of $5.00
or more per year; whereas the members-at-large paying only $2.00
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of committees and other gaps by calling on various members to ad-

dress remarks to the gathering—and especially members who other-

wise would not have been heard at the Convention—produced a most
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and now the body is duly constituted a corporate entity with a birth-

date of September 21st, 1911. As such it may receive bequests and

donations directly and no longer through the medium of Trustees

and third parties, and can own property and dispose of the same as

any other lawful body. A full set of by-laws was adopted, and these

will be printed in due course for the membership. Among the changes

was the increase of membership dues for members-at-large from $2.00

to $5.00. This was done so that a premium might not be placed upon

membership-at-large, as has been the case during the past year. All

members of lodges pay $2.00 a year to the Section, and in addition

to that their own lodge dues, usually making the total sum of $5.00

or more per year; whereas the members-at-large paying only $2.00
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per year were enjoying membership at a less figure than lodge mem-

bers, thus making membership-at-large desirable from a financial

standpoint. The increase makes the annual payment of the two classes

of members more nearly alike, and places the cost of membership-at-

large only slightly above what it was before it was reduced last year.

Another new point was the resolution making it obligatory upon

a member changing his residence to a new place to join the lodge in

that place. In many cases members have preferred to retain their

membership in the home lodge and take no active part in the work

of the lodge where they have taken up new residence. Under the

new by-laws, the General Secretary is obliged to record the members

as affiliated with the latter lodge. Any member, however, wishing

to retain membership in his former lodge may do so, because under

the incorporation members no longer vote in Convention by lodges,

and so one may hold membership not in one lodge alone, but in as

many as he feels the wish to help support.

Mv good friends and zealous Theosophical associates upon the

Board* of Trustees, Mr. F. J. Kunz and Mr. Thos. H. Talbot, ex-

pressed their wish to step aside and give place to new blood on the

Board, and desired that their names should not be used for re-elec-

tion, though quite willing to hold office again if they should be in any
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way specially needed. In their place we elected Mr. Carlos S. Hardy,

of Los Angeles, and Mrs. Harold C. Stowe, of Brooklyn. The elec-

tion of a woman on the Board is an excellent step. This is a woman's

age, and to some extent the T. S. is a woman's movement. All honor

and recognition be unto the triumphant, ascendant sex 1

Mr. Hardy was also elected Treasurer in the place of Mr. Elliot

Holbrook, resigned, thus establishing the last of the chief functional

offices at Krotona. I was happy that my good friends, Mr. Holbrook,

one of the busiest of men, and Mr. Ensor, the able Business Manager

of The Theosophic Messenger, were also re-elected to the Board.

In the present personnel of the Board, the various parts of the

Section represented are: The East (Mrs. Stowe); the Middle West

(Mr. Holbrook); Canada (Mr. Ensor); the far West (Mr. Hardy),

and the General Secretary may be put down as representing them all,

for he feels quite at home in them all.

It was good to see at the Convention some of our active and prom-

inent workers of former days. One of the most entertaining of the

events of the day was the able manner in which Mr. Henry Hotchner

collected a fund from the members intended by him to enable the Sec-

tion to participate in the contributions to Headquarters at Krotona.

It had been explained that the Headquarters was bought as an E. S.

and educational centre, and that the T. S. afterwards came there as

an honoring guest, whereupon Mr. Hotchner suggested that the Sec-

tion should pay its share of expenses, and proceeded at once to raise the

.
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fund from the members. This he did with a running flow of wit that
was brilliant in its native charm and originality.
Both the pre- and post-Convention exercises were filled with interest and enjoyment. Mrs. Russak’s lecture on Healing made a noticeable impression upon themembers. Speaking as she does as one who
knows, her words carry deep conviction and she wins her audiences
not only by her obvious possession of knowledge, but by a rare personal charm. Her public lecture at the Blackstone Theater was a
finished and eloquent affair.
The lecture of his Holiness, Abdul-Baha, given at the social gathering, was enjoyed by everyone. What a charming Bhakti he is!
His address was taken down in shorthand and will be duly published
in The Theosophic Messenger. May he long live to carry on his noble
work, and may it be our happy privilege to come into his pure and
benign presence many times again. He is singularly fortunate in
having his nephew, Dr. Fareed, as Interpreter, for his attainment
as a master of chaste and beautiful English is indeed high.
The hours devoted to Propaganda were most interesting. Mr.
Cooper led with a fine address on the subject, and the expression
of the various views that followed was enjoyable and profitable.
Mr. Hotchner with his practical organizing genius proposed to
formalize the best results of the meeting, to enlarge upon them and
publish a brochure as a useful document in the work. As Chairman
of the Committee appointed to carry out this idea, I am sure he will
do a valuable service.
The meeting and discussion on the subject of Theosophical Teaching and Training was most useful. Also the discussion of work along
Christian lines. This was an innovation and ought to produce good
results in those special lines of work which point toward the Coming
of the VVorld-Teacher.There is no reason now why our speakers should
not more and more obtain entree into the pulpits of the churches.
Some years ago it would have seemed madness to expect such a thing;
now it is already taking place and should be a practical fact more and
more. VVe have a message that is simply priceless in its value to the
churches, and they are beginning to open their eyes and see, and as
they do they admit our speakers to their pulpits.
Another interesting activity was the exhibition of views by Mr.
Myers for stereopticon lectures. Mr. Myers ran through the lantern
his slides on the various Theosophicaltopics, and this he did in a very
delightful and interesting way. In this day of moving-picture shows,
for which the wide public has such a constant fondness, the stereopticon lecture is a thing that always attracts, and Mr. J inarajadasa
some time ago wisely set the pace of meeting the public on their own
ground. In this respect I hope his example will be widely followed.
Mr. Myers is doing good work to make it possible for the lecturers to
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obtain slides, and in this thanks are not due to him alone, but also to

Mr. Horton Carr, who makes and produces the slides at the mere cost.

Another important feature of the meetings was the introduction

by Mrs. Ray Wardall of the plans for Round Table work among

the children. Mrs. Wardall, who is the National Representative for

America of the Round Table, gave a charming and most convincing

description of the need for this work and the manner of properly con-

ducting it. The Round Table is intended to include children from

the age of thirteen up, and to train them along Theosophical lines. It

therefore takes the children from the Lotus Circle grade and carries

them on to the time when they can become full-pledged lodge work-

ers. We must not forget that the future lies with the children, and

our constant effort should be to improve the Service in all those lines

which include the possibility of developing the children's nature to

an appreciation of chivalry and Theosophical knowledge.

A most interesting feature of the Convention was the Forum.

It was an experiment and I am happy to say it has succeeded in prov-

ing itself as a beginning with a future promise. My idea was to have

a place in the Convention where the people could freely express their

opinions on any topic of Theosophical interest which had for its sole

object the improvement of the Service. A noticeable difference be-
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came immediately apparent as between discussions in the Forum

and discussions on the floor of the Convention. In the Forum there

was a mere expression of ideas, and those expressing them did not do

so as legislators having the power to enforce them. So the occasion

was one purely for the test of ideas independently of any possibility

of a political enforcement of them. The General Secretary was pres-

ent to explain and answer questions, and the Secretary of the meeting

took down the recommendations of the meeting. In a word, the body

became a meeting for the purpose of discussing problems, reaching

conclusions, and recommending to the Administration certain actions

based on those conclusions—all for the good of the Service. All

through the meeting ran a note of gentle courtesy and desire to help.

May it not be that some day our modern legislatures will be replaced

by assemblages of the people; representatives who shall do that same

sort of thing—recommend to the leaders charged with the great re-

sponsibilities of the highest leadership certain laws and lines of action

which will meet both the needs and the wants of the people. If so,

there would be thus wedded together the real principles of democracy

and monarchy into a form of government in which the leaders and

the people will co-operate intimately for the highest good of the whole.

Therefore in our Forum meeting perhaps we had a tiny glimpse into

the possibilites of such a future system.

The busy man at the Convention, the one who fulfilled all our

wants and cared for all our needs, was Mr. Cooper. When the ma-
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obtain slides, and in this thanks are not due to him alone, but also to
Mr. Horton Carr, who makes and produces the slides at the mere cost.
Another important feature of the meetings was the introduction
by Mrs. Ray Wardall of the plans for Round Table work among
the children. Mrs. Wardall, who is the National Representative for
America of the Round Table, gave a charming and most convincing
description of the need for this work and the manner of properly conducting it. The Round Table is intended to include children from
the age of thirteen up, and to train them along Theosophical lines. It
therefore takes the children from the Lotus Circle grade and carries
them on to the time when they can become full-pledged lodge workers. We must not forget that the future lies with the children, and
our constant effort should be to improve the Service in all those lines
which include the possibility of developing the children’s nature to
an appreciation of chivalry and Theosophical knowledge.
A most interesting feature of the Convention was the Forum.
It was an experiment and I am happy to say it has succeeded in proving itself as a beginning with a future promise. My idea was to have
a place in the Convention where the people could freely express their
opinions on any topic of Theosophical interest which had for its sole
object the improvement of the Service. A noticeable difl"erence became immediately apparent as between discussions in the Forum
and discussions on the floor of the Convention. In the Forum there
was a mere expression of ideas, and those expressing them did not do
so as legislators having the power to enforce them. So the occasion
was one purely for the test of ideas independently of any possibility
of a political enforcement of them. The General Secretary was present to explain and answer questions, and the Secretary of the meeting
took down the recommendations of the meeting. In a word, the body_
became a meeting for the purpose of discussing problems, reaching
conclusions, and recommending to the Administration certain actions
based on those conclusions—all for the good of the Service. All
through the meeting ran a note of gentle courtesy and desire to help.
May it not be that some day our modern legislatures will be replaced
by assemblages of the people; representatives who shall do that same
sort of thing—recommend to the leaders charged with the great responsibilitiesof the highest leadership certain laws and lines of action
which will meet both the needs and the wants of the people. If so,
there would be thus wedded together the real principles of democracy
and monarchy into a form of government in which the leaders and
the people will co-operate intimately for the highest good of the whole.
Therefore in our Forum meeting perhaps we had a tiny glimpse into
the possibilitesof such a future system.
The busy man at the Convention, the one who fulfilled all our
wants and cared for all our needs, was Mr. Cooper. VVhen the ma_
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chinery of a large gathering runs smoothly,it is the Master of Ceremonies to whom the major thanks are due. Such is our gratitude to
our hard-working brother who is now established in Chicago as Divisional Representative. And he now is also the head of the Book
Concern, for at last the book business of the Section is owned by the
Section. It is now established in the new Headquarters, 116 South
Michigan Avenue, and Mr. Cooper will try to develop this business
to the point of becoming a self-sustaining institution, one that is thoroughly eflicient and effective. Then it will be a powerful arm of the
propaganda service, and it is hoped that the members will co-operate
as far as possible to make it the pronounced success it is sure to be.
In connection with the Convention there were the meetings of
the O. S. E., and the E. S. It was interesting to notice the large attendance in both. Although the Order of the Star in the East has no
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ofiicial link with the T. S., nevertheless the T. S. members are so intimately bound to it by the bonds of devoted interest, that its activities cannot Well be dissociated from those of the T. S. Miss Marjorie
Tuttle as National Representative conducted the meetings with admirable skill and ability,especially for one whose body is so young in
years.
As to the E. S. meetings, they were so largely attended that one
could scarcely see that they did not really embrace the whole Convention; a healthy sign of zealous interest in the work.
The future outlook is most promising. All the chief Workers are
centered now at the Sectional Headquarters; the work there is progressing rapidly and effectively; plans are being developed for the
extension of the activities in many directions, and Mrs. Russak, accompanied by Mrs. Broenniman, is in the field, making a tour from
Atlantic to Pacific. I hope before long that we may have Mr. Rogers
in the field again, utilizing also his fine abilities, and Mr. Cooper and
Mr. Unger will lecture in the Middle West and the East, as may be
practicable from time to time. Mrs. Garnsey’s Propaganda Department will be built up and extended, and a system of “circuit riders”
is beingplanned for lodge lecturers within certain districts where there
is a healthy and active lodge.
With the effective fulfillment of these plans, the people will more
rapidly than ever have the opportunity of hearing the Message which
has been given to us for delivery to them, a responsibilitygreat enough
to tax not only our fullest time, but our highest talent and greatest
outward resources.
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OUR PRESIDENT AND THE WORK ABROAD

By Marie Russak-.

(An address delivered before the Twenty-sixth Annual Conven-

tion of The American Section of The Theosophical Society at Chica-

go, September 15,1912.)

Friends and Fellow Students: It is always difficult to speak

last on a program because most of the things one wishes to say have

probably been said; but I have one thing on my side this morning

which I may speak of: our President, and she is best of all. My love

for her will loose my tongue to speak.

Mr. Cooper's remarks took me back to the time when I remem-

ber looking first in that dear face. It was at the station at Madras

in 1906 when she had come from Benares and I had first gone to

Adyar with the President, Colonel Olcott. As I look over my life

with her (it is from the personal standpoint that I wish to speak),

I want to tell you the lessons that her splendid life and work have

taught me.

I saw her first at the bedside of the Colonel just a few weeks be-

fore he was to pass away from us to the other life. The great note which

her daily life sang then was one of absolute devotion. It is impossi-

ble to conceive of greater devotion. Day after day, in that hot coun-

try, where it is trying to our Western bodies to resist the heat, hour
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after hour, day after day, night after night, I saw that unwearying

devotion of hers which was so beautiful as a lesson of unselfishness.

It was my first touch with her and it has always stood out to me as

the greatest lesson from her life. There was nothing she would not

do in that time to relieve one moment of suffering for our dear Colo-

nel Olcott. Hour after hour I have seen her sit on the bed and hold

his head on her shoulder, when it was difficult for him to breathe lying

down, and difficult for him to sit up because of the weakness of his

body. Often I have seen her as late as eleven or twelve o'clock at

night, so overcome by fatigue as to slip off the bed to the floor and

fall asleep at his feet. For hours she would lie on the stone floor

asleep, the mat by his bed being the only softness for her. And to

see the Colonel always when he knew she was there, reaching down

to touch her shoulder, to assure himself that she was there, and then

with his finger to his lips whisper: "She is asleep." That gentle

touch, however, would awaken her. Up she would spring with: "I

am sorry, I was a little weary and I slept." Again the vigil would
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her daily life sang then was one of absolute devotion. It is impossible to conceive of greater devotion. Day after day, in that hot country, where it is trying to our Western bodies to resist the heat, hour
after hour, day after day, night after night, I saw that unwearying
devotion of hers which was so beautiful as a lesson of unselfishness.
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his head on her shoulder, when it was diflicult for him to breathe lying
down, and difficult for him to sit up because of the weakness of his
body. Often I have seen her as late as eleven or twelve o’clock at
night, so overcome by fatigue as to slip off the bed to the floor and
fall asleep at his feet. For hours she would lie on the stone floor
asleep, the mat by his bed being the only softness for her. And to
see the Colonel always when he knew she was there, reaching down
to touch her shoulder, to assure himself that she was there, and then
with his finger to his lips whisper: “She is asleep.” That gentle
touch, however, would awaken her. Up she would spring with: “I
am sorry, I was a little weary and I slept.” Again the vigil would
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begin, until she would be overcome and then we would get her to
bed, but only just in behind the door in the next room where she could
hear his slightest Word, and where only the partition of doors, open
at top and bottom, separated her from that work of devotion. So on,
until the time when, with her own blessed hands, she alone prepared
his body for cremation as a mother would prepare a child. Then
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hear his slightest word, and where only the partition of doors, open

at top and bottom, separated her from that work of devotion. So on,

until the time when, with her own blessed hands, she alone prepared

his body for cremation as a mother would prepare a child. Then

afterward those hands took up the duties. I wondered at the time

afterward those hands took up the duties. I wondered at the time
how she would ever bear it. But I haven’t Worried about it, because
still the words of the Master ring in my ears: “We shall watch over
her,” when the Colonel questioned him as to whether she would be able
to bear the great burden of all the work of both E. S. and T. S. Surely
that devotion has led her on. It has been the one foundation of
strength because it has been for the Masters and her H. P. B. that
she has been working—for them and for us.
Then the next lesson which stands out in her life for me, and
that I am trying every day of my life to emulate, is the spirit of
tolerance which is ever present in that great heart; tolerance for every
one and everything. Why, we playfully say sometimes at Adyar
that if one wants to win Mrs. Besant’s attention just become her
enemy. Even if you want to win her love, become her enemy, just
for a little while, because she cannot have enemies long. I am sure
of that. It is only for a brief space anyway. But at this time, I
think there is no note of her life which is more potent to us than that
very one of tolerance and the absolute freedom of opinion. She
reiterates it every time she speaks, almost, when I have heard her recently. It is especially potent because you know they have been attacking her saying that she has been committing the society to cults
and creeds and to all sorts of orders. I heard her say recently: “I
may work in these societies as Annie Besant, and uphold them, but
as President of the Theosophical Society I stand for absolute freedom of opinion and I compel no one to accept any of them.” That
is the note which she is speaking all the time, that note of tolerance
and freedom of opinion.
But you see we are so likely to forget that we are working with
the three bodies; that there is an absolute freedom of action, and
an absolute freedom of feeling as well as of opinion. There is where
we forget. ‘We work in three bodies and she knows it. She may say: “I
do this, and I support that,” but she does not say: “I compel you to do
it.” Some of her greatest friends, closest to her, do not even belong to
the E. S., unattached members even, inactive practically——it doesn’t
matter to her, so long as they hold the ideals of Theosophy dear, how
they choose to live it, how they choose to serve. I was astonished
recently to hear that a member of a lodge was going to resign from
it because she could not vote for the President of the lodge since that
President was not a member of the E. S. She was a very good Pres-
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ident, but not a member of the E. S. I am sure Mrs. Besant her-

self would have been the first to speak against any such idea. We

have one general platform, she says, and that is Brotherhood. There

are many little platforms alongside of it, and if it appeals to us to

serve in the various orders and capacities, so much the better, if we

have the time, and let each one of us work where we can serve the

Masters best. We have come along many lines in the past and we

will serve along the line of least resistance. We have been to school

in our many lives, we have learned to serve and there is where we will

give our best service. Let us not try to force others to serve as we

would have them serve, but let us endeavor to call out everything

that is within them that they may work for the best. We have enough to

do to perform our own little duties well. It will take all our time.

Now this is voicing what I have heard her speak of so recently.

Mrs. Besant has lately been in England and the work there, as

in Scotland, is spreading enormously. But the Scottish General Sec-

retary, one of the strongest workers, has only recently decided to come

into the E. S. in order to get a little closer to her. But he is one of

the greatest workers our society has ever seen. He is very dear to her,

for she recently wrote me: "You are going to that country to work

for my very dear friend, David Graham Pole." I only tell you these
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things to let you understand how large is her tolerance and how great

is her idea of our work. There is only one thing she asks, and that

is to serve. She naturally sets us the example, for that is the way

she works. She never says: "You must work my way." O! the

freedom of it! When I ask her a question: "How would you like

this or that done?" she replies: "As you will, my child. Do the

best you can in your own way. If you make a mistake I will help

you out of it." She doesn't wish to make automata of us by any

means. So the note she has been singing most lately in England is

to form another sort of body of workers to help the social side, the

Socialists. Recently she went down into the very heart of Socialism

in the East Side of London, where long ago she worked as Annie Be-

sant. As a gentleman told me, many times he has seen her at mid-

night on the platform of the underground, in a little short tweed

skirt, and a little shawl tied around her shoulders and a Tarn O'Shan-

ter on her head, after a day of arduous labor, going to a cab drivers'

meeting or some other gathering among those poor, downtrodden

people of the East Side.

In that very centre, the other night, she went among those peo-

ple, into a crowded room, where formerly she spoke as an atheist, and

there she propounded the doctrines of reincarnation and karma and

told them that they were what they were because of past lives, and

expounded to them the doctrine of evolution, the law of cause and

effect. They took it, accepted it, and every now and then broke out into
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prolonged applause. It was indeed an epoch-making night, that.
I have been told since that they have asked to have more Theosophists come there and speak to them. She is formulating a new social
regime and willmake an appeal to the King for what she wants for the
people of England. Very soon the whole scheme will be before you
because it is to be published and sent broadcast. It was recently
published in the Christian Commonwealth.
Now this is just a brief outline of how I have followed her since
I first saw her. One thing more I wish to say, and that is, that our
life at Adyar was in just the same spirit as our brother, Mr. Cooper,
spoke of a moment ago. It was that feeling, or realization, of the
great privilege of being there. It is a rest, away from the world, and
it is there that we can go for spiritual recuperation. Our President
has said that Adyar exists especially, not merely to prepare teachers
and workers for the world, but for spiritual recuperation. The atmosphere of the place is so splendid. In my travels through almost
every country, I have never felt the same atmosphere so much as in
that valley where beautiful Krotona is now being established. It is
beautiful to go to Adyar, but why? Because minds, hearts and
bodies are there united in the same ideal, building up a mighty centre of force which pours out over the Theosophical Society in great
streams which can actually be seen by those able to see on the inner
planes. It is perfectly possible, where people are so united as in
those centres, to build up a mighty reservoir of force that will feed
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streams which can actually be seen by those able to see on the inner

planes. It is perfectly possible, where people are so united as in

those centres, to build up a mighty reservoir of force that will feed

the want, that will be medicine for the souls, as food is medicine for

the bodies.

Why is it that in a great city like this it is not possible to create

so great a centre as the one at Adyar or at Krotona? For one.thing,

because our forces are divided. We come to our rooms, we hear lec-

tures, we speak together, but we have our various duties that carry

us here and there. Our consciousness is divided naturally, between

the want, that will be medicine for the souls, as food is medicine for
the bodies.
Why is it that in a great city like this it is not possible to create
so great a centre as the one at Adyar or at Krotona? For one.thing,
because our forces are divided. We come to our rooms, we hear lectures, we speak together, but we have our various duties that carry
us here and there. Our consciousness is divided naturally, between
the duties of the day, the life of the city and business. AH that tends
to dissipate our force. But in a centre where all are united, this
blessed force grows stronger and stronger over our country; and we
can tap that reservoir in thought, because there are realms where
there is no distance, no space. It is as the President has said, a
strengthening feature for the Section and a great one, to have such
Mr. Leadbeater has said: “I suppose that
a place as Krotona.
workers must live in those awful places, the great cities, but there is
no reason why a splendid home and a potent force for the work should
not be built in a Krotona home.” Then, I know that we are supported
by the Great Ones behind. We need active sub-centres, we need active federations in different parts of the country, we need work everywhere, but we also need our spiritual home, our spiritual head, and
I am re oiced that Krotona has been selected. I shall voice the desire
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throughout the country that the help be given it that our President

has spoken about in her letter to you. Recently I have talked with

her and she said: "Yes, go and help to build it up and work for your

country," and I have come to do it.

ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT

throughout the country that the help be given it that our President
has spoken about in her letter to you. Recently I have talked with
her and she said: “Yes, go and help to build it up and work for your
country,” and I have come to do it.

(Delivered at the Convention of the Theosophical Society in England

and Wales, London, July, 1912.)

We have met here in our Annual Convention as National Socie-

ties meet all the world over, not so much to do work, but rather that

by the meeting we may cheer and encourage each other, may realize

the greatness of that for which we labor, and may take cheer from

each other's experiences, gain fresh impetus from the enthusiasm that

we see in those around us. During the last few years our gatherings

have taken on a new complexion. As Mr. Sinnett has just said, the

Movement is going forward with such marvelous rapidity that it al-

most takes one's breath away. I remember three and twenty years

ago, when I first had the privilege of meeting H. P. B.—her to whom

every gathering of Theosophists owes profoundest gratitude and rev-

erence—when I first met her she used to me a phrase that struck me

at the time. She said: "If I had your power of speech I would turn

England upside down." And I realized in that expression the duty
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of the true Theosophist—not only gladly to welcome the Light, but

to hand it on to all who sit in darkness, not only to rejoice that life

has become intelligible to oneself, but to try to render it intelligible

to those to whom it still remains a problem, heart-breaking in its com-

plexity and obscurity.

For this sacred knowledge that has come to us is a knowledge of

which the world stands sorely in need. Look around you everywhere

today, and see the problems that are pressing for solution, those most

fundamental problems of all—the nature of man, his relationship

to the universal Spirit, his relation to the universe around him; those

are the basic problems of human life. Where those are not under-

stood, where those are ignored or neglected, all human life goes

wrong. Today in every direction difficulties press on our civilization,

difficulties of Labor, difficulties of Government, difficulties of the re-

lations that knit men together in any society worthy to be called civ-

ilized. And so unanswered are those problems, so terrible the suffer-

ings of thousands of the poor amongst us, that anger is beginning to

show, revolt is lifting up its head, ignorance, impatient of suffering,

would fain grasp the reins of power, knowing only that it is in pain

ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT
(Delivered at the C'onvention of the TheosophicalSociety in England
and W’ ales, London, July, 1912.)
We have met here in our Annual Convention as National Societies meet all the world over, not so much to do work, but rather that
by the meeting we may cheer and encourage each other, may realize
the greatness of that for which we labor, and may take cheer from
each other’s experiences, gain fresh impetus from the enthusiasmthat
we see in those around us. During the last few years our gatherings
have taken on a new complexion. As Mr. Sinnett has just said, the
Movement is going forward with such marvelous rapidity that it almost takes one’s breath away. I remember three and twenty years
ago, when I first had the privilege of meeting H. P. B.—her to whom
every gathering of Theosophists owes profoundest gratitude and reverence—when I first met her she used to me a phrase that struck me
at the time. She said: “If I had your power of speech I would turn
England upside down.” And I realized in that expression the duty
of the true Theosophist—not only gladly to welcome the Light, but
to hand it on to all who sit in darkness, not only to rejoice that life
has become intelligible to oneself, but to try to render it intelligible
to those to whom it still remains a problem, heart-breaking in its com-

plexity and obscurity.
For this sacred knowledge that has come to us is a knowledge of
which the world stands sorely in need. Look around you everywhere
today, and see the problems that are pressing for solution, those most
fundamental problems of all—the nature of man, his relationship
to the universal Spirit, his relation to the universe around him; those
are the basic problems of human life. VVhere those are not understood, where those are ignored or neglected, all human life goes
wrong. Today in every direction difiiculties press on our civilization,
difliculties of Labor, difficulties of Government, difliculties of the relations that knit men together in any society worthy to be called civilized. And so unanswered are those problems, so terrible the sufferings of thousands of the poor amongst us, that anger is beginning to
show. revolt is lifting up its head, ignorance, impatient of suffering,
would fain grasp the reins of power, knowing only that it is in pain
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and demands relief, and unable, being ignorant, to know how relief
may be gained without the ruin of the civilization that it has cost so
much to build.
Now the Divine Wisdom lays a sure foundation upon which man
may build. That has been shown in the past, when the great King
Initiates of the long ago laid down the bases of the social order, and
built thereon an edifice of social splendor, "of social content and happiness. They over and over again have shown us that happiness in
society is not beyond the skill of the human brain, is not beyond the
powers of the human heart. They showed it in the great City of the
Golden Gate in Atlantis. They showed it in the still more marvelous
City of the Bridge on the mainland round the Island where Shamballa stood and stands today. They showed that wisdom applied to
the problems of Society, willing co-operation with Those who are
greater than ourselves, that these are enough to build a society wherein happiness is possible for all; such a society in the past has been
builded by Initiates, and in the future shall also be built by hands
like lmto Theirs.
It is necessary in our modern days that the solid foundations of
knowledge shall be laid deep and strong. That has been the work
of the Theosophical Society, of its writers, of its speakers, of those
who, living its principles, are the strongest propagandists that we can
possibly have. That is very largely done. More and more the
thought of the hour is beginning to walk along Theosophical lines.
More and more you find that men of learning, men of science, the
leaders of thought, are approaching the consideration of the great
problems of life more from the Theosophical standpoint, in the widest sense of the term, than from any other. The day of Materialism
is over, the day of Idealism is dawning. And the true Idealism finds
its home in that conception of the universe and of man that we call
the Divine Wisdom. You do not judge the strength of our Movement (or you should not do so) by the statistics on our rolls, but by
the spread of our ideas. Hundreds are preaching these ideas today
who do not carry our label, and our truest work is not the making of
Fellows but the building of the thought-forms thatinfluencethe world
of men.
All those who catch Theosophical ideas and spread them among
their fellows are Theosophists in the deeper sense of the word, though
they may not carry its label for all to see. For the Theosophist is
the man who, knowing the Divine plan, strives to work with it, who,
grasping Theosophical ideas, tries to spread them and to live them
among his fellows. The idea of reincarnation, the idea of karma—
these are commonplaces among the educated and the thoughtful today. They are scarcely even matters of dispute, but rather of quiet
discussion. Speak of reincarnation in any educated group of people
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today; they do not turn from it, they do not ridicule it, but they be-

gin to talk over it and discuss its possibility, the reasonableness that

it gives to human life.

And when you speak of using the newspaper press for the spread-

ing of our ideas, there is one thing you ought to remember. The news-

paper press will take anything which it thinks the public will read,

and the first thing to do to use the press is to learn how to put The-

osophical ideas in an attractive and intelligble form, so that the ordi-

nary intelligent man or woman is glad to read them and finds interest

in the reading. There is where our difficulty often lies. If we write

an uninteresting article and the editor rejects it, we say that he is

prejudiced. But really it often is that we are uninteresting. People

do not always quite remember that. I get requests from literally

dozens of papers every year to send them something on the ideas that

today; they do not turn from it, they do not ridicule it, but they begin to talk over it and discuss its possibility,the reasonableness that
it gives to human life.
And when you speak of using the newspaper press for the spreading of our ideas, there is one thing you ought to remember. The newspaper press will take anything which it thinks the public will read,
and the first thing to do to use the press is to learn how to put Theosophical ideas in an attractive and intelligble form, so that the ordinary intelligent man or woman is glad to read them and finds interest
in the reading. There is where our difficulty often lies. If we write
an uninteresting article and the editor rejects it, we say that he is
prejudiced. But really it often is that we are uninteresting. People
do not always quite remember that. I get requests from literally
dozens of papers every year to send them something on the ideas that
I am spreading. I have waiting now four or five that I have not had
time to write. There is no lack of demand, but we must give the supply in an acceptable, reasonable, and cultured form. I would ask you
all to consider that. Do not blame those who reject until you are
sure that what you offer is good of its kind. Nothing short of the
best is good enough for Theosophy.
Now there are some of you who have power of speech, but who
will not take the trouble to train it, who seem to think that a person
may go on to the platform and pour out the ideas as they come into
his or her head, without previous thought or careful consideration,
without that preliminiary training in knowledge of good English which
is essential to anyone who goes out to speak in the name of Theosophy.
There are some of you who have power of speech, but who have not
had the advantage of the early training which would make that speech
all that it should be. If such love Theosophy, they will train themselves in the drudgery of good expression, of educated tone, of careful
pronunciation, so that they may not in ure the cause that they desire
to serve. It is not diflicult to speak fluently. There are difficulties
in speaking well, and few are ready to go on to the platform without
some self-training before going. Before you speak on any Theosophical—or any other subject for that matter——you ought to know
a dozen times as much as you are going to put into words in your
speech. You ought to familiarize yourself with every aspect of the
subject; then you can put it forward in a way that people will be
willing to listen to. Why, I know that I myself, having spoken for
so many years in this life, and beginning with a capacity for speech,
I can put a simple Theosophical subject today fifty times better than
I could twenty years ago. But then I have been working all the time.
I study all the time, think all the time, and never consider that it is
right to speak for the highest cause known on earth unless I strive
to give my very best, to make it as attractive as possible to those who
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listen. And surely the privilege of speaking on Theosophy is so
great that no pains can be too much to make one’s tongue worthy to
speak, one’s lips pure enough to teach. I would that the younger
among you—for there are so many young men and women come
amongst us now, full of hope, full of promise—I would that they
would all remember that self-training is the secret of success, and
that until we are our own sternest critics and harshest judges, we
are not really fit to write nor to speak when we desire to teach.
Some words have been spoken in kindness about myself. Mr.
Dunlop gave much of the reason for the success which I have. A
great movement comes in its appointed time, when Those who guide
the course of human destiny see that the world is ripe for its coming.
Then that movement finds a few who can make it articulate for the
many. The movement makes them and inspires them. Past lives
have prepared them to express that which demands expression. On
the crest of the movement they ride forward and men say: “Oh!
such-and-such a one is a leader.” But the strength of the leader lies
in the love and the trust and the help that come from the thousands
whom none calls leaders, but without whom no leadership would be
possible. VVhy, that is so true that if a man spring forward to rescue
a child from a burning house, to plunge into a river to save a drowning woman, that act of heroism does not belong to the one alone who
embodies it, but to every brave thought in the community where he
lives that, filling the mental atmosphere, finds incarnation in act, in
the one who is able to embody it when the opportunity is offered. It
is the same with crime. There is not one brutal crime that takes
place in this great city that has not behind it the evil thoughts of thousands that find incarnation in the criminal. He is often the least
guilty of them all, becausethe most ignorant. And so in a movement
like ours, two streams of force are playing: one the force of the Masters from whom spiritual power descends, seeking charmels whereby
it may pour itself over the world of men, and the second the stream
of force that comes out from every kindly heart, from every intelligent brain——heart and brain unable -alone perhaps to make a river of
thought, but every one a little source that sends out its tiny rill down
the hillside, and gathers with others till the great river is created.
Oh, would you praise the river, and forget the rills that make it?
Would you praise the stream, and forget the sources from which it
flows? It is fed by the rain from the heavens above us, it is fed by
the rills that trickle down the mountain side, and at last it rolls
through the mighty plain which it fertilizes, and carries to the distant
ocean the wealth of a nation on its bosom. And so when you see some
human being who, because able to sacrifice, offers himself as a channel for the mighty forces that redeem and regenerate mankind, look
then above him to the Mighty Ones who send down the rain of power,
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look to the thousands of loving hearts and brains thatsend him help as
the rills send it to the river, and realize that in a World where there is
but One Life, while forms are many, Life and Spirit are but one, that
we all have share in the mighty work, that we all have part in every
act that is accomplished, that everything that is done, every word
that is spoken, is made strong by the power of the Masters behind
it, by the love of the people around the speaker; and that We should
all “join hands and help, we who are alive together,” for none are
great and none are small—We are all the embodiment of the Highest.
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A MAN SOWETH

By Redfield Ingalls

Adler cut a great figure eight two thousand feet or so above the

backward-craned heads of the crowds in the grand stand and massed

around it, then stood his biplane on end and shot down head first,

like a gull swooping upon a fish, to bring up short as though that gull

had missed its prey by inches. The distant roar of the engines ceased

abruptly, the tiny propeller spun slower and stopped, oscillating,

and the king of aviators volplaned to earth in ever-narrowing cir-

cles. The 'plane bounced lightly as it struck ground; ran forward a

AS A MAN SOWETH

hundred yards, the mechanics tagging after, and came to a standstill

amid a roar of applause.

By Redfield Ingalls
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This was the second day of the aviation meet and Adler had ex-

celled himself in reckless daring and nerve. It was with difficulty that

his admirers were kept back by the police as he stepped from the ma-

Adler cut a great figure eight two thousand feet or so above the
backward-craned heads of the crowds in the grand stand and massed
around it, then stood his biplane on end and shot down head first,
like a gull swooping upon a fish, to bring up short as though that gull
had missed its prey by inches. The distant roar of the engines ceased
abruptly, the tiny propeller spun slower and stopped, oscillating,
and the king of aviators volplaned to earth in ever-narrowing circles. The ’plane bounced lightly as it struck ground; ran forward a
hundred yards, the mechanics tagging after, and came to a standstill
amid a roar of applause.
This was the second day of the aviation meet and Adler had excelled himself in reckless daring and nerve. It was with difficulty that
his admirers were kept back by the police as he stepped from the machine and bowed. Another ’plane, which had been tugging at its ropes
in the testing, was trundled out and the spectators sat back a trifle
listlessly,knowing that any other performance must be an anti-climax.
“How’d she run, Mr. Adler?” asked the master mechanic as they
wheeled the light framework that looked like a great beetle with its
wing-cases lifted, back towards the hangars.
“Not so badly, Jenkins. Say, I wish you’d look to that right
wing-tip, though. The wires worked a little stifliy.”
“All right, sir, I’ll do it first thing in the morning. Excuse my
sayin’ it, Mr. Adler, but what d’you want to take chances like that
for? Gee, I thought you was never goin’ to right her when you done
that drop. Ain’t you afraid of killin’ yourself?”
“Nonsense, Jenkins, I can trust my nerves.” And a few minutes
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later to the admiring reporters he said much the same thing. But the
mechanic shivered a little and shook his head.
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For the first part of that night Adler slept the usual sweet sleep

For the first part of that night Adler slept the usual sweet sleep
one whose life is temperate in all things. But towards dawn he
began to toss and turn, moaning, the sweat standing out in great beads
upon his forehead.
It seemed to him that someone called his name in a still voice that
was nevertheless like the sound of a trumpet, as he floated, musing
quietly on the events of the day, above his evenly breathing body on
the bed. Rather annoyed at first that his thought should thus be interrupted, he finally started awake in a strange world.
The darkness was gone. The room was filled with a curious living light in which illusive shapes moved about noiselessly. He felt
intensely alive and was at first very much startled, for there was
neither right nor left, front nor rear, top nor bottom to this new personality of his; he could see on all sides at once without need to turn
his head. Yet the room seemed quite unchanged and the body on
the bed—hz's body—still slept peacefully.
Then he became aware of one beside him—-a man with a noble, serious face from which a kind of glory seemed to shine. And Adler
was subtly aware of a faint, luminous cloud that appeared to surround
him—a cloud that was full of beautiful, swirling colors, like those of
a soap-bubble just before it bursts.
“Who are you?” asked Adler, yet he spoke no word. It did not
seem to be necessary.
“I have come to warn and to prepare you,” was the silent reply,
and the aviator knew that this stranger was moved by a great pity.
“To warn me? And of what ?” He was amazed and delighted at
the speed of question and answer. It was almost as though thought
answered thought.
“Of this,” replied the man.
Thereupon the aviation field, just as he had seen it yesterday, unfolded before Adler in the soft, living light. The sun was shining
—it was early afternoon—and the grand stand was filled with a great
crowd, colored here and there by the bright dresses and parasols of
women. He saw with surprise that the mechanics were wheeling out
his biplane, the “Swallow,” from the darkness of a hangar.
“Here!” he cried inwardly, “I gave no one permission to use my
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intensely alive and was at first very much startled, for there was

neither right nor left, front nor rear, top nor bottom to this new per-

sonality of his; he could see on all sides at once without need to turn
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Then he became aware of one beside him—a man with a noble, se-

rious face from which a kind of glory seemed to shine. And Adler
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him—a cloud that was full of beautiful, swirling colors, like those of

a soap-bubble just before it bursts.

"Who are you?" asked Adler, yet he spoke no word. It did not

seem to be necessary.

"I have come to warn and to prepare you," was the silent reply,

and the aviator knew that this stranger was moved by a great pity.

"To warn me? And of what?" He was amazed and delighted at

the speed of question and answer. It was almost as though thought

answered thought.

"Of this," replied the man.

Thereupon the aviation field, just as he had seen it yesterday, un-

folded before Adler in the soft, living light. The sun was shining

—it was early afternoon—and the grand stand was filled with a great

crowd, colored here and there by the bright dresses and parasols of

women. He saw with surprise that the mechanics were wheeling out

his biplane, the "Swallow," from the darkness of a hangar.

"Here!" he cried inwardly, "I gave no one permission to use my

'plane!"

But the visitor restrained him. "Wait and watch," he said.

Then the aviator was aware of himself walking jauntily from the

hangar, his peaked cap reversed on his head, ready for a flight. In

much astonishment he looked from the figure in the great, level field

to that asleep on the bed a little below them.

’plane!”

But the visitor restrained him. “Wait and watch,” he said.
Then the aviator was aware of himself walking jauntily from the
hangar, his peaked cap reversed on his head, ready for a flight. In
much astonishment he looked from the figure in the great, level field
to that asleep on the bed a little below them.
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“Where am I, anyway?” he demanded.
“You are where you feel yourself to be. But watch.”
Adler saw himself flourish the cap in a salute and heard—or saw,
he could not tell which—the answering shouts of the crowds as he set
it back at a rakish angle and mounted to his seat.
“Sound and color are merely different rates of vibration,” explained his companion as though he had asked a question. “In this
world all vibrations are perceived alike.”
A mechanic——Jenkins, it was—set the huge wooden propeller
whirling and dodged back through the stay-wires from its flyingarms;
then the released aeroplane shot forward and slid lightly into the air.
Although he felt himself to be somewhere in this field, Adler now
found it dropping away beneathhim, while the swiftly soaring ’plane
seemed even nearer than before. Now he found that he could see it
not from one side alone, but from all sides at once and all through.
The pistons plunging furiously in their cylinders and the leaping
sparks of the magnetos—even the inner texture of the wooden stanchions were visible to him. He tried to rub his eyes and was puzzled to
find nothing there to rub.
“You are perceiving things fourth-dimensionally,”explained the
man beside him quietly.
Then with a shock he saw the deadly fuzz begin to grow on one
of the twisted wire cords that controlled the tip of the right wing, the
fuzz that showed it to be breaking under too great a strain, and he
tried frantically to shout a warning to himself in the seat. But it
was too late; the weak spot unraveled further under the strain; he
saw himself tugging vainly, white of face, at the lever; there was a
snap and the machine canted suddenly and plunged earthward, carrying the aviator with it, strapped to his seat.
It was then that the sleeping man began to moan and struggle in
the throes of nightmare.
“Is this your warning?” Adler shuddered at last.
“It is,” replied the visitor quietly and gravely.
“Then thank Heaven for it!” cried the aviator. “I’ll rout out
Jenkins at once and get in a new wire,” and he plunged down into
and woke with a gasp, trembling in
the sweating body
bound
the
bed.
from
to
limb,
every
“I’ll do it right away—I’ll—what was it?” Adler came to himself
a little and broke off the confused shout in the middle, to look around
the dark room, his hair crisped with horror. “Good Lord, what a
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"Where am I, anyway?" he demanded.

"You are where you feel yourself to be. But watch."

Adler saw himself flourish the cap in a salute and heard—or saw,

he could not tell which—the answering shouts of the crowds as he set

it back at a rakish angle and mounted to his seat.

"Sound and color are merely different rates of vibration," ex-

plained his companion as though he had asked a question. "In this

world all vibrations are perceived alike."

A mechanic—Jenkins, it was—set the huge wooden propeller

whirling and dodged back through the stay-wires from its flying arms;

then the released aeroplane shot forward and slid lightly into the air.

Although he felt himself to be somewhere in this field, Adler now

found it dropping away beneath him, while the swiftly soaring 'plane

seemed even nearer than before. Now he found that he could see it

not from one side alone, but from all sides at once and all through.

The pistons plunging furiously in their cylinders and the leaping

sparks of the magnetos—even the inner texture of the wooden stanch-

ions were visible to him. He tried to rub his eyes and was puzzled to

find nothing there to rub.

"You are perceiving things fourth-dimensionally," explained the

man beside him quietly.
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Then with a shock he saw the deadly fuzz begin to grow on one

of the twisted wire cords that controlled the tip of the right wing, the

fuzz that showed it to be breaking under too great a strain, and he

tried frantically to shout a warning to himself in the seat. But it

was too late; the weak spot unraveled further under the strain; he

saw himself tugging vainly, white of face, at the lever; there was a

snap and the machine canted suddenly and plunged earthward, car-

rying the aviator with it, strapped to his seat.

It was then that the sleeping man began to moan and struggle in

the throes of nightmare.

"Is this your warning?" Adler shuddered at last.

"It is," replied the visitor quietly and gravely.

"Then thank Heaven for it!" cried the aviator. "I'll rout out

Jenkins at once and get in a new wire," and he plunged down into

the sweating body .... and woke with a gasp, trembling in

every limb, to bound from the bed.

"I'll do it right away—I'll—what was it?" Adler came to himself

a little and broke off the confused shout in the middle, to look around

the dark room, his hair crisped with horror. "Good Lord, what a

nightmare!"

He threw the window open wider, though the room was cool, and

switched on the light.

"What is it I wanted to do?" he wondered, his muscles tense.

"What icas I dreaming, anyhow?" He dropped on the bed and

.

nightmare!”

.

.

.

He threw the window open wider, though the room was cool, and
switched on the light.
“What is it I wanted to do?” he wondered, his muscles tense.
“What was I dreaming, anyhow?” He dropped on the bed and
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clutched his head. “It was like a presentiment—a—oh, hang it,”
he grumbled. “Never knew you to have the jumps.” He lit a cigar
and tried to read, but it was a long time before he was composed
enough for sleep. He lay down at last, the cigar half consumed, and
finally dozed off.
“I can’t make my brain understand!” wailed Adler to the waiting
visitor when he found himself once more in the vivid new world, and
it appeared to him that everything was colored by a mist of livid
grey. “Won’t you help me to warn—hz'm?” He felt a positive dislike for the clumsy,stupid body.
The stranger seemed to smile in ineifable pity. “What you saw
is what is to happen,” he answered gently. “The accident will occur
this afternoon.” And the aviator knew intuitively that it was so.
“But what have I done?” he cried in great distress, and his body
the
bed mouthed the words. “Why must it be? I have lived upon
rightly all my life, I have harmed no man intentionally and no woman
has ever had cause to thinkill of me. God is most unjust.”
“Not so,” replied the stranger sternly. “God is utter justice.
Look again.”
The field, with its green grass and strugglinghumanity that fought
to get to a Something in the middle, was gone and Adler was looking
upon the open sea. Again the sun was shining, and a fair wind tossed
the waters in dancing waves and great swells. Close at hand were
three tiny vessels, and the aviator viewed their strange shapes, the
towering poops and forecastles and the triangular sails, with interest.
The nearest of the three was oddly familiar. It was a caravel; he
was sure that was the right word. He had seen it before somewhere.
Ah, yes, in 1892 at the Columbus celebration! Sure enough, there
was “Santa Maria” in tottery characters on the flag.
Of a sudden he found himself on the very deck of this vessel,
which was not twice the size of a street-car; and he saw that all was
not well there. The crew, haggard of face and wild of eye, were
massed on the lower deck, twenty-five or thirty strong, and were shouting at two men who stood together on the high stern. One of these
was a tall, commanding figure with a strong, thoughtful face and
snow-white hair, and the other Adler knew to be the captain. He
knew, also, in some subtle way, that this captain was—himself.
“This is a reflection of your past life,” said the stranger in answer
to the aviator’s wondering exclamation. “You have seen an Effect
in what is to come to you this afternoon. Now see the Cause of it.”
Although he could make nothing of the words, which were in a
foreign language, Adler was aware that there was mutiny on the
strange little boat. The rebellious crew, frightened beyond measure,
were clamoring to return to Spain from this mad voyage.
One of the ill-lookingmen stepped forward, his face distorted with
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clutched his head. "It was like a presentiment—a—oh, hang it,"

he grumbled. "Never knew you to have the jumps." He lit a cigar

and tried to read, but it was a long time before he was composed

enough for sleep. He lay down at last, the cigar half consumed, and

finally dozed off. . . .

"I can't make my brain understand!" wailed Adler to the waiting

visitor when he found himself once more in the vivid new world, and

it appeared to him that everything was colored by a mist of livid

grey. "Won't you help me to warn—him?" He felt a positive dis-

like for the clumsy, stupid body.

The stranger seemed to smile in ineffable pity. "What you saw

is what is to happen," he answered gently. "The accident will occur

this afternoon." And the aviator knew intuitively that it was so.

"But what have I done?" he cried in great distress, and his body

on the bed mouthed the words. "Why must it be? I have lived up-

rightly all my life, I have harmed no man intentionally and no woman

has ever had cause to think ill of me. God is most unjust."

"Not so," replied the stranger sternly. "God is utter justice.

Look again."

The field, with its green grass and struggling humanity that fought

to get to a Something in the middle, was gone and Adler was looking
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upon the open sea. Again the sun was shining, and a fair wind tossed

the waters in dancing waves and great swells. Close at hand were

three tiny vessels, and the aviator viewed their strange shapes, the

towering poops and forecastles and the triangular sails, with interest.

The nearest of the three was oddly familiar. It was a caravel; he

was sure that was the right word. He had seen it before somewhere.

Ah, yes, in 1892 at the Columbus celebration! Sure enough, there

was "Santa Maria" in tottery characters on the flag.

Of a sudden he found himself on the very deck of this vessel,

which was not twice the size of a street-car; and he saw that all was

not well there. The crew, haggard of face and wild of eye, were

massed on the lower deck, twenty-five or thirty strong, and were shout-

ing at two men who stood together on the high stern. One of these

was a tall, commanding figure with a strong, thoughtful face and

snow-white hair, and the other Adler knew to be the captain. He

knew, also, in some subtle way, that this captain was—himself.
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and shrieked something which the aviator knew
to mean that the needle was bewitched and that they would sail off
the edge of the world if they did not instantly turn back. So surely
was the captain in his tarnished finery Adler’s self that he could feel
the dauntless man’s anger as he rated the crew for cowards and poltroons. Now the scene showed through flashes of brilliant scarlet,
while upon the face of him asleep on the bed appeared a heavy frown.
Of a sudden the ringleader came dashing up the ladder, flourishing
a sword and screaming curses, while the ragged crew pressed after
him. The captain whipped out a rapier, there was a clash of steel,
and just as he ran the man through the body and sent him crashing
to the deck below, Adler realized that the mutineer was none other
than Jenkins, his master mechanic. Then the vision was gone.
“You have always been in the van in any new venture or hazard.
You are a pioneer at soul, a leader,” explained the visitor. “You
were given charge of the first fortress in the new land, and for an
evil deed of an earlier life you were massacredwith your companions.”
“Then,” said Adler, “it is because I killed Jenkins in the past that
I—that what you showed me will happen today?”
“Just so.”
“But how can that be right? The man deserved death—he would
have murdered us had I not killed him.”
“He deserved death-—-yes; else you could not have killed him. But
the Law is inflexible. Eye for eye, tooth for tooth, life for life, though
not always in a literal sense. Do you know the cause of tomorrow’s
accident, the immediate, physical cause?”
“Jenkins?” whispered the aviator aghast. “My best friend?”
“Yes, Jenkins. He also must atone for deeds of the past; therefore he will neglect to see to that wire.”
“But—you said that he must atone?”
“Even so. All his life he will be tormented by remorse for his
carelessness. It is a lesson that he must learn.”
“I cannot see the justice of it yet,” groaned the aviator, and his
body writhed upon the bed. “I am young, I learn more of the science
of aeronauticsevery day. With what I know now and what I could
learn in a few short years I could make the aeroplane a commercial
success, a lasting benefit to the world, instead of the dangerous toy
it is. I am sure of it. Nevertheless this fight between two men who
have been dust so long that the dust may well be stone, must come
back to put an end to my career. It is cruel!”
The mist that surrounded the stranger’s body seemed suffused
with pure rose as he made answer, “Look once more and see the
future.”
Adler thought vaguely of a moving picture show as the scenes
unrolled before him, and wished that they might be caught and used

passion and terror,
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passion and terror, and shrieked something which the aviator knew

to mean that the needle was bewitched and that they would sail off

the edge of the world if they did not instantly turn back. So surely

was the captain in his tarnished finery Adler's self that he could feel

the dauntless man's anger as he rated the crew for cowards and pol-

troons. Now the scene showed through flashes of brilliant scarlet,

while upon the face of him asleep on the bed appeared a heavy frown.

Of a sudden the ringleader came dashing up the ladder, flourishing

a sword and screaming curses, while the ragged crew pressed after

him. The captain whipped out a rapier, there was a clash of steel,

and just as he ran the man through the body and sent him crashing

to the deck below, Adler realized that the mutineer was none other

than Jenkins, his master mechanic. Then the vision was gone.

"You have always been in the van in any new venture or hazard.

You are a pioneer at soul, a leader," explained the visitor. "You

were given charge of the first fortress in the new land, and for an

evil deed of an earlier life you were massacred with your companions."

"Then," said Adler, "it is because I killed Jenkins in the past that

I—that what you showed me will happen today?"

"Just so."

"But how can that be right? The man deserved death—he would
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have murdered us had I not killed him."

"He deserved death—yes; else you could not have killed him. But

the Law is inflexible. Eye for eye, tooth for tooth, life for life, though

not always in a literal sense. Do you know the cause of tomorrow's

accident, the immediate, physical cause?"

"Jenkins?" whispered the aviator aghast. "My best friend?"

"Yes, Jenkins. He also must atone for deeds of the past; there-

fore he will neglect to see to that wire."

"But—you said that he must atone?"

"Even so. All his life he will be tormented by remorse for his

carelessness. It is a lesson that he must learn."

"I cannot see the justice of it yet," groaned the aviator, and his

body writhed upon the bed. "I am young, I learn more of the science

of aeronautics every day. With what I know now and what I could

learn in a few short years I could make the aeroplane a commercial

success, a lasting benefit to the world, instead of the dangerous toy

it is. I am sure of it. Nevertheless this fight between two men who

have been dust so long that the dust may well be stone, must come

back to put an end to my career. It is cruel!"

The mist that surrounded the stranger's body seemed suffused

with pure rose as he made answer, "Look once more and see the

future."

Adler thought vaguely of a moving picture show as the scenes

unrolled before him, and wished that they might be caught and used
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model for the present world. For the world he looked upon was
very beautiful. It was an era of peace, of harmony and of stupendous
achievements that dwarfed the engineering feats of today to nothingness. The scenes flashed before him in short, swift fragments and
were gone, to be succeeded by others; yet Adler grasped their meanings and thrilledwith their wonder.
Chief in these pictures was an inventor of great, aerial engines that
traversed space with incredible swiftness. He saw that this man was
honored as the wizard of the air, the genius who made flying as utterly
safe as walking. And it was with a deeper thrillthatAdler recognized
in this man—himself once more.
“I do not show you these as actual pictures of the future,’ said
the stranger. “In part they are truth, but in the main they are what
may be if you wish to make them truth.”
“But how can I—after this afternoon?”
“Oh foolish man! VVhat is the putting off of a body? You do it
every night as you sleep—-—you are dead now, in that sense. And there
are far greater opportunities for study in this world than in that of
five senses. Because of what will happen today you will be born soon
—in some three hundred years, when the world will need you greatly.”
“But who are you, thatknow the past and the future?” cried Adler.
“I am a man even as you are, a man who by hard work and study
has learned more of the Truththan is known to most men. I am one
of those who try to help their fellows, sleeping as well as Waking.
VVhat I have shown you, you can yourself learn to show to others;
it is no great matter.”
“But how can you know that which has not yet occurred?” persisted the aviator.
“Could you make a child understand what he sees in a mirror?”
was the answer. “Could you explain to a savage how an eclipse can
be predicted? VVhat you have seen is the goal you can reach—if you
will.”
“I will!” cried Adler decisively, “and I thank God for the opportunity. Shall I see you—tomorrow?”
“If not me, another,” was the answer in a wave of violet and rosecolored light. “Be not afraid.” And the aviator sank gently back
to his body.
And he awoke with a smile on his lips and spent several blissful
moments trying to recall the pleasant dream he had had. At last he
gave it up with a light shrug and dressed himself, singing. And thereafter he went blithely forth to his death.
as a
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as a model for the present world. For the world he looked upon was

very beautiful. It was an era of peace, of harmony and of stupendous

achievements that dwarfed the engineering feats of today to nothing-

ness. The scenes flashed before him in short, swift fragments and

were gone, to be succeeded by others; yet Adler grasped their mean-

ings and thrilled with their wonder.

Chief in these pictures was an inventor of great, aerial engines that

traversed space with incredible swiftness. He saw that this man was

honored as the wizard of the air, the genius who made flying as utterly

safe as walking. And it was with a deeper thrill that Adler recognized

in this man—himself once more.

"I do not show you these as actual pictures of the future," said

the stranger. "In part they are truth, but in the main they are what

may be if you wish to make them truth."

"But how can I—after this afternoon?"

"Oh foolish man! What is the putting off of a body? You do it

every night as you sleep—you are dead now, in that sense. And there

are far greater opportunities for study in this world than in that of

five senses. Because of what will happen today you will be born soon

—in some three hundred years, when the world will need you greatly."

"But who are you, that know the past and the future?" cried Adler.
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"I am a man even as you are, a man who by hard work and study

has learned more of the Truth than is known to most men. I am one

of those who try to help their fellows, sleeping as well as waking.

What I have shown you, you can yourself learn to show to others;

it is no great matter."

"But how can you know that which has not yet occurred?" per-

sisted the aviator.

"Could you make a child understand what he sees in a mirror?"

was the answer. "Could you explain to a savage how an eclipse can

be predicted? What you have seen is the goal you can reach—if you

will."

"I will!" cried Adler decisively, "and I thank God for the oppor-

tunity. Shall I see you—tomorrow?"

"If not me, another," was the answer in a wave of violet and rose-

colored light. "Be not afraid." And the aviator sank gently back

to his body.

And he awoke with a smile on his lips and spent several blissful

moments trying to recall the pleasant dream he had had. At last he

gave it up with a light shrug and dressed himself, singing. And there-

after he went blithely forth to his death.
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EDUCATIONAL GUIDING LINES; A SYMPOSIUM

From "The Spiritual Life," by Annie Besantl

NOTHER blessing that will come to the world, working

down from the astral to the physical plane, will be along

the line of the education of the children. How will edu-

cation be changed when the astral senses are awakened,

EDUCATIONAL GUIDING LINES; A SYMPOSIUM

when the minds of children lie open before their parents

and teachers, when their characters are plainly limned in color and

form as they are to astral vision, when all their evil tendencies are rec-

From "The

ognized in the germ in childhood and are starved, while all the good

Spiritual Life,” by

Annie Besantl

are helped and strengthened, encouraged to the blossoming! The

education of children in the future—which, after all, is not so far away

5
—will be one that will make their progress a thousandfold swifter

~.

A

than it is today. What might not be done for the children of the

,.5_;,_.

present, if they were trained by those who possess astral vision—if

all seeds of vice were starved, if all seeds of good were encouraged into

blossoming? Instead of seeing them grow up mere copies of the elder

people around them, we should see them growing up as a verily new

generation, unfolding the possibilities that even now are within. Alas

for the ignorance that encourages the evil and discourages the good,

for the blindness that is as a bandage on the ejres of our people, so

that they are unable to see and therefore to guide the young!
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From "The Principles of Education," by Dr. Wetter Van Hook*

HE purpose of education is the preparation of the vehicles

or bodies of an ego to serve the highest possible uses during

an incarnation. The ego sends a part of himself into man-

ifestation in each incarnation to carry out certain definite

plans and purposes. There are special duties to be per-

formed, special qualities to be developed, or peculiarities or faults to

be eliminated by the satisfaction of karma or by the practice of the

virtues of renunciation and service.

The essence of the process by which possession is taken lies in

the fact that the child is acquiring the attributes of the adult although
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still obliged to act through the body of the child. If this idea is kept

in mind throughout the period of education it can easily be seen that

the entire concept of education will be altered and its practice pro-

foundly modified.

still obliged to act through the body of the child. If this idea is kept
in mind throughout the period of education it can easily be seen that
the entire concept of education will be altered and its practice pro-

foundly modified.

We must bear in mind, then, in considering the subject of educa-

tion, that the essence of the education of the young lies in the effort

to aid the ego in its effort to acquire possession of the lower bodies,

and that these bodies are to be developed to a point, if possible, higher

than that to which the bodies of the preceding incarnations had

reached, with a strength and flexibility of control not known before.

The mental body may not be enlarged beyond a certain well-de-

fined size which depends upon the development reached by it in pre-

ceding and more remote incarnations. These bodies must not be con-

We must bear in mind, then, in considering the subject of education, that the essence of the education of the young lies in the effort
to aid the ego in its effort -to acquire possession of the lower bodies,

and that these bodies are to be developed to a point, if possible, higher
than that to which the bodies of the preceding incarnations had
reached, with a strength and flexibilityof control not known before.

sidered to be indefinitely expansible. Yet they may be made to en-

large to some extent and to be more and more refined and effective

with successive daily efforts on the part of the pupil.

The quickest and best method by which the causal body can be de-

veloped is by requiring it to accept and use the largest concepts which

it can grasp. The possibility of mathematics affording such an op-

portunity is not to be denied. But Theosophy, with its tremendous

concepts that leave in confusion those who, unable to understand,
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condemn it utterly, affords the ideal subject for study.

The mental body may not be enlarged beyond a certain we1l-defined size which depends upon the development reached by it in preceding and more remote incarnations. These bodies must not be considered to be indefinitely expansible. Yet they may be made to enlarge to some extent and to be more and more refined and effective
with successive daily efforts on the part of the pupil.

But the first logical consideration in the teaching of children is

that of the proper acquisition of facts.

No fact must be allowed to become so much a part of conscious-

ness that it may not at any moment be summoned before the tribunal

of criticism for trial as to its validity. Yet the pupil must learn that

this process of re-examination of facts is not to be allowed to be in-

dulged in except where serious doubt about the validity of the fact

has been raised in a legitimate way. If the fact is found to be valid,

it must be restored to its place in the category of facts unimpaired

The quickest and best method by which the causal body can be developed is by requiring it to accept and use the largest concepts which
it can grasp. The possibility of mathematics afl’ording such an opportunity is not to be denied. But Theosophy, with its tremendous
concepts that leave in confusion those who, unable to understand,
condemn it utterly, affords the ideal sub ect for study.

and untarnished by the ordeal. If these methods are not practiced

frequently and made a part of the child's mode of thought, the scien-

tific attitude, which is really an attitude of ideal selflessness in rela-

tion to nature and intellection, cannot be acquired and maintained.

Now, the subject of memory is of great importance to the teacher.

It is of no use to study facts if they may not be recalled. The mech-

anism of memory is of importance, and it is in such fundamental

psychological matters that Theosophy gives aid in the study of peda-

But the first logical consideration in the
that of the proper acquisition of facts.

teaching of

children is

No fact must be allowed to become so much a part of consciousthat it may not at any moment be summoned before the tribunal
of criticism for trial as to its validity. Yet the pupil must learn that
this process of re-examination of facts is not to be allowed to be indulged in except where serious doubt about the validity of the fact
has been raised in a legitimate way. If the fact is found to be valid,
it must be restored to its place in the category of facts unimpaired
and untarnished by the ordeal. If these methods are not practiced
frequently and made a part of the child’s mode of thought, the scientific attitude, which is really an attitude of ideal selflessness in relation to nature and intellection, cannot be acquired and maintained.
ness

Now, the subject of memory is of great importance to the teacher.
It is of no use to study facts if they may not be recalled. The mechanism of memory is of importance, and it is in such fundamental
psychological matters that Theosophy gives aid in the study of peda-
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gogy. VVhen a percept is formed it is represented by a thought-form
upon the lower mental plane. While the thought, the percept, is retained in the mind of the individual the thought-form is actually in
the mental body and can be seen there by anyone who has clairvoyant
vision. When the thought is set aside it is ejected from the mental
body into the ether of the surrounding space. Now,the sharpness, clearness and accuracy of the thought-form depend upon the vigor with
which the thinker does his work. A man whose mind is undeveloped
has a mental body the outlines of which are undeveloped, weak and
hazy. His thought-forms are but imperfect images of the things
which he sees and feels. Hence he cannot emit thought-forms of a
definite value. His words are but weak instruments of his will to
reproduce his ideas, and he makes but little impression upon his fellows. The man who makes clear thought-forms first wills to see exactly and fully all that is to be seen in the object on cognition. Next
he makes a mental image of that which has impressed itself upon his
vision. With this image or thought-form he combines the impression
of what he has learned by touch, smell, taste, and hearing. He studies
the object from all sides objectively, and forms an idea (eidolon) or
thought-form of the object which is firm and strong. He does this
by an effort of the Will. Consciously or unconsciously, he wills that
the thought-form which he is making shall strongly and accurately
represent what he has observed. This thought-form he retains in his
mental body for an appreciable length of time and builds into it sufficient mental matter to make it full, and he sharpens the impression
until the thought-form resembles exactly his perception of what he
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gogy. When a percept is formed it is represented by a thought-form

upon the lower mental plane. While the thought, the percept, is re-

tained in the mind of the individual the thought-form is actually in

the mental body and can be seen there by anyone who has clairvoyant

vision. When the thought is set aside it is ejected from the mental

body into the ether of the surrounding space. Now, the sharpness, clear-

ness and accuracy of the thought-form depend upon the vigor with

which the thinker does his work. A man whose mind is undeveloped

has a mental body the outlines of which are undeveloped, weak and

hazy. His thought-forms are but imperfect images of the things

which he sees and feels. Hence he cannot emit thought-forms of a

definite value. His words are but weak instruments of his will to

reproduce his ideas, and he makes but little impression upon his fel-

lows. The man who makes clear thought-forms first wills to see ex-

actly and fully all that is to be seen in the object on cognition. Next

he makes a mental image of that which has impressed itself upon his

vision. With this image or thought-form he combines the impression

of what he has learned by touch, smell, taste, and hearing. He studies

the object from all sides objectively, and forms an idea (eidolon) or

thought-form of the object which is firm and strong. He does this

by an effort of the will. Consciously or unconsciously, he wills that
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the thought-form which he is making shall strongly and accurately

represent what he has observed. This thought-form he retains in his

mental body for an appreciable length of time and builds into it suf-

ficient mental matter to make it full, and he sharpens the impression

until the thought-form resembles exactly his perception of what he

has seen.

This thought-form differs in appearance from the the : ;' t-IV-.rra

which his neighbor has made of the same object. Why is L ; . The

fact is well known that two men looking at the same fact iitL- it dif-

ferently and report about it in ways that are quite opposed to one

another in many cases. The reason is that each mental body (lower

manas) receives its percepts through the astral body. In other words,

has seen.

the lower mental body gets no impressions in ordinary life, while ob-

serving the concrete objects of nature, except by bringing them

through the astral body. All thought-forms, therefore, are formed

of matter of the lower mental plane, but have in them an element, a

layer, as it were of astral matter. The man, then, cognizes even the

simplest objects through his own desire-nature.

There can be no real accuracy of observation, therefore, until the

desire-nature, the astral body, is purified. Even the most complete

purification possible to ordinary men still leaves something to be de-

sired, and it is only the Masters of Wisdom, whose astral vehicles are

not used for this purpose, who see Nature in her actuality. Ordinary

This

thought-form differs

in appearance from the tl‘l<:.‘
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men, therefore, see natural objects in greater or less distortion. And

it is only by the most critical and dispassionate examination of the

testimony of men that we can get a proper idea, or even an approxi-

mate notion, of what is actually true from the point of view of the

lower planes of Nature. Hence we may say in passing that every

word of the Masters which has been given us should be treasured and

studied with the most exact care, since we gain, in this way, points of

view which are often startling and which throw a flood of light upon

the facts of life.

The great observers of the scientific world have been men who have

had in them some of the elements of complete selflessness. This self-

men,

therefore, see natural objects in greater or less distortion. And

only by the most critical and dispassionate examination of the
testimony of men that we can get a proper idea, or even an approximate notion, of what is actually true from the point of view of the
lower planes of Nature. Hence We may say in passing that every
word of the Masters which has been given us should be treasured and
studied with the most exact care, since we gain, in this way, points of
view which are often startling and which throw a flood of light upon
it is

the facts of life.

lessness may have been manifested only at times or when in the mood

for scientific observation, and we know that the very mood or inspira-

tional moment which gave clearness of vision is as much a gift of the

Masters as is the divine vision of the new truth which the genius of

science enjoys and is allowed to transmit to men.

Now, memory depends upon the ability of the ego to make images

which shall be reflected upon the plane upon which the ego functions

after having been impressed upon the akashic ether. Memory de-

pends upon the conscious grasping of the thought images from the

ether surrounding the ego functioning upon the mental plane. But
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unless the images are clearly made, they will not be easily recalled.

The great observers of the scientific world have been men who have
had in them some of the elements of complete selflessness. This selflessness may have been manifested only at times or when in the mood
for scientific observation, and We know that the very mood or inspirational moment which gave clearness of vision is as much a gift of the
Masters as is the divine vision of the new truth which the genius of
science enjoys and is allowed to transmit to men.

The structure must be strong and the form be permanent and vig-

orous. To effect this result it is necessary that the will shall be exer-

cised strongly at the moment the thought-form is produced. It is

necessary that the ego shall project itself with force into the thought.

The process of ratiocination is important in the highest degree and

is concerned at every stage of the pupil's advancement. Even the

simplest combination of facts into concepts constitutes this process.

The formation of the simple combinations of facts is accomplished

by the action of lower manas. The formation of concepts from con-

cepts, by comparison or joining, is the work of the ego upon his own

plane—the upper mental. Hence we have an important and far-

reaching distinction which affects man in his partially developed con-

dition most profoundly.

It is in the development of the causal body that Theosophy has

Now, memory depends upon the abilityof the ego to make images
which shall be reflected upon the plane upon which the ego functions
after having been impressed upon the akashic ether. Memory ae~
pends upon the conscious grasping of the thought images from the
ether surrounding the ego functioning upon the mental plane. But
unless the images are clearly made, they will not be easily recalled.
The structure must be strong and the form be permanent and vigorous. To effect this result it is necessary that the will shall be exercised strongly at the moment the thought-form is produced. It is
necessary that the ego shall project itself with force into the thought.

an especially novel theory to present—novel at this time, though an

old one in reality. It has been the first effort in the training of chil-

dren to make absolutely concrete and objective that which is to be

studied. This method of teaching children is now universal among

civilized people. The resort to this method of rendering all possible

The process of ratiocination is important in the highest degree and
is concerned at every stage of the pupil’s advancement. Even the
simplest combination of facts into concepts constitutes this process.
The formation of the simple combinations of facts is accomplished
by the action of lower manas. The formation of concepts from concepts, by comparison or joining, is the work of the ego upon his own
plane—the upper mental. Hence we have an important and farreaching distinction which affects man in his partially developed condition most profoundly.
It is in the development of the causal body that Theosophy has
an especially novel theory to present—novel at this time, though an
old one in reality. It has been the first effort in the training of children to make absolutely concrete and objective that which is to be
studied. This method of teaching children is now universal among
civilized people. The resort to this method of rendering all possible
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objects

of study concrete and objective has been carried into the
realms of education in all its branches, even the professional schools in
which adults are for the most part the students. Its advantages lie
in the facts that the stupid man, the man whose mental body is congenitally weak, incapable of entertaining any large amount of extraneous mental matter and the man whose mental body is in the
habit of harboring nothing but the most commonplace notions can be
made to learn some of the simpler facts and to entertain more or less
temporarily and imperfectly some perhaps useful bits of knowledge.
But the brighter students are subjected to a degrading process indeed. Their minds, capable of grasping concepts of dignity and consequence, are held down to the lower level of almost savage dullness
and stupidity by the perpetual process of diagraming, modelling and
what-not until the mental body, which with reasonably robust treatment, demanding of it daily exercise that would gently but firmly tax
its powers of grasping and holding concepts, would have grown with
mushroom-like rapidity in the young to the magnitude and capability
of the adult mind of the former incarnation, is dwarfed and becomes
a sttmted thing, weakened by this pampering treatment and incapable
of healthy,vigorous action. This facthas been recognized empirically
by some educators who have clamored for more initiative, as they call
it, in the education of the young. By this they mean that they would
give the young greater freedom, wider choice of topics for study,
and would assign lessons for their students of less rigidity, allowing
the students greater latitude in the unfoldment of an idea or the development of a theorem. Unquestionably they have, by observing
the crippling action of the exaggerated and misapplied kindergarten
method, stumbled upon an important fact. But they have discovered
but one phase of that fact. They see, as it were, but the negative side
of it.

objects of study concrete and objective has been carried into the

realms of education in all its branches, even the professional schools in

which adults are for the most part the students. Its advantages lie

in the facts that the stupid man, the man whose mental body is con-

genitally weak, incapable of entertaining any large amount of ex-

traneous mental matter and the man whose mental body is in the

habit of harboring nothing but the most commonplace notions can be

made to learn some of the simpler facts and to entertain more or less

temporarily and imperfectly some perhaps useful bits of knowledge.

But the brighter students are subjected to a degrading process in-

deed. Their minds, capable of grasping concepts of dignity and con-

sequence, are held down to the lower level of almost savage dullness

and stupidity by the perpetual process of diagraming, modelling and

what-not until the mental body, which with reasonably robust treat-

ment, demanding of it daily exercise that would gently but firmly tax

its powers of grasping and holding concepts, would have grown with

mushroom-like rapidity in the young to the magnitude and capability

of the adult mind of the former incarnation, is dwarfed and becomes

a stunted thing, weakened by this pampering treatment and incapable

of healthy, vigorous action. This fact has been recognized empirically

by some educators who have clamored for more initiative, as they call
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it, in the education of the young. By this they mean that they would

give the young greater freedom, wider choice of topics for study,

and would assign lessons for their students of less rigidity, allowing

the students greater latitude in the unfoldment of an idea or the de-

velopment of a theorem. Unquestionably they have, by observing

the crippling action of the exaggerated and misapplied kindergarten

method, stumbled upon an important fact. But they have discovered

but one phase of that fact. They see, as it were, but the negative side

of it.

All this, we may say, might be avoided and the correct course dis-

covered if only the truth about the constitution of the mental body

and the nature of its action were studied by them in the light of The-

osophic teaching.

Under such a system the final product of education would be,

not a set of young men and women all exactly alike in method of

thought and in the product of their activity, but a group of people

each of whom, equipped with much the same set of facts, would be

provided with an almost infinite variety of concepts and an equally

varied assortment of mental capabilities. In after-life each might

All this, we may say, might be avoided and the correct course discovered if only the truth about the constitution of the mental body
and the nature of its action were studied by them in the light of The-

seek intelligently the field of work best adapted to his powers. For

the wise and instructed teacher would have studied those fields of

thought which he found each pupil to work most easily, and, with his

osophic teaching.

Under such a system the final product of education would be,
a set of young men and women all exactly alike in method of
thought and in the product of their activity, but a group of people
each of whom, equipped with much the same set of facts, would be
provided with an almost infinite variety of concepts and an equally
varied assortment of mental capabilities. In after-life each might
seek intelligently the field of work best adapted to his powers. For
the wise and instructed teacher would have studied those fields of
thought which he found each pupil to work most easily, and, with his
not
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greater experience and judgment, would be able to judge what

branches of activity in the service of the public each might with great-

est advantage pursue.

The Fundamental Education of Children, by Dr. F. Milton Willis.

THE THEOSOPHIC MESSENGER

to judge What
branches of activity in the service of the public each might with greatest advantage pursue.

greater experience and judgment, would be able

is obvious to those who consider the matter seriously, that

shaping the disposition of a child along the lines of unself-

ishness and self-control, and cultivating in him the faculty

of acquiring knowledge accurately, are far more important

than merely filling his mind with scraps of learning.

True education lies in developing the natural faculties of children

and in spiritualizing their hearts, bearing in mind that the inner mean-

ing of "spiritualizing" is "inculcation of the belief in the oneness of

all things, the unity of the Life that animates all, and of the sublime

ethics that flows from this belief."

There are several ways of thus educating our little ones. The fol-

lowing are suggested, as being of a fundamental nature and always

available wherever we happen to be with children:

Train them in repeating in their own words what has been read

to them, and also in repeating the words of the reader.

That is, cultivate the ear-memory.

Have them describe scenes they have been among or events they
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have witnessed, even arranging for them artificial "events" and hav-

ing them describe those, the idea being to get accurate descriptions.

Have them look at a picture, turn the eyes away, visualize it and tell

what they have gathered from it. Have them look carefully at a

number of articles on a table, turn away and tell what they have seen.

Have them look at some simple object, such as a plain scroll, then

turn away and attempt to draw it on paper.

That is, cultivate the eye-memory.

Have them read some slightly abstract ideas, then give the gist

of the matter in their own words. Train them to withdraw into their

minds, through mental arithmetic, when they are capable of doing

this. Have them try to keep all thoughts out of their minds for as

long a time as possible. Then have them concentrate upon some

thought or thing as long as possible, without straining their brains.

That is, cultivate thought-power.

Take pains to teach them the names of things. This should be

done very carefully and conscientiously from the very first. Further-

more , explain to them phenomena which they are able to understand

and turn their attention to the reading of objective books, such as

books of travel and lives of great personages and histories written

for children.

The Fundamental Education of Children,

by

Dr. F. Milton Willis.
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That is, provide them with materials for thought.
These practices, simple and capable of being made of great interest to children, develop self-control, memory, discrimination, alertness, and concentration, supply their minds with food for thought and
useful knowledge, and finally tend to convince them that they who
control and equip the mind in these ways are superior to the mind and
should look upon it as an instrument which must be improved to the

That is, provide them with materials for thought.

These practices, simple and capable of being made of great in-

terest to children, develop self-control, memory, discrimination, alert-

ness, and concentration, supply their minds with food for thought and

useful knowledge, and finally tend to convince them that they who

control and equip the mind in these ways are superior to the mind and

should look upon it as an instrument which must be improved to the

utmost.

Concurrently we should, of course, take pains to inculcate in chil-

utmost.

dren the feeling of protection over animals, regard for their fellows,

Concurrently we should, of course, take pains to inculcate in children the feeling of protection over animals, regard for their fellows,
helpfulness, obedience to their parents and superiors, and reverence
for the Father of All. VVe should elicit their rational will, inspire

helpfulness, obedience to their parents and superiors, and reverence

for the Father of All. We should elicit their rational will, inspire

their obedience, and awaken their reverence.

That is, illuminate their souls.

This is all a gracious work, and will frequently meet with warm

their obedience, and awaken their reverence.
That is, illuminate their souls.
This is all a gracious work, and will frequently meet with warm
welcome on the part of parents and others in charge of children. It
nicely sunolements their school work and might be introduced among
groups of children gathered together for that purpose. Their friendly emulation may be so stirred that they will voluntarily practice in
order to do better at each succeeding meeting.
The children of today, we should remember, are to be the men,
the women, the students, disciples and teachers, and the doers of the
world’s work of the coming years.

welcome on the part of parents and others in charge of children. It

nicely supplements their school work and might be introduced among

groups of children gathered together for that purpose. Their friend-

ly emulation may be so stirred that they will voluntarily practice in

order to do better at each succeeding meeting.

The children of today, we should remember, are to be the men,
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the women, the students, disciples and teachers, and the doers of the

world's work of the coming years.

From "Education of Children," by Dr. Rudolph Steiner*

COMMON phrases, such as, "the harmonious training of all

; the powers and talents," and the like, cannot form the

foundation for a true system of education, for this can only

be built upon a genuine knowledge of the human being. We

do not mean to affirm that the above-mentioned phrases are

incorrect, but only that they are as valueless as if one were to say with

regard to a machine, that all its parts must be brought into harmoni-

ous working order. Only he who approaches it, not with mere phrases,

but with a real knowledge of the particular kind of machine, can han-

dle it. This applies also to the art of education, to the knowledge of

From "Education

of Children,” by Dr. Rudolph Steiner3

OMMON phrases, such as, “the harmonious training of all
the powers and talents,” and the like, cannot form the
foundation for a true system of education, for this can only
be built upon a genuine knowledge of the human being. We
do not mean to aflirm that the above-mentioned phrases are
incorrect, but only that they are as valueless as if one were to say with
regard to a machine, that all its parts must be brought into harmonious working order. Only he who approaches it, not with mere phrases,
but with a real knowledge of the particular kind of machine, can handle it. This applies also to the art of education, to the knowledge of
the principles in a htunan being and of their individual developments;
one must know which part of the human being should be influenced
at a certain time of life, and how to bring such influences to bear
upon him in a suitable manner.

the principles in a human being and of their individual developments;

one must know which part of the human being should be influenced

at a certain time of life, and how to bring such influences to bear

upon him in a suitable manner.

Up to the time of the second teething, at the age of seven, the

human body has a mission to perform for itself, which is essentially

»The Rajput Press, Chicago, 1911. Price 50c.
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different from the missions of all the other life-epochs. The physical

organs must form themselves into certain shapes during this time;

then structural proportions must take definite directions and tenden-

cies. Later on growth takes place, but this growth in all future time

proceeds on the bases of the shapes which were in process of forma-

tion until the time mentioned. If normal shapes have been forming

themselves, normal shapes will afterwards grow, and conversely from

abnormal bases will proceed abnormal results. One cannot make

amends in all the succeeding years for that which, as guardian, one has

-neglected during the first seven years. As the right environment for

the physical human body is provided by Nature, before birth, so after

birth it is the duty of the guardian to provide it. Only this correct

physical environment influences the child in such a way that his phys-

ical organs mould themselves into the normal forms.

There are two magic words which epitomize the relation which is

formed between the child and its environment. These are: Imitation

and Example.

The child imitates whatever takes place in its physical environ-

different from the missions of all the other life-epochs. The physical
organs must form themselves into certain shapes during this time;
then structural proportions must take definite directions and tendencies. Later on growth takes place, but this growth in all future time
proceeds on the bases of the shapes which were in process of formation until the time mentioned. If normal shapes have been forming
themselves, normal shapes will afterwards grow, and conversely from
abnormal bases will proceed abnormal results. One cannot make
amends in all the succeeding years for that which, as guardian, one has
«neglected during the first seven years. As the right environment for
the physical human body is provided by Nature, before birth, so after
birth it is the duty of the guardian to provide it. Only this correct
physical environment influencesthe child in such a way that his physical organs mould themselves into the normal forms.

ment, and in the imitation his physical organs mould themselves into

the forms which then remain to them. The term physical environ-

ment is to be taken in the widest sense imaginable. To it belongs
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not only that which takes place materially round the child, but every-

thing that is enacted in his surroundings, everything that may be ob-

There are two magic words which epitomize the relation which is
formed between the child and its environment. These are: Imitation

and

Example.

served by his senses, everything that from all points of physical space

can influence his spiritual forces. To it also belong all actions, moral

or immoral, sensible or foolish, that the child may see.

Among the forces, therefore, which affect the physical organs by

moulding them, must be included an element of joy with and amid

the surroundings. Let the guardian be cheerful of countenance, and

above all things let there be true and not artificial love—a love that

flowing warmly through the physical environment, as it were, incu-

bates, in the true sense of the word, the forms of the physical organs.

When within such an atmosphere of love, the imitation of healthy

models is possible, the child is in his right element.

With the change of teeth the etheric body throws off its outer

covering, and then the time begins in which the training of the etheric

The child imitates whatever takes place in its physical environment, and in the imitation his physical organs mould themselves into
the forms which then remain to them. The term physical environment is to be taken in the widest sense imaginable. To it belongs
not only that which takes place materially round the child, but everything that is enacted in his surroundings, everything that may be observed by his senses, everything that from all points of physical space
can influence his spiritual forces. To it also belong all actions, moral
or immoral, sensible or foolish, that the child may see.

body may be carried on from without. One must be clear as to what

it is that can influence the etheric body in this way. The transforma-

tion and growth of the etheric body signify, respectively, the trans-

formation and development of the affections, the habits, conscience,

Among the forces, therefore, which affect the physical organs by
moulding them, must be included an element of Joy with and amid
the surroundings. Let the guardian be cheerful of countenance, and
above all things let there be true and not artificial love—a love that
flowing warmly through the physical environment, as it were, incubates, in the true sense of the word, the forms of the physical organs.
When within such an atmosphere of love, the imitation of
models is possible, the child is in his right element.

healthy

With the change of teeth the etheric body throws off its outer
covering, and then the time begins in which the training of the etheric
body may be carried on from without. One must be clear as to what
it is that can influence the etheric body in this way. The transformation and growth of the etheric body signify, respectively, the transformation and development of the affections, the habits, conscience,
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character, memory, and temperament. One is able

character, memory, and temperament. One is able to influence the

etheric body

to influence the

by pictures, by example, by regulated guidance of

the
until
has
reached
the
of
the
it
child,
seven,
imagination.
age
ought to be given a physical model which it can imitate, so too, in the
environment of the developing child, between the period of the second
teeth and that of puberty, everything should be brought into play
that possesses an inner sense and value upon which the child may direct his attention. All that conduces to thought, all that works
through image and parable, has now its rightful place.

etheric body by pictures, by example, by regulated guidance of the

imagination. Just as the child, until it has reached the age of seven,

Just

as

ought to be given a physical model which it can imitate, so too, in the

environment of the developing child, between the period of the second

teeth and that of puberty, everything should be brought into play

that possesses an inner sense and value upon which the child may di-

rect his attention. All that conduces to thought, all that works

through image and parable, has now its rightful place.

As "imitation" and "example" are the magic words for the train-

ing of children in their early years, so for the years now in question

the corresponding words are "hero-worship" and "authority." Nat-

As “imitation” and “example” are the magic words for the training of children in their early years, so for the years now in question
the corresponding words are “hero-worship” and “authority.” Natural and not forced authority must supply the immediate spiritual
standpoint, with the help of which the youth forms for himself conscience, habits, and inclinations, brings his temperament into regulated paths, and wins his own outlook on this world.

ural and not forced authority must supply the immediate spiritual

standpoint, with the help of which the youth forms for himself con-

science, habits, and inclinations, brings his temperament into regu-

lated paths, and wins his own outlook on this world.

To these living authorities, to these embodiments of moral and in-

tellectual power, must be added the authorities perceived of the spirit.

The grand examples of history, the tales of model men and women,

must fix the conscience and the intellectual tendency—and not ab-

stract moral truths, which can only do their right work, when, at the
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age of puberty, the astral body is freed from its astral covering.

Once the whole subject of education allows itself to be enriched

To these living authorities,to these embodiments of moral and intellectual power, must be added the authoritiesperceived of the spirit.
The grand examples of history, the tales of model men and women,
must fix the conscience and the intellectual tendency—and not abstract moral truths, which can only do their right work, when, at the
age of puberty, the astral body is freed from its astral covering.

from the life source of occult science, it will itself become permeated

with a profound vitality. It will give up groping in the dark, so com-

mon in this particular domain of thought. All educational methods,

all educational sciences, that do not continually receive a supply of

fresh sap from such roots, are dried up and dead. For all world-

secrets occult science has fitting similes, simiies not rising from the

mind of man but drawn from the essence of things, having been laid

down as a basis by the forces of the world at their creation. Occult

science must therefore be the basis for any system of education.

Once the whole subject of education allows itself to be enriched
from the life source of occult science, it will itself become permeated
with a profound vitality. It will give up groping in the dark, so common in this particular domain of thought. All educational methods,
all educational sciences, that do not continually receive a supply of
fresh sap from such roots, are dried up and dead. For all worldsecrets occult science has fitting similes, simiies not rising from the
mind of man but drawn from the essence of things, having been laid
down as a basis by the forces of the world at their creation. Occult
science must therefore be the basis for any system of education.

It is also true that teaching by mere sense-objects, if carried too

far, is the result of a materalistic view of life. At this age every idea

must be spiritualized. One ought not, for instance, to be satisfied with

merely producing a sense-impression of a plant, a grain of seed, or a

blossom. Everything should seem as an allegory of the spiritual.

A grain of seed is, in truth, not merely what it appears to the eye.

Invisibly the whole new plant inhabits it, and that such a thing is more

than what the sense perceives, must be absolutely realized with the

perception, the imagination, and the feelings. The mysterious pres-

It is also true that teaching by mere sense-objects, if carried too
far, is the result of a materalistic view of life. At this age every idea
must be spiritualized. One ought not, for instance, to be satisfied with
merely producing a sense-impression of a plant, a grain of seed, or a
blossom. Everything should seem as an allegory of the spiritual.
A grain of seed is, in truth, not merely what it appears to the eye.
Invisibly the whole new plant inhabits it, and that such a thing is more
than what the sense perceives, must be absolutely realized with the
perception, the imagination, and the feelings. The mysterious pres-
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ence of latent existence must really be felt. Nor can it be objected

that such a proceeding would weaken the perception of pure sense;

on the contrary, by a persistent adherence to sense perceptions alone,

Truth itself would be the loser. For the complete reality of a thing

exists in Spirit and in Matter, and accurate observations can be no less

carefully carried out if one brings to the study not only the physical

senses, but also the spiritual faculties. If people could only perceive,

as the Occultist is able to, how both body and soul are spoiled by mere

object-teaching, they would not then lay so much stress upon it. Of

what value is it from the highest point of view, if young people are

shown all kinds of physical experiments in the mineral, vegetable, and

animal worlds, if with such a study one does not suggest the applica-

tion of the sense allegory to the feeling of spiritual mystery?

At puberty the astral body is first born. With the free outward

development which follows, all that which is unfolded by the world

of externalized perceptions, by one's judgment and the unfettered

of latent existence must really be felt. Nor can it be objected
that such a proceeding would weaken the perception of pure sense;
on the contrary, by a persistent adherence to sense perceptions alone,
Truth itself would be the loser. For the complete reality of a thing
exists in Spirit and in Matter, and accurate observations can be no less
carefully carried out if one brings to the study not only the physical
senses, but also the spiritual faculties. If people could only perceive,
as the Occultist is able to, how both body and soul are spoiled by mere
object-teaching,they would not then lay so much stress upon it. Of
what value is it from the highest point of view, if young people are
shown all kinds of physical experiments in the mineral, vegetable, and
animal worlds, if with such a study one does not suggest the application of the sense allegory to the feeling of spiritual mystery?

ence

understanding, will first rush inward upon the soul. It has already

been mentioned that these faculties of the soul, hitherto uninfluenced

from within, ought to be developed by the right management of ed-

ucational means, just as unconsciously as the eyes and ears evolve

themselves in the womb. But with puberty the time has arrived when
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the person is ready to form his own judgment concerning the things

which he has hitherto learned. No greater injury can be inflicted

on any one than by too soon awakening within him his own judgment.

In young people the disposition to learn first and then to judge,

should be present. That which the intellect has to say of a certain

subject ought only to be said when all the other powers of soul have

spoken; before that the intellect ought only to play the part of media-

tor. It should only serve to lay hold of what is seen and felt, to ap-

prehend it as it there exists, without allowing the unripe judgment to

take possession of the matter. Therefore the youth ought to be

shielded from all the theories concerning a thing, before the above-

mentioned age, and it should be especially emphasized that he should

face the experiences of life in order to admit them into his soul. A

growing individual can certainly be made acquainted with what peo-

ple have thought concerning this or that, but one should avoid letting

him form opinions which arise from a premature judgment. He

should receive opinions with the feelings, without deciding at once

for one view or the other, not attaching himself to a party, but think-

ing, as he listens: "Oue has said this, and the other that." Before all

things a large measure of tact is necessary in the cultivation of this

sense by teachers and guardians, but occult knowledge is exactly cal-

culated to supply such tact.

puberty the astral body is first born. With the free outward
development which follows, all that which is unfolded by the world
of externalized perceptions, by one’s judgment and the unfettered
understanding, will first rush inward upon the soul. It has already
been mentioned that these faculties of the soul, hitherto uninfluenced
from within, ought to be developed by the right management of educational means, just as unconsciously as the eyes and ears evolve
themselves in the womb. But with puberty the time has arrived when
the person is ready to form his own judgment concerning the things
which he has hitherto learned. No greater injury can be inflicted
on any one than by too soon awakening within him his own judgment.
In young people the disposition to learn first and then to judge,
should be present. That which the intellect has to say of a certain
subject ought only to be said when all the other powers of soul have
spoken; before that the intellect ought only to play the part of mediator. It should only serve to lay hold of what is seen and felt, to apprehend it as it there exists, without allowing the unripe judgment to
take possession of the matter. Therefore the youth ought to be
shielded from all the theories concerning a thing, before the abovementioned age, and it should be especially emphasized that he should
face the experiences of life in order to admit them into his soul. A
growing individual can certainly be made acquainted with what people have thought concerning this or that, but one should avoid letting
him form opinions which arise from a premature judgment. He
should receive opinions with the feelings, without deciding at once
for one view or the other, not attaching himself to a party, but thinking, as he listens: “Oue has said this, and the other that.” Before all
things a large measure of tact is necessary in the cultivation of this
sense by teachers and guardians, but occult knowledge is exactly calculated to supply such tact.
At
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MENTAL IMAGES

By Frank H. Knight

These may be divided into three classes, according to the form

which they assume.

The first class is that which takes the image of the thinker. Pic-

ture in your own mind an image of yourself in some distant place, or

MENTAL IMAGES
By Frank H. Knight
be_divided into three classes, according to

strongly desire to be in that place, and what is the result? It is this:

A small image of yourself is formed and projected from the mental

body, which gathers round it astral matter as it travels, until by the

time it reaches its destination it is practically life-sized. These thought-

the form
These may
which they assume:
The first class is that which takes the image of the thinker. Picture in your own mind an image of yourself in some distant place, or
strongly desire to be in that place, and what is the result? It is this:
A small image of yourself is formed and projected from the mental
body, which gathers round it astral matter as it travels, until by the
time it reaches its destination it is practicallylife-sized. These thoughtimages are occasionally seen by others, but the observer must have
been clairvoyant, or else the thought was strong enough for the form
to collect around it enough physical matter to materialize itself.
To the second class of mental images belong those which take the
image of some material object other than oneself. A man may form
some mental image of a friend. The image is formed in the mental
body, but this often passes outward and usually floats suspended in
the air before him. In the same way thinkingof a book, a house, some
familiar scene, or a painting, tiny images are formed in the mental
body and externalized.
The same thing occurs when the imagination is used. A painter
conceives his picture, builds it up in mental matter, externalizes it and
then copies it; and so with the sculptor. The novelist, however, not
only builds his images in mental matter, but by his force of will may
move them about as he pleases, so that the plot is literally acted out
before him.
It is diflicult for us to realize that these images really exist and
can be seen by the clairvoyant. This fact may perhaps be brought
more strongly to our attention if we understand that so actually objective are they that they may be moved about by someone else besides their creator. Some novelists have stated that, once created,
these characters would assume a will of their own and insist on carrying the plot of the story along lines quite different from those originally intended by the author. This has actually happened and is due
probably to some “dead” novelist using this method to suggest to the
authora better plot, or to playful nature-spirits ensouling the thoughtforms. In this connection I wrote to a personal friend of mine, who
is a well-known writer of fiction, one of whose books was on the list
of six best sellers in Boston last summer, and asked if she had had any

images are occasionally seen by others, but the observer must have

been clairvoyant, or else the thought was strong enough for the form

to collect around it enough physical matter to materialize itself.

To the second class of mental images belong those which take the

image of some material object other than oneself. A man may form

some mental image of a friend. The image is formed in the mental

body, but this often passes outward and usually floats suspended in

the air before him. In the same way thinking of a book, a house, some

familiar scene, or a painting, tiny images are formed in the mental

body and externalized.

The same thing occurs when the imagination is used. A painter

conceives his picture, builds it up in mental matter, externalizes it and
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then copies it; and so with the sculptor. The novelist, however, not

only builds his images in mental matter, but by his force of will may

move them about as he pleases, so that the plot is literally acted out

before him.

It is difficult for us to realize that these images really exist and

can be seen by the clairvoyant. This fact may perhaps be brought

more strongly to our attention if we understand that so actually ob-

jective are they that they may be moved about by someone else be-

sides their creator. Some novelists have stated that, once created,

these characters would assume a will of their own and insist on carry-

ing the plot of the story along lines quite different from those orig-

inally intended by the author. This has actually happened and is due

probably to some "dead" novelist using this method to suggest to the

author a better plot, or to playful nature-spirits ensouling the thought-

forms. In this connection I wrote to a personal friend of mine, who

is a well-known writer of fiction, one of whose books was on the list

of six best sellers in Boston last summer, and asked if she had had any
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experiences similar to those I have related. I submit an extract from

her reply:

"Candidly, I have felt just such sensations as you describe, and

my characters do occasionally pick up the story and walk off with it in

the most disconcerting fashion. I remember on one occasion I several

times tried to describe a little scene in a story, but could not make it

'go.' Abandoning it at last, I went on with the tale. By and by one

of my characters began to describe this same scene. She not only suc-

ceeded without the least effort, but she put in something that I had

never thought of—and it was one of the best things in the whole story.

"On another occasion I remember I had to introduce a brand-new

lover before my heroine would allow the wedding-bells to ring, and,

after all, |I did not so much blame her, for the one I bade her marry

in the first place was something of a cad, as I found out upon further

acquaintance.

"Of course, in my story, long or short, I am striving toward a

definite end. Sometimes, though not often . . . this ending

changes; but it is in the development of the story and of themselves

that the characters display more frequently such a marvelous faculty

for taking matters into their own hands that I sit back with a positively

uncanny feeling as I catch a glimpse of something so utterly outside of
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myself that I wonder who did it and where it came from."

The third group is quite different from the two preceding; for in-

stance, the former were images of forms belonging to the physical

plane, these are forms natural to the astral or mental plane; in fact,

most of these thought-forms are found on the astral plane, as they

are expressions of feeling as well as of thought. When we send out

a thought of love or of desire to protect some one, a thought-form is

created which is animated by that one thought and automatically, as

it were, will attack all unfriendly foes in the aura of the recipient and

strengthen all friendly influences. Whatever the thought, whether

good or evil, it must meet with similar vibrations in the aura of the

object to whom it is sent, or it cannot produce any effect. In such a

case it would rebound and fly back along its course with its initial

energy and strike the originator. In the case of a projected evil

thought being directed against a pure person, finding no gross vibra-

tions in his aura to reinforce it, it is flung back upon the projector, and

he, having astral and mental matter similar to the thought-form, re-

sponds to its vibrations and suffers the destructive effects he had in-

tended to cause to another. Thus "Curses and blessings come home

to roost."

We should realize this responsibility as well as power and con-

sciously evolve only such thoughts as we will. No one can control

our mental body as we can ourselves. The repeated thinking of pure,

clean thoughts raises the rate of vibration of our mental body until

that vibration becomes habitual. The gross particles are shaken out,

and the evil thoughts cannot then find a lodgment, for the mind auto-

matically repels them.
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experiences similar to those I have related.
reply:

her

I submit

an

extract from

“Candidly, I

have felt just such sensations as you describe, and
occasionally pick up the story and walk off with it in
the
most disconcerting fashion. I remember on one occasion I several
times tried to describe a little scene in a story, but could not make it
‘go.’ Abandoning it at last, I went on with the tale. By and by one
of my characters began to describe this same scene. She not only succeeded without the least effort, but she put in something that I had
never thought of—and it was one of the best things in the whole story.
my characters do

“On another occasion I remember I had to introduce a brand-new
lover before my heroine would allow the wedding—bells to ring, and,
after all, .1 did not so much blame her, for the one I bade her marry
in the first place was something of a cad, as I found out upon further

acquaintance.

“Of course, in my story, long or short, I am striving toward'a
definite end. Sometimes, though not often
this ending
changes; but it is in the development of the story and of themselves
that the characters display more frequently such a marvelous faculty
for taking matters into their own hands that I sit back with a positively
uncanny feeling as I catch a glimpse of something so utterly outside of
myself that I wonder who did it and where it came from.”
.

.

.

The third group is quite difl’erent from the two preceding; for instance, the former were images of forms belonging to the physical
plane, these are forms natural to the astral or mental plane; in fact,
most of these thought-forms are found on the astral plane, as they
are expressions of feeling as well as of thought. When we send out
a thought of love or of desire to protect some one, a thought-form is
created which is animated by that one thought and automatically,as
it were, will attack all unfriendly foes in the aura of the recipient and
strengthen all friendly influences. Whatever the thought, whether
good or evil, it must meet with similar vibrations in the aura of the
object to whom it is sent, or it cannot produce any effect. In such a.
case it would rebound and fly back along its course with its initial
energy and strike the originator. In the case of a projected evil
thought being directed against a pure person, finding no gross vibrations in his aura to reinforce it, it is flung back upon the projector, and
he, having astral and mental matter similar to the thought-form, responds to its vibrations and suffers the destructive effects he had intended to cause to another. Thus “Curses and blessings come home
to roost.”
We should realize this responsibility as well as power and consciously evolve only such thoughts as we will. No one can control
our mental body as we can ourselves. The repeated thinkingof pure,
clean thoughts raises the rate of vibration of our mental body until
that vibration becomes habitual. The gross particles are shaken out,
and the evil thoughts cannot then find a lodgment, for the mind automaticallyrepels them.
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THE LAMASERY

By Frank B. Houghton

N all probability there are but few readers of The The-

osophic Messenger now living who can recall the news-

paper articles that were written about the "Lamasery,"

THE LAMASERY

as the rooms of H. P. B. and Col. Olcott were called and

which were occupied by them from 1876 to 1878.

The Colonel speaks of these rooms several times in

the first volume of Old Diary Leaves and writes amus-

ingly of the accompanying pictures taken from an old copy of Les-

I

lie's Monthly. In one place he says:

"There was nothing out of the common in the furnishing and dec-

oration of our apartment save in the dining-room and workroom—

which was at the same time our reception-room and library all in one

—and they were certainly quaint enough. The dead wall of the din-

ing-room which separated it from H. P. B.'s bedroom was entirely

covered with a picture in dried forest leaves, representing a tropical

jungle scene. An elephant stood, ruminating beside a pool of water,

a tiger was springing at him from the background, and a huge serpent

was coiled around the trunk of a palm tree."

Referring to these pictures he goes on to say: "Although the pic-

ture of the room, the Hindu servant bringing in the roast, and the
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dining party at the table drinking wine, is a very good representation,

it is ridiculously inaccurate. The room was not like the picture; we

had no Hindu servant; we did not have a drop of wine or spirits in

By Frank B. Houghton
N all probability there are but few readers of The Theosophic Messenger now living who can recall the newspaper articles that were written about the “Lamasery,”

as the rooms of H. P. B. and Col. Olcott were called and
which were occupied by them from 1876 to 1878.
The Colonel speaks of these rooms several times in
the first volume of Old Diary Leaves and writes amusingly of the accompanying pictures taken from an old copy of Leslie’s Monthly. In one place he says:
“There was nothing out of the common in the furnishing and decoration of our apartment save in the dining-room and workroom—
which was at the same time our reception-room and library all in one
—and they were certainly quaint enough. The dead wall of the dining-room which separated it from H. P. B.’s bedroom was entirely
covered with a picture in dried forest leaves, representing a tropical
jungle scene. An elephant stood, ruminating beside a pool of water,
a tiger was springing at him from the background, and a huge serpent
was coiled around the trunk of a palm tree.”
Referring to these pictures he goes on to say: “Although the picture of the room, the Hindu servant bringing in the roast, and the
dining party at the table drinking wine, is a very good representation,
it is ridiculously inaccurate. The room was not like the picture; we
had no Hindu servant; we did not have a drop of wine or spirits in
the house; our furniture was totally different from the artist’s sketch
of it. I have never heard of another wall-picture of the sort mentioned, and it seemed to strike all our guests as entirely appropriate
in such a home as the ‘Lamasery.’ The whole forest scene grew out
of the covering with autumn leaves, of a figure of an elephant cut
from brown paper. I made another similar invention in the workroom. The entrance-door was in an angle made by cutting ofl’ a corner, and above it the wall formed a square of perhaps 4x5 feet. One
day I found at a curiosity-shop a splendidly mounted lioness-head,
the eyes glaring, the jaws wide open, the tongue retracted, the teeth
white and menacing. On getting it home and looking around for a
place to put it, this square of wall struck my eye, and there I hung
my trophy. By an arrangement of long, dried grasses, I made it
seem as though an angry lioness were creeping through the jungle

the house; our furniture was totally different from the artist's sketch

of it. I have never heard of another wall-picture of the sort men-

tioned, and it seemed to strike all our guests as entirely appropriate

in such a home as the 'Lamasery.' The whole forest scene grew out

of the covering with autumn leaves, of a figure of an elephant cut

from brown paper. I made another similar invention in the work-

room. The entrance-door was in an angle made by cutting off a cor-

ner, and above it the wall formed a square of perhaps 4x5 feet. One

day I found at a curiosity-shop a splendidly mounted lioness-head,

the eyes glaring, the jaws wide open, the tongue retracted, the teeth

white and menacing. On getting it home and looking around for a

place to put it, this square of wall struck my eye, and there I hung

my trophy. By an arrangement of long, dried grasses, I made it

seem as though an angry lioness were creeping through the jungle
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and ready to spring upon the visitors who chanced to look up at her.
It was one of our jokes to have newcomers seated in an easy chair
that faced the door, and enjoy their start when their eyes wandered
from H. P. B. to glance around the room. If the visitor chanced to
be a hysterical old maid who screamed on seeing the trophy, H. P. B.
would laugh heartily.
“In two corners of the room I stood pahn-fronds that touched
the ceiling and bent over their tips in graceful curves; little stuffed
monkeys peered out over curtain cornices; a fine stuffed snake lay on
top of the mantel mirror, hanging its head over one corner; a large
stuffed baboon, decked out with a collar, white cravat and pair of
my spectacles, carrying under one arm the manuscript of a lecture on
‘Decent of Species,’ and dubbed ‘Professor Fiske,’ stood upright in
a corner; a fine large grey owl sat perched on a bookcase; a toy lizard
or two crawled up the wall; a Swiss cuckoo clock hung to the left of
the chimney breast; small Japanese cabinets, carved wooden images
of Lord Buddha and a Siamese talapoin, curios of all sorts and kinds,
occupied the top of the cottage piano, wall brackets, corner etageres
and other convenient spaces; a long writing table took up the centre
of the room; some book shelves with our scanty library rose above its
farther end, between the two Eighth Avenue windows; and chairs
and a divan or two filled up the floor space, so that one had to pick
one’s way to get to the farther end of the chamber. A hanging fourlight gas chandelier with a droplight over the table gave us the necessary physical illumination; the other, H. P. B. supplied.
“A pair of sliding glass doors divided the workroom from her little bedroom, and on the wall over the doors we constructed a huge
double triangle of thin punched steel sheets. Altogether the room
was very artistic and pleasing to its occupants and guests, the theme
of many a description in newspapers and talk among our friends. No
frame could have been more appropriate for setting off the bizarre
personality of its mysterious occupant, H. P. B. Many were the pen
sketches of the room that appeared in the American papers of the
day; among themthose of a correspondent for a Hartford paper from
whose interesting letters the above extracts were copied.”
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and ready to spring upon the visitors who chanced to look up at her.
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that faced the door, and enjoy their start when their eyes wandered

from H. P. B. to glance around the room. If the visitor chanced to

be a hysterical old maid who screamed on seeing the trophy, H. P. B.
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and a divan or two filled up the floor space, so that one had to pick

one's way to get to the farther end of the chamber. A hanging four-

light gas chandelier with a droplight over the table gave us the neces-

sary physical illumination; the other, H. P. B. supplied.
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"A pair of sliding glass doors divided the workroom from her lit-

tle bedroom, and on the wall over the doors we constructed a huge

double triangle of thin punched steel sheets. Altogether the room

was very artistic and pleasing to its occupants and guests, the theme

of many a description in newspapers and talk among our friends. No

frame could have been more appropriate for setting off the bizarre

personality of its mysterious occupant, H. P. B. Many were the pen

sketches of the room that appeared in the American papers of the

day; among them those of a correspondent for a Hartford paper from

whose interesting letters the above extracts were copied."
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we are rapidly becoming acquainted. The experiments in hypno-

tism have demonstrated its existence, and that in this resides the mem-

ory of many things which have utterly passed beyond the power of
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recollection in the normal.

Consciousness, as we have seen, has several grades. From these
let us select three, naming them (1) Personal or normal; (2) Abnormal or psychic; (3) The Individual, the last being the highest
after-death stage which the average man of the present day humanity

For the purpose of illustration let us use Figure 1 as diagram-

matic of the range of human consciousness.

A Normal personal consciousness;

B Abnormal or psychic consciousness;

C Highest of after-death consciousness;

D The very centre of all our states of consciousness.

Taking the case then of some event which has come within the

reaches.
With the

quite familiar. With the abnormal
we are rapi y becoming acquainted. The experiments in hypnotism have demonstrated its existence, and that in this resides the memory of many things which have utterly passed beyond the power of

contents of A and then passed out, it may still exist as a content of B,

rsonal we all
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continuing active or at least available in consciousness there; B, as

we see, includes all of A and much in addition.

recollection in the normal.

Tuzaz
For the purpose of illustration let us use Figure 1 as diagrammatic of the range of human consciousness.
A Normal personal consciousness;
B Abnormal or psychic consciousness;
C Highest of after-death consciousness;
D The very centre of all our states of consciousness.
Taking the case then of some event which has come within the
contents of A and then passed out, it may still exist as a content of B,
continuing active or at least available in consciousness there; B, as
we see, includes all of A and much in addition.
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That such is the fact is shown by actual experience. It has been
found that when placed in deep hypnosis the subject will remember
events of childhood which long since had been so completely obliterated that they were not recognized as previous mental concepts
even when his attention was called to them. Of such a nature is the
case of the English officer, hypnotized in Africa by Hanson, a noted
Danish hypnotist mentioned by Mrs. Besant in one of her lectures.
This oflicer while under the hypnotic influence spoke in Welsh.
Brought back to normal consciousness he was totally unacquainted
with the tongue. VVhen spoken to him it was utterly meaningless.
It turned out that he lived in Wales for the first four years of his
life. His parents then removing from that country he ceased to speak
the tongue and it became an unknown and foreign tongue to him.
To this abnormal state of consciousness the events of normal waking consciousness are quite accessible. It will remember that which
has taken place in such normal state far more readily and distinctly
than the normal consciousness can. It will also remember that which
has previously taken place in its own (abnormal) state.
For instance, it is said that in one experiment a page of Greek
was read to a hypnotized subject who knew nothing about that language. VVhen asked so to do, the subject repeated the whole page
correctly word for word. This is an extraordinary feat of memory
in itself. Even in a language with which we are perfectly familiar,
and dealing with a subject in which we are interested, how utterly
impossible it would be for any except a few who possess phenomenal
powers of memory, to repeat a page thus read to them. How much
more difficult thenwhen what is read is simply a meaningless jumble of
sounds without sequence.
W'hen brought to the normal state A, the subject had no knowledge of the occurrence. Put into hypnotic state B again, he again
remembered and repeated the page correctly. In the abnormal state
memory was perfect. In the normal the consciousness was a complete
blank. Yet it was the same individual, the difference being that in
the one condition, the hypnotic, the higher level of consciousness was
reached and memory was active; while in the other, the normal, the
contents of that higher consciousness were shut out; the individual
thus functioning was oblivious to events which had but recently taken
place within his own experience.
Apparently there is much in common between the artificially induced sleep and the natural sleep. It is found that in the induced
hypnosis the sub ect is able to remember what has occurred in a prior
natural sleep, although that event has never been known in the normal waking state. An instance is related where a young man, rooming with a companion, dreamed and talked in his sleep, his companion
thus learning the subject of his dream. The next evening this young

That such is the fact is shown by actual experience. It has been

found that when placed in deep hypnosis the subject will remember

events of childhood which long since had been so completely oblit-

erated that they were not recognized as previous mental concepts
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Danish hypnotist mentioned by Mrs. Besant in one of her lectures.
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memory was perfect. In the normal the consciousness was a complete

blank. Yet it was the same individual, the difference being that in

the one condition, the hypnotic, the higher level of consciousness was

reached and memory was active; while in the other, the normal, the

contents of that higher consciousness were shut out; the individual

thus functioning was oblivious to events which had but recently taken

place within his own experience.

Apparently there is much in common between the artificially in-

duced sleep and the natural sleep. It is found that in the induced

hypnosis the subject is able to remember what has occurred in a prior

natural sleep, although that event has never been known in the nor-

mal waking state. An instance is related where a young man, room-

ing with a companion, dreamed and talked in his sleep, his companion

thus learning the subject of his dream. The next evening this young
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man was hypnotized and immediately went over his dream of the pre-

hypnotized and immediately went over his dream of the previous night. Brought to normal consciousness he remembered neither the dream nor the hypnotic experience.
In the natural sleep also, similar exhibitions of remarkable memorization are seen, showing that the sleep consciousness is, in its higher
aspect, beyond the normal waking state.
Du Prel’s Philosophy of Mysticism, Eng. ed., Vol II, p. 28, relates the following:
“A girl of seven, employed as a neatherd, occupied a room

man was

vious night. Brought to normal consciousness he remembered neith-

er the dream nor the hypnotic experience.

In the natural sleep also, similar exhibitions of remarkable mem-

orization are seen, showing that the sleep consciousness is, in its higher

aspect, beyond the normal waking state.

Du Prel's Philosophy of Mysticism, Eng. ed., Vol II, p. 28, re-

lates the following:

"A girl of seven, employed as a neatherd, occupied a room

divided only by a thin partition from that of a violin player, who often

gave himself up to his favorite pursuit during half the night. Some

months later the girl got another place, in which she had already been

for two years, when, frequently in the night, tones exactly like those of

the violin were heard coming from her room, but which were produced

by the sleeping girl herself. This often went on for hours, sometimes

with interruptions, after which she would continue the song where she

left off. With irregular intervals this lasted for two years. Then she

reproduced also the tones of a piano which was played in the family, and

afterwards she began to speak and hold forth with remarkable acute-

ness on political and religious subjects, often in a very accomplished and

sarcastic manner; she also conjugated Latin or spoke like a tutor to a
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pupil. In all of these cases this entirely ignorant girl merely reproduced

what had been said by members of the family or visitors."

Of the same nature is the story told of Professor F. Grace Calvert

F. R. S. by Col. H. S. Olcott in People from the Other World:

"He was born in England, but when he had reached the age of

eleven, his father took up his residence in France and for twelve years

the boy never spoke or heard a word in English. Then he married an

English girl and returned home. At this time when he was at work

with grammar and dictionary relearning his mother-tongue, of which

he had wholly lost the use, he talked nothing but English in his sleep,

and his wife says he talked a good deal of it."

These, and many similar instances, tend to show that there is some

reservoir of consciousness in which the past is stored up, which is ac-

cessible to the dream consciousness, but which is completely oblit-

erated from the normal waking state.

Other abnormal conditions of the mind also furnish evidence of

the existence of this super-normal consciousness, possessed of powers

°f memory far beyond the man in his normal condition. Persons

resuscitated after drowning often describe how the events of a whole

^'e-time are crowded into a few moments of time, and events long

since forgotten are remembered with startling distinctness and wealth

°( detail. Characteristic of this form of mental action, which has

"**& experienced by many, is that related by Admiral Beaufort, and

Wed in Du Prel's Philosophy of Mysticism, Vol I., p. 92.

"He (the Admiral) had fallen into the water and had lost normal

consciousness. In this condition thought rose after thought, with a

rapidity of succession that is not only indescribable, but probably incon-

ceivable by any one who has not himself been in a similar situation;

'
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gave himself up to his favorite pursuit during half the night. Some
months later the girl got another place, in which she had already been
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at first, the immediate consequences of his death for his family were

presented to him; then his regards turned to the past; he repeated his

last cruise, an earlier one in which he was shipwrecked, his schooldays,

the progress he then made, and the time he had wasted, even all his

small childish journeys and adventures. 'Thus travelling backwards,

every incident of my past life seemed to me to glance across my recol-

lection in retrograde succession, not, however, in mere outline, as here

stated, but the picture filled up with every minute and collateral feature,

in short, the whole period of my existence seemed to be placed before

me in a kind of panoramic review, and every act of it or of some reflec-

tion of its cause or its consequences. Indeed, many trifling events

which had long been forgotten, then crowded into my imagination, and

with the character of recent familiarity.'"

By analogy we can see how it is possible that condition C (the

first, the immediate consequences of his death for his family were
presented to him; then his regards turned to the past; he repeated his
last cruise, an earlier one in which he was shipwrecked, his schooldays,
the progress he then made, and the time he had wasted, even all his
small childish journeys and adventures. ‘Thus travelling backwards,
every incident of my past life seemed to me to glance across my recollection in retrograde succession, not, however, in mere outline, as here
stated, but the picture filled up with every minute and collateral feature,
in short, the whole period of my existence seemed to be placed before
me in a kind of panoramic review, and every act of it or of some reflection of its cause or its consequences. Indeed, many trifling events
at

which had long been forgotten, then crowded into my
with the character of recent familiarity.’”

imagination, and

By analogy we can see how it is possible that condition C (the
after-death consciousness) may include conditions A and B, although
having that in it which is beyond both of them, the thread of memory
running up through conditions A, B and C and finding its central,
highest and most inclusive point at D, in which would exist potentially, if not in activity, all that had occurred in that individual’s ex-

after-death consciousness) may include conditions A and B, although

having that in it which is beyond both of them, the thread of memory

running up through conditions A, B and C and finding its central,

highest and most inclusive point at D, in which would exist potential-

ly, if not in activity, all that had occurred in that individual's ex-

periences.

Adding to the former a similar diagram (Fig 2), we would have

there represented another personality in physical body, with its higher
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periences.
Adding to the former a similar diagram (Fig 2), we would have
there represented another personality in physical body, with its higher
consciousness finding also its centre in D; in other words, a prior existence in physical body for that same human being—a previous personality, but the same individuality. The identity remains, for the
“I am I” which constitutes identity finds its being at D, from which
radiates all the limited consciousnesses which find successive expression in physical being. Thus we might cover the whole area of conscious activities which are necessary to round out the full development of a human soul.
It will be noticed that A in Figure 1 and its corresponding personal consciousness in Figure 2 have no direct connection with each
other but that they are joined through their common centre D.
Therefore A in Figure 2 will be able to bring into his personal physical brain consciousness only so much of his experiences in a previous
earth-life as have made an enduring impression upon his higher consciousness and then by it is impressed upon the present physical brain.
Even when that is done, the consciousness may not be able to relate
the event to the surroundings in which it occurred and consequently
it will not be recognized as an act of memory. But B is closer to the
centre D and there would therefore be much greater probability of
the remembrance of former lives taking place while in that abnormal
condition. Experiment has shown such to be the case. Persons, who
in their normal waking consciousness are oblivious to them, in the
abnormal condition B have a clear recollection of former lives.
Thomas Flournoy, Professor of Psychology at the University
of Geneva, in his book From India to the Planet Mars, gives the re-
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suit of five years' study of the remarkable phenomenon exhibited by

a young lady who is described as "a high-minded, honorable woman,

regarded by all her friends and neighbors as wholly incapable of con-

scious fraud," yet who, notwithstanding her reputation and char-

acter, "has been subjected to the closest surveillance on the part of

a number of eminent physicians and scientists of Geneva for more

than five years past." The endeavor of these scientific investigators

to explain these mysterious phenomena has resulted in their adoption

of one or the other of two hypotheses, viz:

1. That the phenomena are the product of and originate in the

subliminal consciousness of the lady in question, or

2. That the phenomena are really of supernormal origin and

emanate from the discarnate spirits of the dead, who return to earth

and take temporary possession of her organism, talking through her

mouth, writing with her hand, while she is in a somnambulistic state.

Professor Flournoy leans strongly to the first explanation. He

credits her subliminal consciousness with the ability to roam at will

throughout the universe and read the mind of any being possessing

the information sought for. When placed in a state of total somnam-

bulism, completely entranced, this high-minded and, so far as

her history and appearance would indicate, entirely truthful and
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trustworthy woman, described some of her experiences in several pre-

vious lives in physical body, one of them being in the form of a Hindu

princess of 1400 A. D. named Simandini. In this state of conscious-

ness she speaks the Hindu language, which the professor says ap-

pears to be a mixture of improvised articulations and of veritable

Sanskrit words adapted to the situation. She has given precise his-

torical information of the events of that date, some of which can be

verified. When in her normal condition, the lady declares that she

has no recollection of such prior existences, and has no knowledge

of the Sanskrit language, and has had no opportunity of obtaining

knowledge of it or of the events which she, in her abnormal state, so

freely, fully, and, to some extent at least, as has been verified, accu-

rately describes.

Professor Flournoy would reject the hypothesis of prior "incar-

nations" and would attribute the phenomena in reference to them to

the lady's subliminal consciousness roaming throughout nature and

gathering information at will. But if she be truthful in her normal

condition, and that she is truthful is attested by all who know her,

what justification can there be for supposing that she is otherwise

than truthful in her wider abnormal state of consciousness? The

heightened powers themselves require to be accounted for and no ex-

planation of their presence is quite so satisfactory as that which co-

incides with her own statements which attribute them to the stored

up experiences of former existence.

113
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throughout the universe and read the mind of any being possessing
the information sought for. When placed in a state of total somnambulism, completely entranced, this high-minded and, so far as
her history and appearance would indicate, entirely truthful and
trustworthy woman, described some of her experiences in several previous lives in physical body, one of them being in the form of a Hindu
princess of 1400 A. D. named Simandini. In this state of consciousness she speaks the Hindu language, which the professor says appears to be a mixture of improvised articulations and of veritable
Sanskrit words adapted to the situation. She has given precise historical information of the events of that date, some of which can be
verified. VVhen in her normal condition, the lady declares that she
has no recollection of such prior existences, and has no knowledge
of the Sanskrit language, and has had no opportunity of obtaining
knowledge of it or of the events which she, in her abnormal state, so
freely, fully, and, to some extent at least, as has been verified, accurately describes.
Professor Flournoy would reject the hypothesis of prior “incarnations” and would attribute the phenomena in reference to them to
the lady’s subliminal consciousness roaming throughout nature and
gathering information at will. But if she be truthful in her normal
condition, and that she is truthful is attested by all who know her,
what justification can there be for supposing that she is otherwise
than truthful in her wider abnormal state of consciousness? The
heightened powers themselves require to be accounted for and no explanation of their presence is quite so satisfactory as that which coincides with her own statements which attribute them to the stored
up experiences of former existence.
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The most reasonable supposition is that just as far as we develop
the power of commanding our higher consciousness, to the same extent
we will enter into our past history. While in his normal consciousness the average man finds it impossible to command suflicient of even
the immediately higher psychic consciousness to remember many of
the events which have occurred in connection with that physical body,
which have passed through that nervous organism, and to which that
brain should most readily respond. How little then can we expect
the consciousness of the highest self to come down with that clarity
and strength which will reproduce the scenes of long past ages in such
brilliantcolors that we can recognize them as familiar and relate our
former self to them? How dreamy and unreal are the events of even
comparatively recent years. How we regard the boy or girl we once
were almost as though it were a distinct and separate being. VVe see
ourself as a child, almost as though it were another self, and schoolmates and friends have passed completely out of our life. It is not
at all strange then thatthe events which took place hundreds of years
since and in another physical body should fail to make their impress
upon the brain through which we now think.
Notwithstandingthe dimculties which stand in the way, there are
many who do claim to remember incidents of former lives. We cannot throw away entirely the instance after instance of children who
assert with all the positiveness of their young nature that this is not
the first time that they have lived here. Some of them are able to relate with startling wealth of detail the events through which they had
formerly passed. An instance of this was related to the writer by a
personal friend, a gifted musician, whose veracity is unquestionable.
His brother in his younger years astonished the family by declaring
that he remembered having been on earth before. He described, quite
in detail, how he, as an old man with a grey beard, journeyed from
place to place working as a carpenter. This boyhood was many years
since, and none of the family had at that time read or heard of the
idea of reincarnation, so that it was apparently an entirely original
idea with the young lad. He was not encouraged in the idea and it
gradually passed out of his recollection. After the age of twelve no
more mention was made of it and the lad apparently then forgot the
experience. A fact that fitted in with his recollection was that from
his youth he was skillful in the use of carpenter’s tools. If this was
a real case of a reminiscence of a former life, it would appear that
the consciousness, which in its higher levels may have very clear recollections of past lives, in its efforts to attach itself to the physical
brain gradually loses its powers and, centralizing its attention upon
mundane affairs, its higher powers finally vanish entirely.
In an article in the proceedings of the Psychical Research Society
for February, 1892, Mr. Myers mentions instances of similar gradual
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The most reasonable supposition is that just as far as we develop

the power of commanding our higher consciousness, to the same extent

we will enter into our past history. While in his normal conscious-

ness the average man finds it impossible to command sufficient of even

the immediately higher psychic consciousness to remember many of

the events which have occurred in connection with that physical body,

which have passed through that nervous organism, and to which that

brain should most readily respond. How little then can we expect

the consciousness of the highest self to come down with that clarity

and strength which will reproduce the scenes of long past ages in such

brilliant colors that we can recognize them as familiar and relate our

former self to them? How dreamy and unreal are the events of even

comparatively recent years. How we regard the boy or girl we once

were almost as though it were a distinct and separate being. We see

ourself as a child, almost as though it were another self, and school-

mates and friends have passed completely out of our life. It is not

at all strange then that the events which took place hundreds of years

since and in another physical body should fail to make their impress

upon the brain through which we now think.

Notwithstanding the difficulties which stand in the way, there are
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many who do claim to remember incidents of former lives. We can-

not throw away entirely the instance after instance of children who

assert with all the positiveness of their young nature that this is not

the first time that they have lived here. Some of them are able to re-

late with startling wealth of detail the events through which they had

formerly passed. An instance of this was related to the writer by a

personal friend, a gifted musician, whose veracity is unquestionable.

His brother in his younger years astonished the family by declaring

that he remembered having been on earth before. He described, quite

in detail, how he, as an old man with a grey beard, journeyed from

place to place working as a carpenter. This boyhood was many years

since, and none of the family had at that time read or heard of the

idea of reincarnation, so that it was apparently an entirely original

idea with the young lad. He was not encouraged in the idea and it

gradually passed out of his recollection. After the age of twelve no

more mention was made of it and the lad apparently then forgot the

experience. A fact that fitted in with his recollection was that from

his youth he was skillful in the use of carpenter's tools. If this was

a real case of a reminiscence of a former life, it would appear that

the consciousness, which in its higher levels may have very clear rec-

ollections of past lives, in its efforts to attach itself to the physical

brain gradually loses its powers and, centralizing its attention upon

mundane affairs, its higher powers finally vanish entirely.

In an article in the proceedings of the Psychical Research Society

for February, 1892, Mr. Myers mentions instances of similar gradual
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loss of remarkably high mental powers. He gathers together thirteen

cases of mathematical geniuses nearly all of whom exhibited their

wonderful powers for a few years only, usually between seven and

ten, though ranging from five in some cases to thirteen in others.

Then the ability to solve difficult problems vanished and the individual

lapsed into mediocrity. In such cases the soul apparently gives up

the struggle to hold the physical brain and its consciousness respon-

sive to the depths of knowledge within. Archbishop Whately, one

of the number, speaking of himself, says:

"There was certainly something peculiar in my calculating faculty.

It began to show itself between five and six and lasted about three

years. I soon got to do the most difficult sums, always in my head, for

loss of remarkablyhigh mental powers. He gathers together thirteen
of mathematical geniuses nearly all of whom exhibited their
wonderful powers for a few years only, usually between seven and
ten, though ranging from five in some cases to thirteen in others.
Then the abilityto solve diflicult problems vanished and the individual
lapsed into mediocrity. In such cases the soul apparently gives up
the struggle to hold the physical brain and its consciousness responsive to the depths of knowledge within. Archbishop VVhately, one
of the number, speaking of himself, says:
cases

“There was certainly something peculiar in my calculating faculty.
It began to show itself between five and six and lasted about three
years. I soon got to do the most difficult sums, always in my head, for
I knew nothing of figures beyond enumeration. I did those sums much
quicker than any one could upon paper, and I never remember committing the smallest error. When I went to school, at which time the
passion wore off, I was a perfect dunce at ciphering and have continued so ever since.”

I knew nothing of figures beyond enumeration. I did those sums much

quicker than any one could upon paper, and I never remember com-

mitting the smallest error. When I went to school, at which time the

passion wore off, I was a perfect dunce at ciphering and have con-

tinued so ever since."

Of Professor S afford Mr. Myers writes:

"Whereas at ten years old he worked correctly in his head in one

minute a multiplication sum whose answer consists of thirty-six figures.

Of Professor Safford Mr.

he is now, I believe, neither more nor less capable of such calculation
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than his neighbors."

Lastly, take the case of Vito Mangiarnale, also quoted by Mr.

Myers, who cites the following instances of his precocity:

"In the year 1837, Vito Mangiarnale, who gave his age as ten years

'

and four months, presented himself before Arago in Paris. He was

the son of a shepherd in Sicily, who was not able to give his son any

instruction. By chance it was discovered that by methods peculiar to

himself he resolved problems that seemed at the first view to require

Lastly, take the case of Vito Mangiarnale, also quoted by
Myers, who cites the following instances of his precocity:

extended mathematical knowledge. In the presence of the Academy,

Arago proposed the following questions: What is the cubic root of

3,796,416? In the space of about half a minute the child responded 156,

which is correct. What satisfies the condition that its cube five times its

square is equal to 42 times itself increased by 40 ? In less than a minute

Vito responded that five satisfied the condition, which is correct. Hav-

ing finally been requested to extract the 10th root of 282,475,249, Vito

found in a short time that the root was 7."

Mr. Myers says:

"If I have dwelt at some length on these arithmetical prodigies

it is not of course because 1 regard this gift of subliminal computation

as a high form of genius, but because the definiteness of the achieve-

ments presents some vague and elusive problems in a comparatively

manageable form. Thus it is easier in the career of a Mangiarnale

than in the case of a Dante to ask one's self with exactness which is the

least improbable of the conceivable answers—all of them largely con-

jectural—to the question: Where did the child get his genius? a ques-

tion which the evolutionist, though he cannot solve it, must not ignore."

(To be continued)

Myers writes:

“Whereas at ten years old he worked correctly in his head in one
minute a multiplication sum whose answer consists of thirty-six figures,
he is now, I believe, neither more nor less capable of such calculation
than his neighbors.”

Mr.

“In the year 1837, Vito Mangiarnale, who gave his age as ten years
and four months, presented himself before Arago in Paris. He was
the son of a shepherd in Sicily, who was not able to give his son any
instruction. By chance it was discovered that by methods peculiar to
himself he resolved problems that seemed at the first view to require
extended mathematical knowledge. In the presence of the Academy.
Arago proposed the following questions: What is the cubic root of
3,796,416? In the space of about half a minute the child responded 156,
which is correct. What satisfies the condition that its cube five times its
square is equal to 42 times itself increased by 40? In less than a minute
Vito responded that five satisfied the condition, which is correct. Having finally been requested to extract the 10th root of 282,475,249, Vito
found in a short time that the root was 7.”

Mr.

Myers

says:

“If I have dwelt at some length on these arithmetical prodigies
it is not of course because I regard this gift of subliminal computation
as a high form of genius, but because the definiteness of the achievements presents some vague and elusive problems in a comparatively
manageable form. Thus it is easier in the career of a Mangiarnale
than in the case of a Dante to ask one’s self with exactness which is the
least improbable of the conceivable answers—al1 of them largely conjectural—to the question: Where did the child get his genius? a question which the evolutionist, though he cannot solve it, must not ignore.”

(To be continued)
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By Isabel B. Holbrook

THE BOOK OF ENOCH

(Continued from page 47)

CHAPTER II. A VISION OF THE PAST.

By Isabel B. Holbrook

HIS chapter is given in full and without alteration.

A footnote at the close calls our attention to the

(Continued from page 47)

strange coincidence between the ending lines and

Ovid lib. XV. cited ante Vol. I., 75, and the ques-

CHAPTER II. A Vision or THE PAST.
HIS chapter is given in full and Without alteration.
A footnote at the close calls our attention to the
strange coincidence between the ending lines and
Ovid lib. XV. cited ante Vol. I., 75, and the question is put: Had Ovid read the true Book of Enoch,
or had he learned its teachings in one of the Lodges?

tion is put: Had Ovid read the true Book of Enoch,

or had he learned its teachings in one of the Lodges?

There was a Veil lifted from above my head;

My spirit saw the Past and the revolutions of the Past.

I saw a City splendid with gold and marble,

With stately towers, palaces, and temples;

And I said unto one who guarded the Gates:

Friend! how long hath stood this noble City ?

And he said: This City hath always stood,

Its years are without number, it will stand for ever.

Then rolled a Cloud over me, and I passed onward;

And when a thousand years were gone

I came again that way and sought the City,

There

was a Veil lifted from above my head;
My spirit saw the Past and the revolutions of the Past.
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But I found no remnant of its mighty splendor.

I saw only a Desert.

There was no herbage, nor any fountain,

But dry burned dust and sand.

I saw a wanderer, and said unto him:

0 friend, where is that noble City?

He answered, saying: This Wilderness

Hath stood for ever and will stand for ever;

I saw a City splendid with gold and marble,
With stately towers, palaces, and temples;
And I said unto one who guarded the Gates:
Friend! how long hath stood this noble City?
And he said: This City hath always stood,
Its years are without number, it will stand for ever.

There is no City, neither hath there been,

But all is Desert as thou seest.

Then rolled a Cloud over me and I passed onward;

And when a thousand years were gone

1 came again that way and sought the Desert,

But the Desert was no more.

A vast Forest of woodland

Covered all the plains and mountains,

And there were men felling trees,

And there were hunters following game.

One reclined beneath a mighty tree;

I said to him: My friend, answer thou me,

How long hath this majestic Forest

Filled the place of the departed Desert?

Then rolled a Cloud over me, and I passed onward;
And when a thousand years were gone
I came again that way and sought the City,
But I found no remnant of its mighty splendor.
I saw only a Desert.
There was no herbage, nor any fountain,
But dry burned dust and sand.
I saw a wanderer, and said unto him:
0 friend, where is that noble City?
He answered, saying: This Wilderness
Hath stood for ever and will stand for ever;
There is no City, neither hath there been,
But all is Desert as thou seest.
Then rolled a Cloud over me and I passed onward;
And when a thousand years were gone
I came again that way and sought the Desert,
But the Desert was no more.
A vast Forest of woodland
Covered all the plains and mountains,
And there were men felling trees,
And there were hunters following game.
One reclined beneath a mighty tree;
I said to him: My friend, answer thou me,
How long hath this majestic Forest
Filled the place of the departed Desert?
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He said: This Forest hath been here for erer,

Yea, even from the birth of time,

And unto the end will it flourish greenly.

There is no Desert, nor hath there ever been;

This is the primeval Forest.

He said: This Forest hath been here for ever,
Yea, even from the birth of time,
And unto the end will it flourish greenly.
There is no Desert, nor hath there ever been;
This is the primeval Forest.

Then rolled a Cloud over me and I passed onward;

And when a thousand years were gone

I came again that way and sought the Forest,

But I saw Tents and smiling plains,

And shepherds with their flocks and herds,

And children playing among flowers.

I said unto one, white with many years :

0 venerable father of many!

How long have these fields produced fruit?

He answered, saying: They have produced fruit

From the very first moment of the world.

1 told him of the Forest, but he heeded not.

He said: There hath been no Forest here;

These plains have always borne food

Abundantly for the shepherd tribes.

Then rolled a Cloud over me and I passed onward;
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And when a thousand years were gone

Then rolled a Cloud over me and I passed onward;
And when a thousand years were gone
I came again that way and sought the Forest,
But I saw Tents and smiling plains,
And shepherds with their flocks and herds,
And children playing among flowers.
I said unto one, white with many years:
O venerable father of many!
How long have these fields produced fruit?
He answered, saying: They have produced fruit
From the very first moment of the world.
I told him of the Forest, but he heeded not.
He said: There hath been no Forest here;
These plains have always borne food
Abundantly for the shepherd tribes.

I came again that way and sought the Tents.

There were no Tents, nor any trace of life,

But in their place I saw an Ocean

Rolling with great billows;

And on the Ocean was a boat,

And a solitary man was in the boat.

I said unto him: Where are the Tents,

The green fields, and the smiling shepherd tribes?

He said: Thou dreamest; there are no fields,

Nor have there ever been in this Ocean.

But from the first have these waves rolled

Over the boundless Deeps beneath.

They shall roll for ever and ever

Unchanged and mighty as they now be.

(To be continued)

Then rolled a Cloud over me and I passed onward;
And when a thousand years were gone
I came again that way and sought the Tents.
There were no Tents, nor any trace of life,
But in their place I saw an Ocean
Rolling with great billows;
And on the Ocean was a boat,
And a solitary man was in the boat.
I said unto him: Where are the Tents,
The green fields, and the smiling shepherd tribes?
He said: Thou dreamest; there are no fields,
Nor have there ever been in this Ocean.
But from the first have these waves rolled
Over the boundless Deeps beneath.
They shall roll for ever and ever
Unchanged and mighty as they now be.
(To be continued)
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FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS IN THE LIVES OF

LIFE 25. EGYPT. 4035-3960 B. C.

ALCYONE

(V. 1)

LIFE 25. EGYPT. 4035-3960 B. C. (V. 1)
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LIFE 26. INDIA. 3059-2978 B C. (V. I)
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I* it true, as hag been stated, that the newly-founded Temple of

the Rosy Cross represents the esoteric side of the Order of the Star in

the East? If it is so, it would follow that all earnest members would

wish to see a Rosicrudan Temple founded in each country and become

members.

The statement is not true. Mrs. Besant, who is herself the

founder of this new organization, has expressly disclaimed the idea.

The Order of the Star in the East has a Second Degree, called the

Service Corps, which consists of those members who are able to de-

vote some proportion of their time to definite service in certain speci-

fied ways, but there is nothing esoteric about that. The Temple of

the Rosy Cross might appropriately be called, not the esoteric but

the ritualistic side of the Order of the Star in the East, for Mrs.

Besant founded it especially for the very large class of people who

find in gorgeous ceremonial the readiest method of arousing their

higher feelings. The Temple gives no new knowledge, but simply

offers a new way of expression for the devotion of those to whom

Is it true, as has been stated, that the newly-founded Temple of
the Rosy Cross represents the esoteric side of the Order of the Star in
the East? If it is so, it would follow that all earnest members would
wish to see a Rosicrucian Temple founded in each country and become
members.

ritual appeals. Its only claim to esotericism is that it imitates Free-

masonry in keeping its ceremonies a profound secret. The only

really esoteric side of the Order of the Star in the East is the Purple

Order, to which admission can be obtained only by the personal in-

vitation of the Head.
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Whether it is desirable to found a Temple of the new organiza-

tion in any particular district must depend entirely upon whether

there is in that district a sufficiently large number of members of

The statement is not true. Mrs. Besant, who is herself the
founder of this new organization, has expressly disclaimed the idea.
The Order of the Star in the East has a Second Degree, called the
Service Corps, which consists of those members who are able to devote some proportion of their time to definite service in certain specified ways, but there is nothing esoteric about that. The Temple of
the Rosy Cross might appropriately be called, not the esoteric but
the ritualistic side of the Order of the Star in the East, for Mrs.
Besant founded it especially for the very large class of people who
find in gorgeous ceremonial the readiest method of arousing their
higher feelings. The Temple gives no new knowledge, but simply
offers a new way of expression for the devotion of those to whom
ritual appeals. Its only claim to esotericism is that it imitates Freemasom'y in keeping its ceremonies a profound secret. The only
really esoteric side of the Order of the Star in the East is the Purple
Order, to which admission can be obtained only by the personal invitation of the Head.
VVhether it is desirable to found a Temple of the new organization in any particular district must depend entirely upon whether
there is in that district a sufliciently large number of members of
the ceremonial-loving type. If there are such members, they will find
in the ritual of the new body a suitable expression of their feelings.
If there are no members of that special type, there would be no object
in the formation of a Temple, as the large amount of money necessary for such foundation would be wasted if there were none who
C. W. L.
appreciated the display.

the ceremonial-loving type. If there are such members, they will find

in the ritual of the new body a suitable expression of their feelings.

If there are no members of that special type, there would be no object

in the formation of a Temple, as the large amount of money neces-

sary for such foundation would be wasted if there were none who

appreciated the display. C. W. L.
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Is thought universal?
Your thought is individual; mind is universal. Your breath is inA. F. K.
dividual; the air is universal.
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I* thought universal? G. H. G.

Your thought is individual; mind is universal. Your breath is in-

dividual; the air is universal. A. F. K.

Just what is it that puts itself down into incarnation?

Just what is it that puts itself down into incarnation?
The ego, in order to “put himself down” into incarnation, has to
entangle a portion of the matter of his casual body with matter of the
lower planes. It seems clear that it is the ego who “puts down”
(or turns downward) part of his consciousness, and that he does so
by means of some of the matter of his casual body as an instrument
for this bit of his consciousness.
M. P.
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lower planes. It seems clear that it is the ego who "puts down"
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Can the etheric double leave the body in conscious hours?

Not entirely, else death would ensue. On its withdrawal, con-

sciousness ceases in that part of the body from which it has gone.

The etheric double is the bridge for the thinker between the astral and

Can the etheric double leave the body in conscious hours?
Not entirely, else death would ensue. On its withdrawal, consciousness ceases in that part of the body from which it has gone.
The ethericdouble is the bridge for the thinkerbetween the astral and
physical bodies, and the break of consciousness and the risk of life
is in proportion to the withdrawal. This is sometimes aimed for but
M. P.
it is a very dangerous practice.

physical bodies, and the break of consciousness and the risk of life

is in proportion to the withdrawal. This is sometimes aimed for but

it is a very dangerous practice. M. P.

The etheric double disintegrates along with the physical body—ex-

cept the bones. Why this exception?

The bony structure belongs more to the mineral kingdom, thus is

further removed from the relation of the physical body with the
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etheric double, which has its closest impingement upon the higher and

rarer physical substances. M. P.

Are there heretics in the Theosophical Society?

The ethericdouble disintegrates along with the physical body—ea'cept the bones. Why this ewception?
The bony structure belongs more to the mineral kingdom, thus is
further removed from the relation of the physical body with the
etheric double, which has its closest impingement upon the higher and
M. P.
rarer physical substances.

There are no heretics in the Theosophical Society. You only

have heretics where there are dogmas, and we have no dogmas in the

Theosophical Society; and unless that is remembered, our Theosophi-

cal ship will always be in danger of running on to a rock or sticking

on a sand bank. H. P. B. warned us of that long ago. Now, when

she warned us of that, it was not that she did not hold strong opinions

herself, nor that she did not express them extremely vigorously at

times. She was by no means a colorless personality but she knew, as

every Occultist knows, that while you may hold strong opinions for

Are there heretics in the Theosophical Society?
There are no heretics in the Theosophical Society. You only
have heretics where there are dogmas, and we have no dogmas in the
Theosophical Society; and unless that is remembered, our Theosophical ship will always be in danger of running on to a rock or sticking
on a sand bank. H. P. B. warned us of that long ago. Now, when
she warned us of that, it was not that she did not hold strong opinions
herself, nor that she did not express them extremely vigorously at
times. She was by no means a colorless personality but she knew, as
every Occultist knows, that while you may hold strong opinions for
yourself and express them strongly, no Occultist will try to impose
these opinions upon another, or make the measure of his own belief
the measure of the acceptance of the other. There is nothing which
we are bound to accept in the Theosophical Society except its three
Objects—and sometimes people forget that. We came in on those,
and no one has the right to limit the liberty which was offered to us on
our admission to the Society. No one has a right to add other objects
without the consent of the whole body of the Theosophical Society.
A. B.
[Quoted from To Members of the Theosophical Society.]
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EDUCATION AS SERVICE, by J. Krishnamurti (Alcyone). Publishers:

Rajput Press, Chicago, 1912. pp. 160. Prices, 25, 50, 75 cents.

This is the second contribution of a youth of tender years to the field of

ethical literature, it having been preceded only a short while by his remarkable

discourse on right conduct for those wishing to lead the highest spiritual life.
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The present work takes up the four Qualifications for the Probationary Path

of Discipleship and shows their application to the field of education. The

publication is on a par with all the excellent publications coming from the Rajput

Press, and comprises 160 pages of most interesting and helpful matter, including

a forceful appreciation by Mrs. Annie Besant as Introduction.

In the Introduction Mrs. Besant says: "Education must be shaped to

meet the individual needs of the child, and not by a Government Procrustes'

EDUCATIONAL

bed, to fit which some are dragged well-nigh asunder and others are chopped

down. The capacities of the child, the line they fit him to pursue, these must

guide his education. In all, the child's interest must be paramount."

EDUCATION AS SERVICE, by J. Krishnamurti (Alcyone). Publishers:

1912. pp. 160. Prices, 25, 50, 75 cents.
This is the second contribution of a youth of tender years to the field of
ethical literature, it having been preceded only a short while by his remarkable
discourse on right conduct for those wishing to lead the highest spiritual life.
The present work takes up the four Qualifications for the Probationary Path
of Discipleship and shows their application to the field of education. The
publication is on a par with all the excellent publications coming from the Rajput
Press, and comprises 160 pages of most interesting and helpful matter, including
a forceful appreciation by Mrs. Annie Besant as Introduction.
In the Introduction Mrs. Besant says: “Education must be shaped to
meet the individual needs of the child, and not by a Government Procrustes’
bed, to fit which some are dragged well-nigh asunder and others are chopped
down. The capacities of the child, the line they fit him to pursue, these must
guide his education. In all, the child’srinterest must be paramount.”
One is forcibly reminded, on reading this protest, of scathing excoriations
of our public school system recently appearing in The Ladies’ Home Journal on
the question Is the Public School a Failure? The question is answered, “It is:
The most momentous Failure in our American life today.” And a most recent
contributor to the discussion significantly asks: “Are we living B. C. or A. D. ?"
Another seriously speaks of the danger as one of “running a fool factory.”
They hold that we are clinging to a vicious form, all unmindful of the spirit
which is the essence of what is most needed in life.
To this movement for the reformation of a “headless system”
“permeated
with gross errors and wicked hypocrisy,” a reformation seeking to measure the
teaching to the needs of the pupil along the lines of practical modernism, comes
Alcyone’s contribution, showing an ideal which might well be adopted in every
nation.
Four chapters complete the book—I. Love; II. Discrimination; III. Desirelessness; IV. Good Conduct.
In the first, the author makes the point that “no person ought to be a teacher
—ought to be allowed to be a teacher—un1ess he has shown in his daily life
that Love is the strongest quality of his nature.” Through love the right
relation between Master and pupil is established, bringin out all the
he love of the boy
qualities in the pupil, and preventing fear and difiidence.
to the teacher will make him docile and easy to guide, and so the question of
punishment will never arise. Thus one great cause of fear which at present
poisons all the relations between the teacher and his pupil will vanish,”-a
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Another seriously speaks of the danger as one of "running a fool factory."

They hold that we are clinging to a vicious form, all unmindful of the spirit

which is the essence of what is most needed in life.

To this movement for the reformation of a "headless system" .... "permeated

with gross errors and wicked hypocrisy,'1 a reformation seeking to measure the

teaching to the needs of the pupil along the lines of practical modernism, comes

Alcyone's contribution, showing an ideal which might well be adopted in every

nation.

Four chapters complete the book—I. Love; II. Discrimination; III. Desire-

lessness; IV. Good Conduct.

In the first, the author makes the point that "no person ought to be a teacher

—ought to be allowed to be a teacher—unless he has shown in his daily life

that Love is the strongest quality of his nature." Through love the right

relation between Master and pupil is established, bringing out all the good

qualities in the pupil, and preventing fear and diffidence. "The love of the boy

to the teacher will make him docile and easy to guide, and so the question of

punishment will never arise. Thus one great cause of fear which at present

poisons all the relations between the teacher and his pupil will vanish,"—a

most important point.
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Corporal punishment is regarded as “not only wrong but foolish”—wrong
because intentional cruelty, foolish because it utterly fails to make good. In the
ideal scheme, “the Master gives to His pupil the gentleness and protection of a
mother, the strength of a father, the understanding of a brother or a sister,
the encouragement of a relative or friend, and He is one with His pupil and
His pupil is a part of Him.”
The other chapters are brimming over with invaluable advice and ennobling
ideals, appealing alike to youth and adult as most desirable. It is a book that
every boy and girl should read, and what is exceedingly important, it is one
which should be in the hands of every teacher and director of teachers in the land.
A. P. W.
ALL THE CHILDREN OF ALL THE PEOPLE, by William Hawley
Smith. A Study of the Attempt to Educate Everybody. Publishers: The MacMillan Company. pp. 335. 1912. Price, $1.50 net.
When, some years ago, the author's former work, The Evolution of Dodd,
appeared, the writer of this review was a public school teacher. That book made
a deep impression at the time and in many ways was an element in enlarging
and changing her educational point of view and school method; hence to have
the privilege of reviewing Mr. Smith's present work was considered an opportunity for appreciative and grateful expression. A disappointment, however,
was the first feeling produced, one that happily lessened as reading progressed
and which was clearly seen to be traceable not so much to the words read as
to the poverty of explanation and the limitation of knowledge which even such
a richly experienced and liberal minded educator showed-for the one reason
that he had not the Theosophical concepts of the different planes of man’s
existence, of the laws of reincarnation and karma, or of the plan of egoic evolution.
He says in the chapter The Parental Factor, p. 251:
“How these things can be, why these variations between parents and children,
is a great question for which no wholly satisfactory answer has yet been found.
There are many guesses, but the best of them satisfy at only a few points. The
Theosophists come as near as any I know anything about in answering the riddle, but even these can only surmise, and hint at possibilities. They tell how it
may be, and some of the things they say are excedingly suggestive. But what
they know for sure is like all the rest—nil!"
The first one hundred pages of the book are given up to data proving that
there are children “born short" and others “born long”; that everybody exhibits
the phenomena of “shortage” or “longage” in some form and degree. “That is,
to every individual there are given, from birth, certain abilities to function
in certain mental planes; from every individual, from birth, there are denied
or withheld certain abilities to function in certain mental planes, and to do the
things thereunto related.”
A startling proposition Mr. Smith calls that. Not at all so to even the tyro
in Theosophy, who could supply many links missing from the chain of premises
put forth in his book and trace more fully the modus operandi of mental functioning and development. “That is the way we are ;” “all men are born and not
made” is hardly explanatory. “How can these things be?” and not “Why?” is
a one-sided query, and the positing of the “limitlessness of the Ego in all
mankind" and that the “ability to function is limited by the physical body alone”
can hardly be accepted by those believing that the Ego is clothed in more than one
body; and that it, in itself, goes through an evolutionary process as well as those
bodies; and all is under Karmic Law.
Following this part of the book is a chapter named Strictly between Ourselves
in which Mr. Smith states his belief that “God made the heavens and the earth"
and that what He has made He will care for, to the utmost limit; that “we are
all workers together with God” and “the object of all work—God’s, yours, mine,
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everybody’s—is

to make new and higher combinations out of things that are
combined in some other way than as we would henceforth have them.”
That is the “St. Peter Sandstone” foundation which sustains the author, a faith
able truly to “remove mountains,” grand enough to “sustain continually,” but
the lower rungs of the evolutionary ladder and thus of educational processes
may still be in shadow even within that great faith-light.
After this 100-page preface as it were, Mr. Smith reviews the history of
public schools, educational factors, statistics, values, inalienable rights of the
individual, etc., and sums up his deductions in some fine chapters. One point
we would differ on, his distinctions between the words “master" and “teacher.”
“The one means command, the other means service. The one says: ‘I am here
to make the child do so and so, and he has got to do it, or go.’ The other says:
‘I am here to help the child come to the best there is in himself, he being
what he is,’ ”—-and two pages of such differences. Such distinctions have
grown out of the thought-form built by the averages of personalities who have
filled such educational ofiices and may possibly be drawn in truth from some
quarters, but to Theosophists who so deeply love and revere the “Masters of
Wisdom” that they cannot pronounce the word “master” without the accent of
adoration, the pulling down of that name from its high station is, to say the
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least, painful.

Later chapters deal with courses of study, examinations and other pedagogic
matter, to all of which the reader says, in the phrase of the school-committee
of the poem, “my sentiments too,” and would wish those chapters read by school
oflicials, teachers, parents, law-makers, alike, over this broad land.
The whole work is summed up in the final chapter, The Common Sense
of It All, and its pith is the following:
“By no other means can righteousness and justice be so successfully established in the hearts of all the people as through the medium of the public
schools. It is within the possibilities for these schools to be so conducted and
utilized that they shall impart a love of righteousness and of justice to all the
children of all the people; shall disseminate among them a true spirit of mutualness, and breathe into them the breath of brotherly love and of genuine democracy, for use in all the affairs of life, both private and public.
“But if these schools do this, they must meet the needs of all the children of
all the people, so that, when grown, these children, having become men and
women, shall be equal to a satisfactory adjustment of the issues that are upon
them.
They can never do it by following a psychology that is based on
the uniformity of the human mind, and on the possibility of environment fashioning every individuality to a common model.
“I have faith to believe that the common sense of all our people will, one
day, put our public schools into such shape that they will do all that is required
of them; that they will take into account the way the children are, each one of
them, and that they will so teach, train, and educate them, that they will, each
one, fill to the full the particular niche in our Republic which his or her own
individuality is best fitted for.
“The seas we have to sail are as yet, many of them, uncharted. But none
the less, we must sail them; for the goal of absolute mutualness in education is
also named, and it cannot be countennanded."
That status of child education which Mr. Smith and his peers, by devoted
service and high ideals, are striving to advance, has been glimpsed to us in its
time of fullest fruition through The Beginnings of the Sixth Root Race papers.
Mr. Smith shows up most admirably that memory is not the regal trait that the
early days of public school exploitation considered it; that memory examination
tests of proving the status of pupils are wholly unfair and grossly stupid; and
that memory work in the future will be made less prominent. Where now we
“have our pupils memorize what is set down in books,” then we shall instead
“teach them how to use books. If we can do that successfully, we shall have
put them into the line of becoming educated men and women, so far as book

Later chapters deal with courses of study, examinations and other pedagogic
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also named, and it cannot be countermanded."

That status of child education which Mr. Smith and his peers, by devoted

service and high ideals, are striving to advance, has been glimpsed to us in its

time of fullest fruition through The Beginnings of the Sixth Root Race papers.

Mr. Smith shows up most admirably that memory is not the regal trait that the

early days of public school exploitation considered it; that memory examination

tests of proving the status of pupils are wholly unfair and grossly stupid; and
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knowledge is concerned.” On this point of memory in The Beginnings of the
Sixth Root Race, under the “Education of Children,” (pages 281-285 The
Theosophic Messenger, February, 1910) Mr. Leadbeater says, speaking of
arithmetic,that they have a scheme by which the result of practically any difficult
calculation can be looked up in a few moments by a person who knows the book;
they habitually use a book to avoid waste of time involved in otherwise tedious
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"The theory in the schoolmaster's mind is not to cram the minds of the chil-

dren, but to develop their faculties and tell them where to find facts.

"Nobody learns any history, except isolated interesting stories, but everyone

has in his house a book in which an epitome of all history can be found. Ge-

ography is still learned to a limited extent. They know where all the different

races live, with great precision, in what these races differ and what qualities

they are developing. But the commercial life has dropped; no one bothers with

the exports of Bulgaria; nobody knows where they make woolen cloth, nor

wants to know. All these things can be turned up at a moment's notice in books

which are part of the free furniture of every house, and it would be considered

a waste of time to burden the memory with such valueless facts. Once more I

say the scheme is strictly utilitarian; they don't teach the children anything

which can be easily obtained from an encyclopedia. They have developed a

“The theory in the schoolmaster's mind is not to cram the minds of the children, but to develop their faculties and tell them where to find facts.
“Nobody learns any history, except isolated interesting stories, but everyone
has in his house a book in which an epitome of all history can be found. Geography is still learned to a limited extent. They know where all the difierent
races live, with great precision, in what these races differ and what qualities
they are developing. But the commercial life has dropped; no one bothers with
the exports of Bulgaria; nobody knows where they make woolen cloth, nor

know. All these things can be turned up at a moment's notice in books
part of the free furniture of every house, and it would be considered
a waste of time to burden the memory with such valueless facts. Once more I
say the scheme is strictly utilitarian; they don't teach the children anything
which can be easily obtained from an encyclopedia. They have developed a
scheme of restricting education to necessary and valuable knowledge."
Read All the Children of All the People. Pick out the finest things there
wants to

which

are

put forth and you will find them the foreshadows of the Sixth Race educational

scheme of restricting education to necessary and valuable knowledge."

ideas.
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Read All the Children of All the People. Pick out the finest things there

The book is written in a peculiar style for its kind. Many paragraphs
end with the shortest kind of a sentence, often exclamatory or interrogative, such
as: “And it is true.” “And that is enough!” “Has it not?” “Factl” “And
there you arel” “Then what?” “What do you think?” “That’s all I ask.”
“Wise people, they.” “And it will be that way, some day.” That, with the
tendency to treat the reader as if actually and familiarly present with the author,
and to drop occasionally into semi-vernacular phrases, destroys the polish of the
work, but undoubtedly proves trebly effective in driving home conclusions and
I. B. H.
forcing one to do his own thinking.
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THE SYSTEM OF THE VEDANTA, by Dr. Paul Deussen, Professor of

Philosophy, Kiel University. Authorized translation by Charles Johnston, Bengal

Civil Service, Retired. Publishers: The Open Court Publishing Company, Chi-

cago, 1912. pp. 513. Price $3.00 net.

THE SYSTEM OF THE V EDANTA, by Dr. Paul Deussen, Professor of

Philosophy, Kiel University.

Authorizedtranslation by Charles Johnston, Bengal
Civil Service, Retired. Publishers: The Open Court Publishing Company, Chicago, l912. pp. 513. Price $3.00 net.
This book is a splendid contribution to the Vedantic literature. Gratitude
is due to the author who, with apparent exquisite patience, has produced a work
of such permanent value, and also to the translator who in his Preface so graciously pays tribute to the author, saying in part: “When the ancient waters are
somewhat clogged by time, and their old courses hidden and choked, you come
as the Restorer, tracing the old, holy streams, clearing the reservoir, making the
primal waters of life potable for our own people and our own day."
The book opens with a clear definition of the name Vedanta, meaning literally
“the end of the Veda” or “final aim of the Veda.” The author lucidly exercises
philosophical criticism wherever he detects a false connection in the Vedanta
system. He brings together striking and appropriate passages which justify his
view of such a grandiose subject as set forth by Cankara, the great
eacher of Southern India.
The introduction covers a fifth of the book, consisting of literary notes,
luminous remarks on the literary materials of the Veda, its genesis and its
philosophical systems. Exhaustive quotations from the Upamlshads, the Vedas,
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and Sutra literature, with references to non-Vedic quotations, and an analysis of
the contents of the Brahmasutras with Cankara’s Commentary, are followed in
divisional form by: The Aim of the Vedanta, its Qualifications, Source, and
Justification. The two forms of the metaphysics of the Vedanta——the theological
or exoteric, and the philosophical or esoteric—run parallel, and are present in all
the five provinces of the Vedanta teaching into which this book is divided, viz:
theology, cosmology, psychology, the doctrine of transmigration, and that of
liberation. The great difficulty in the philosophicunderstanding of the Brahmasutras lies in the fact that neither in the text nor in the commentary are the two
conceptions clearly separated from each other.
With cautious step Professor Deussen enters that great domain of Cosmology
or the Doctrine of the World. The problems which confront him seem to find
their solution in the metaphysical teaching of the Vedanta concerning nature: that
the world was perceived to be, not something different, or existing apart from
Brahman, but identical with Brahman.
Samsara or the Transmigration of the Soul, and its cause and return to
earthly existence, are subjects ably considered. Moksha or the teaching of Liberation is described first in its pure, esoteric fonn, and then is depicted the attainment of the same goal of the exoteric Kramamukti, or “progressive liberation,"
progress towards Brahman or “liberation by steps.”
According to the Vedantic view the Self is one, omnipresent, all-permeating,
the one reality. Nothing exists except the Self. As the ether permeates all
matter, so does the One Self permeate, restrain, support, and vivify all. The
Vedanta is the view of the universe of the metaphysician, seeking the unity in
which all diversities are rooted, and into which they are resolved.
Theosophy, with the Vedanta, proclaims the universal Self. All that the
Vedanta says of the universal Self and the Self-limitation, Theosophy repeats.
Theosophy terms the Self-limited selves Monads and agrees with the Vedanta,
that these Monads reproduce the nature of the universal Self whose portions they
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survey of the Vedanta System, a copious index of the proper names and all
quotations in Cankara’s Commentary on the Brahmasutras, and a glossary of
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THEVEDANTIN. February and April. (Kolhapur, India.) Vedic philos-

Vedanta terms.
A. H. T.
THE VEDANTIN February and April. (Kolhapur, India.) Vedic philosophy is expounded in this number by Dr. R. V. Khedkar of Kolhapur, Fellow of
the Royal College of Surgeons (Dublin). His first article is a Commentary on the
Bhagavad Gita. He begins with the verse from the Second Discourse: “Weapons
neither cut Him, nor fire burns Him; waters neither wet Him, nor wind dries
Him away.” Dr. Khedkar translates carefully each word from the Sanskrit and
gives the interpretation according to the Vedantic philosophv. The Gospel of St.
Matthew is the basis of his second article, The Vedantic Interpretation of the
Bible; the religion of the twentieth century the theme of his third, The Vedant
Philosophy. Dr. Kheclkar’s recent visit to America is fully and favorably discussed in the editorial columns and under Extracts and Notes there is a fine
collection of quotations on Charity as formulated by different races ancient and
modern.
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The book shows an extended range of reading on the subjects of religion

and philosophy. It is rather voluminous, and has many sub-divisions, summing
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up the fundamentals in the ancient religions of India, Egypt, Gaul, and coming
on down to the Christian Era. Then it dips into the materialism and positivism
of the present day, and the moral crisis.
Out of this vast research he announces that life is immortal; that with the
evolution of form there is a spiritual evolution. “Ere it has been allowed a
conscience and freedom, ere it has attained to the fullness of its free-will, has it
necessarily been constrained to sojourn in rudimentary organisms, to assume
1ife’s inferior semblances ?” “Yes,” he answers.
We are glad to note a chapter on Reincarnation which shows that many
of the truths of Reincarnation and Karma have been grasped and stated in a
direct and forceful way.
After reaching this point, the moral life of man is discussed to some purpose
under a variety of headings, and in concluding he prophesies a New Religion.
“It will be a resurrection of that same secret doctrine which was known of yore,
but with this difference: it will now be broader and within the reach of all;
it will herald the dawn of a natural religion, simple and pure. Its holocaust will
be the sacrifice of our passions and the cultivation of our minds. Superior, final,
and individual, shall be this new Religion.”
But, before closing, we must state that Mr. Denis is a Spiritualist, and bases
his belief in the “Hereafter” on the evidences he has gathered from mesmerism
and the séance and his own reason. His whole range of knowledge lies within
the limits of the Veda on one hand, and the séance on the other. The “ancient
Secret Doctrine" referred to by him is found in the Vedas. “The Vedas are the
first books to which the great doctrine was intrusted,” he announces.
The author has done good work within the range where he has labored, and
P. 5. T.
Theosophists will find much of interest in the volume.
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THE LOTUS JOURNAL, edited by Herbert and Ethel Whyte. Volume

VIII. March, 1910—February, 1911. Price, $1.50.

This monthly magazine on Theosophical lines for young people has been

bound, and the artistic decoration of lotus on the cover makes it a nice gift-book

for children.

THE LOTUS JOURNAL, edited by Herbert and Ethel Whyte. Volume
VIII. March, l910—February, 1911. Price, $1.50.
This monthly magazine on Theosophical lines for young people has been
bound, and the artistic decoration of lotus on the cover makes it a nice gift-book
for children.
Hoggy, The Fairies of the Flowers, and a number of nature stories are
included for “wee tots.” There is much Chain news to interest the members of
the “Circle.” "Heroes From Many Lands, In The Great Long Ago, and the
story of Great Heart, based on a Christmas play are all excellent reading for
school boys and girls.
But, like many other children's books, the volume has much that is interesting
and instructive to the adult. A series of articles on The Bodies We Wear,
illustrated with colored plates, gives primary teaching on this fascinating subject;
The Palace of the Sun, accompanied by suitable charts, cannot fail to interest
those who are pursuing the study of horoscopes. Mrs. Besant’s lectures which
appear in this volume contain some of her most direct teaching to Theosophists,
as these talks were addressed to Lodges. She is dealing with the subjects of the
Coming Generation and the Coming Christ, and with Theosophy and the Social
Problem. However, these are not her great lectures of last year in which she
sought to awaken the public mind, but they are talks to those who are already
convinced and who need to be instructed in the share they are to take in the work.
P. S. T.
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FOR THE CHILDREN

WALT

By W. Goodman

Walt lay on the river bank where he had cried himself to sleep.

His father had gone upon a hunting trip to Western Canada with

brother Ralph and left him at home. Walt had hoped he would re-

lent up to the time of their departure but when the big automobile

had whirled them away toward the depot, he had realized he was in-

deed to stay at home and had rushed from the house, his heart

WALT

full of sorrow. Controlling his grief and disappointment until he

had left the city far behind, he had sought the river bank and there

given his grief full sway.

By

W. Goodman
Walt lay on the river bank where he had cried himself to sleep.
His father had gone upon a hunting trip to Western Canada with
brother Ralph and left him at home. Walt had hoped he would relent up to the time of their departure but when the big automobile
had whirled them away toward the depot, he had realized he was indeed to stay at home and had rushed from the house, his heart
full of sorrow. Controlling his grief and disappointment until he
had left the city far behind, he had sought the river bank and there
given his grief full sway.
Eventually Walt awakened to a realization of his surroundings.
He sat upright and looked about him. The splendid Hunter's Moon
shed a flood of white light upon the river and changed the well-known
scene to one of unusual beauty. Walt breathed the dewy air and
thought of fairies, for he still secretly believed in them, although full
fourteen. Suddenly, a curious throng appeared in the shifting light
of the moon as it filtered through the wind-tossed leaves. They were
of diminutive size and clad in silken robes and gowns after the manner of lords and ladies of long-vanished years. They grouped about
a little lady who had been raised above the rest upon a throne of wild
geranium. Walt guessed she was their queen and when she spoke,
his quick conject1u'e was confirmed. In a voice that tinkled like a
tiny golden bell, she said:
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geranium. Walt guessed she was their queen and when she spoke,

his quick conjecture was confirmed. In a voice that tinkled like a

tiny golden bell, she said:

"Gentle creatures of the air,

How progressed your labors fair?"

A chorus of voices answered:

"Flowers we have guarded well,

Guarded from the Brownie's spell.

Berries painted bright to see,

Scattered honey for the bee;

Buds we've opened on our way,

Put the bloom upon the hay;

Skies we've washed with bluest stain

“Gentle creatures of the air,
How progressed your labors fair?”
A chorus of voices answered:
“Flowers we have guarded well,
Guarded from the Brownie’s spell.
Berries painted bright to see,
Scattered honey for the bee;
Buds we’ve opened on our way,
Put the bloom upon the hay;
Skies we’ve washed with bluest stain
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And gilded fields of waving grain.
This, our lady, we have done
While abroad from sun to sun.”

And gilded fields of waving grain.

This, our lady, we have done

While abroad from sun to sun."

The little lady gravely bowed and said:

"Well accomplished was your task,

Nothing more could sovereign ask."

The little lady gravely bowed and said:

Here she paused a moment, then said:

“VVell accomplished was your task,
Nothing more could sovereign ask.”

"Water-sprites, of what avail

Was your toil o'er hill and dale?"

A chorus of voices answered:

"Ocean sent us forth in rain,

Oceanward we speed again.

Rainbows we have built on high

Here she

paused a moment, then said:

Falling from the summer sky;

“Water-sprites, of what avail

Lily cups we've filled with dew,

Was your toil o’er hill and dale?”

We have silvered meadows, too;

Woodland flowers own our spell

And tiny rills in every dell.

This, our lady, we have done

A chorus of voices answered:

While abroad from sun to sun."

“Ocean sent us forth in rain,
Oceanward we speed again.
Rainbows we have built on high
Falling from the summer sky;
Lily cups we've filled with dew,
We have silvered meadows, too;
Woodland flowers own our spell
And tiny rills in every dell.
This, our lady, we have done
While abroad from sun to sun.”

To which the queen replied:
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"Nobly were your hours spent,

Rightly were your efforts bent."

And then she said:

"Earth-sprites you will tell us now

How you spent your time below."

A chorus of voices cried:

"Mountains we have open rolled,

Hiding there our hoards of gold;

Rainbows we have trapped below,

Opals now their colors show;

Diamonds we have filled with light,

Taken from the sunbeams bright;

To which the queen

replied:

“Nobly were your hours spent,
Rightly were your efforts bent.”
And then she said:

“Earth-sprites you will tell us

now

How you spent your time below.”

A chorus of voices cried:

“Mountains we have open rolled,
Hiding there our hoards of gold;
Rainbows we have trapped below,
Opals now their colors show;
Diamonds we have filled with light,
Taken from the sunbeams bright;
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Gems and ores and things of worth
We have toiled at from our birth.
This, our lady, we have done
VVhilebelow from sun to sun.”

130 THE THEOSOPHIC MESSENGER

Gems and ores and things of worth

We have toiled at from our birth.

This, our lady, we have done

While below from sun to sun."

The lady smiled and said:

"Well and worthy was your work,

Never do the Brownies shirk."

Here she looked about and said:

The lady smiled and said:

"A human presence I sense near;

“Well and worthy was your work,
Never do the Brownies shirk.”

Fairies, find and fetch him here."

Walt was brought before her in a trice, whereupon the fairy queen

^proceeded to question him while the hundreds of curious eyes were

fbent upon him in keen but not unkindly scrutiny.

"Who are you," she asked, "and why intruding here?"

Here she looked about and said:

"I am Walt," he said, "and who are you, great queen?"

“A human presence I sense near;
Fairies, find and fetch him here.”

"Ancients called me Hecate," she answered, "and now I'm known

as Harmony and these are children of the elements. Our task is to

see that things go well with creatures of the earth."

"My subjects,!' she continued, "say that you were cross today;

that you tried to slay the sinless creatures of the wood; that you would

kill for joy of shedding blood—is this true?"
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Walt hung his head. He hadn't thought of it in that light.

"Yes," he said, "but—"

"Have then your will," she cried imperiously. "You shall see a

hunt. Stately Goldenrod and gentle Dewdrop, show this boy these

things."

Immediately, Walt was whirled away upon the summer winds

with the fairies by his side. Over cities they flew and along rivers and

lakes and through forests unto the Canadian wilds.

"Oh look!" cried Dewdrop, at length, "here are the hunters," and

she pointed ahead.

Walt's eyes followed in the line of her gesture and beheld a pack-

train of heavily burdened horses. Five men were of the party, two of

whom were drivers and one a guide. They joined the cavalcade at

once and became a part of it, although invisible and unknown to the

men.

The first night they encamped below a great hill. Walt lay upon

his back gazing at the stars while the big log-fire blazed and crackled

cheerily at his feet and cheated darkness of a large hemisphere of

ruddy light. An indescribably delicious sensation of romance per-

Walt was brought before her in a trice, whereupon the fairy queen
‘proceeded to question him while the hundreds of curious eyes were
lbent upon him in keen but not unkindlyscrutiny.
“Who are you,” she asked, “and why intruding here?”
“I am Walt,” he said, “and who are you, great queen?”
“Ancients called me Hecate,” she answered, “and now I’m known
as Harmony and these are children of the elements. Our task is to
see that things go well with creatures of the earth.”
“My subjects,” she continued, “say that you were cross today;
that you tried to slay the sinless creatures of the wood; that you would
kill for joy of shedding blood—is this true?”
Walt hung his head. He hadn’t thought of it in that light.
“Yes,” he said, “but-”
“Have then your will,” she cried imperiously. “You shall see a
hunt. Stately Goldenrod and gentle Dewdrop, show this boy these

things.”
Immediately, VValt was whirled away upon the summer winds
with the fairies by his side. Over cities they flew and along rivers and
lakes and through forests unto the Canadian wilds.
“Oh look!” cried Dewdrop, at length, “here are the hunters,” and
she pointed ahead.
Walt’s eyes followed in the line of her gesture and beheld a packtrain of heavily burdened horses. Five men were of the party, two of
whom were drivers and one a guide. They joined the cavalcade at
once and became a part of it, although invisible and unknown to the
men.
The first night they encamped below a great hill. Walt lay upon
his back gazing at the stars while the big log-fire blazed and crackled
cheerily at his feet and cheated darkness of a large hemisphere of
ruddy light. An indescribably delicious sensation of romance per-
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vaded the place and filled his soul with strange longings. Sounds of
sylvan warfare gave a weird spice" of wild danger; the sharp wail of
the mountain lion and its mate’s answering scream from a neighboring
tree top; the short ,savage snarl of the huge grizzly as it pursued a
whining black bear crashing through the brake, or tore in lonely grandeur the giant moose or mountain deer amid a chorus of screaming
howls from coyotes and timber-wolves; these, chasing chills over his
spine, added zest to the strange experience.
Their destination, the shores of Lesser Slave Lake, being finally
reached, the first morning after their arrival, the whole party sought
the pebbled shore at the first call of the loon, Walt, Goldenrod and
Dewdrop to view the sunrise and the men to shoot caribou. Just as
the great red orb had rolled above the sea of mist upon the water’s
hazy surface and while Walt was lost in ecstasy, he was most rudely
shocked. A herd of caribou had trotted forth from a dewy marsh to
drink from the waters of the lake. Up went the magnificent leader’s
antlered head as he sniffed the tainted breeze and he whistled shrilly
to warn the herd. His warning was too late, however, for the hunters’ shots rang out simultaneously. They missed the leader, who had
turned on the instant they had shot, but had dropped a large cow
and sent several others limping painfully into the wood. Before
Echo had answered the uproar with her hundred tongues, a hunter
had reached the fallen animal knife in hand, and seized its large-eyed
weeping fawn by the long, velvety ears and slain it before the dying
mother’s gaze. WaJt’s blood congealed in horror and he ran sobbing
from the place, straight into the woods, with Goldenrod and Dewdrop close behind, all equally stricken with grief. When they were
well away, Walt begged on bended knees and with streaming eyes
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and sent several others limping painfully into the wood. Before

Echo had answered the uproar with her hundred tongues, a hunter

had reached the fallen animal knife in hand, and seized its large-eyed

weeping fawn by the long, velvety ears and slain it before the dying

mother's gaze. Walt's blood congealed in horror and he ran sobbing

from the place, straight into the woods, with Goldenrod and Dew-

drop close behind, all equally stricken with grief. When they were

well away, Walt begged on bended knees and with streaming eyes

to be taken home. Even while he asked, he found himself back upon

the river bank with the band of fairies, and again he begged to be

taken home.

to be taken home. Even while he asked, he found himself back upon
the river bank with the band of fairies, and again he begged to be
taken home.
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"First promise," said the queen, "never to harm a living creature."

Walt promised and immediately all chorused:

"Illusion close his eyes in sleep,

“First promise," said the queen, “never to harm a living creature.”
Walt promised and immediately all chorused:

Elves and fays his slumbers keep,

“Illusionclose his eyes in sleep,
Elves and fays his slumbers keep,
Dreams fall light in childhood’s ebb,
As dew on harvest spider’s web.”

Dreams fall light in childhood's ebb,

As dew on harvest spider's web."

He felt himself slowly sinking into sleep and the last thing he re-

membered was hearing the fairy queen saying:

"Up and down the river go,

Find a spot where lilies grow,

There within a willow's shade,

My court and throne shall then be made."

In a twinkling Walt found himself sitting upright on the moon-

He felt himself slowly sinking into sleep and the last
membered was hearing the fairy queen saying:

thing he re-

lit shore rubbing his heavy eyes. He sprang to his feet and hurried

“Up and down the river go,

home where he found his anxious mother waiting at the gate. He

threw his arms around her neck and said:

Find a spot where lilies grow,
There within a willow’s shade,
My court and throne shall then be made.”

"Dearest mother, I'm so glad father didn't take me."

THE VOICE OF THE VOICELESS

By Ella Wheeler Wilcox

Published by the American Humane Association, Albany, N. Y.

I am the voice of the voiceless;
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Through me, the dumb shall speak;

Till the deaf world's ear be made to hear

The cry of the wordless weak.

From street, from cage, and from kennel,

From jungle and stall, the wail

Of my tortured kin proclaims the sin

Of the mighty against the frail.

In a twinkling Walt found himself sitting upright on the moonlit shore rubbing his heavy eyes. He sprang to his feet and hurried
home where he found his anxious mother waiting at the gate. He
threw his arms around her neck and said:
“Dearest mother, I'm so glad father didn’t take me.”

For love is the true religion,

And leve is the law sublime;

And all that is wrought, where love is not,

THE VOICE OF THE VOICELESS

Will die at the touch of time.

And Science, the great Revealer,

By Ella Wheeler Wilcox

Must flame his torch at the Source;

And keep it bright with that holy light

Published by the American Humane Association,

Or his feet shall fail on the course.

Albany, N. Y.

the voice of the voiceless;
Through me, the dumb shall speak;
Till the deaf world's ear be made to hear
The cry of the wordless weak.
From street, from cage, and from kennel,
From jungle and stall, the wail
Of my tortured kin proclaims the sin
Of the mighty against the frail.
I

am

For love is the true religion,
And love is the law sublime;
And all that is wrought, where love is not,
Will die at the touch of time.
And Science, the great Revealer,
Must flame his torch at the Source;
And keep it bright with that holy light
Or his feet shall fail on the course.
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For he who would trample kindness

And mercy into the dust—

He has missed the trail, and his quest will fail;

He is not the guide to trust.

Oh, shame on the mothers of mortals

Who have not stopped to teach

Of the sorrow that lies in dear, dumb eyes,

The sorrow that has no speech.

Oh, never a brute in the forest,

And never a snake in the fen,

For he who would trample kindness
And mercy into the dustHe has missed the trail, and his quest will fail;
He is not the guide to trust.
Oh, shame on the mothers of mortals
Who have not stopped to teach
Of the sorrow that lies in dear, dumb eyes,
The sorrow that has no speech.

Or ravening bird, starvation stirred,

Has hunted his prey like men.

For hunger, and fear, and passion

Alone drive beasts to slay,

But wonderful man, the crown of the Plan,

Tortures, and kills, FOR PLAY.

He goes well fed from his table;

He kisses his child and wife;

Then he haunts a wood, till he orphans a brood,

Or robs a deer of its life.
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He aims at a speck in the azure;

Oh,

never a brute in the forest,
And never a snake in the fen,
Or ravening bird, starvation stirred,
Has hunted his prey like men.
For hunger, and fear, and passion
Alone drive beasts to slay,
But wonderful man, the crown of the Plan,
Tortures, and kills, FOR PLAY.

Winged love, that has flown at a call;

It reels down to die, and he lets it lie;

His pleasure was seeing it fall.

The same force formed the sparrow

That fashioned Man, the King;

The God of the Whole gave a spark of soul

To each furred and feathered thing.

And I am my brother's keeper,

And I will fight his fight,

And speak the word for beast and bird,

Till the world shall set things right.

He goes well fed from his table;
He kisses his child and wife;
Then he haunts a wood, till he orphans a brood,
Or robs a deer of its life.
He aims at a speck in the azure;
Winged love, that has flown at a call;
It reels down to die, and he lets it lie;
His pleasure was seeing it fall.
The same force formed the sparrow
That fashioned Man, the King;
The God of the VVhole gave a spark of soul
To each furred and feathered thing.
And I am my brother's keeper,
And I will fight his fight,
And speak the word for beast and bird,
Till the world shall set things right.
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THE MUSIC MOTHER AND HER CHIDLREN

By Lina E. George

It was the twilight hour, and the Music Mother, who dwells in

the Land of Harmony (it may may be what Theosophists call the

Buddhic Plane) drew her children about her and held them in a lov-

ing embrace. She had seven of them, and they were as different as

could be, for they were like unto the Seven Great Rays of the Uni-

verse. Some of them liked to nestle close to the Mother of Harmony

and drink in her love and strength, for they were about to take a

long journey to the Land of Men, to inspire them to better things,

and they knew they would need all the strength of the Mother to sus-

tain them, while others wriggled out of her arms to play a wild taran-

telle on the keys of an old piano that was standing there.

"Come here, little elves, and let me annoint you with the Soul

of Music before you flutter away to swell earth's sounds," said the

Music Mother. "Your mission is to carry harmony and joy, and un-

less you are permeated with the spirit of love, you may carry discord

and sadness in your train."

Back they scampered, for none dared disobey the Music Mother;

and they rested in her arms, absorbing harmony. (I forgot to tell
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you that this Land of Harmony, or the Buddhic Plane, is right

THE MUSIC MOTHER AND HER CHIDLREN
By Lina E. George
It was the twilight hour, and the Music Mother, who dwells in
the Land of Harmony (it may may be what '1‘heosophists call the
Buddhic Plane) drew her children about her and held them in a loving embrace. She had seven of them, and they were as difl"erent as
could be, for they were like unto the Seven Great Rays of the Universe. Some of them liked to nestle close to the Mother of Harmony
and drink in her love and strength, for they were about to take a
long journey to the Land of Men, to inspire them to better things,
and they knew they would need all the strength of the Mother to sustain them, while others wriggled out of her arms to play a wild tarantelle on the keys of an old piano that was standing there.
“Come here, little elves, and let me annoint you with the Soul
of Music before you flutter away to swell earth’s sounds,” said the
Music Mother. “Your mission is to carry harmony and joy, and unless you are permeated with the spirit of love, you may carry discord
and sadness in your train.”
Back they scampered, for none dared disobey the Music Mother;
and they rested in her arms, absorbing harmony. (I forgot to tell
you that this Land of Harmony, or the Buddhic Plane, is right
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around us—within us—a.1l the time. It is not far away—just seems
be, when we are out of tune.)
A young girl entered the room and seated herself at the piano.
She had no notes, but seemed to read from the page the Music Mother
placed before her. The Mother then whispered to her children (the
notes) that this was an opportunity for them to enter earth-life; so
each child waited until called forth by the player—and, fresh from
the bosom of Harmonious Sound, theypulsated with life and strength.
The girl little realized why she had come to the music-room at this
hour, nor why she lingered so long at the keyboard. Neither had she

around us—within us—all the time. It is not far away—just seems

to be, when we are out of tune.)

to

A young girl entered the room and seated herself at the piano.

She had no notes, but seemed to read from the page the Music Mother

placed before her. The Mother then whispered to her children (the

notes) that this was an opportunity for them to enter earth-life; so

each child waited until called forth by the player—and, fresh from

the bosom of Harmonious Sound, they pulsated with life and strength.

The girl little realized why she had come to the music-room at this

hour, nor why she lingered so long at the keyboard. Neither had she

noticed a man who was walking slowly to and fro in front of the

house. His garments bespoke the outcast, and despair was written

on his face. He listened listlessly at first, then a sweet air caught his

ear and held it. In his mind's eye he saw his home and the dear ones
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he had not seen for years. It was sturdy little Major C who had called

up this vision. This tiny note sang in a clear, strong voice: "Re-

member your mother—your wife—your little children."

Long ago the man had left home and family to seek employment,

and the temptations of the road had been more than he could stand.

He had stumbled, was now discouraged and sad and contemplated

an act which he thought would end existence.

Scene after scene of the old home-life pictured itself, brought to

his recollection by the children of the Muse. Faces of father, mother,

wife and child, the scent of woods, and the freshness of nature were

wafted to him in the dear old melodies his mother used to sing.

An element of strength, as from above—greater even than the

love of home and family—crept into the tones. Major C was per-

sistently piping a note of hope, rifting in twain the minor clouds of

"D," which spelled Remorse. Then, too, Major C had glimpsed his

Higher Self, an octave above, who told him that by combining his

strength with that of "E" and "G," who were also working for har-

mony, and were Masters of Music, he could help the man to over-

come Remorse by realizing what Remorse was on the next octave

above (Endeavor to do better). Even Despair, "F," could work with

"B," who is called Resolution.
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Stronger and stronger sang Major C, accompanied by a chorus

of compassionate chords. This sturdy boy, the Major, had at first

only thought of what he alone could do. He had not thought of the

difficulty of working with others. Despair, Doubt and Worry had

nearly worsted him, but he was beginning to see how they could all

be resolved into harmony.

The man stood still. He was talking to himself. "Yes, Mother,

I have done wrong—I have been bad enough—but, somehow, I be-

lieve you will take me back. My wife—I am not so sure—she has

had a lot to stand." Here the sorrowful tone "D," Remorse, was

very strong, and almost drowned out Hope, Love and Endeavor. "1

wonder if she would—no—it is too much to ask." His head sank, an'd

he was lost in despair.

Meanwhile dear, brave little Major C was piping his note of

strength, of will, of desire to do the right thing. In his great effort

to help the man, he touched again his Higher Self, way up above him,

and all the notes, even the sub-dominant seventh, joined in the song

of compassion. The player drifted into Handel's Largo and from

that into Nearer, My God, to Thee, in which the Music Mother her-

self joined.

The man brushed the tears from his eyes. "That music sure gets

me. Blame it all—I will write to Mother and Jane and ask them to

forgive—and they have a lot to forgive, too—but I—I'll do it,"

and he walked on with lifted head and firm step.
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he had not seen for years. It was sturdy little Maj or C who had called
up this vision. This tiny note sang in a clear, strong voice: “Remember your mother—your wife—your little children.”
Long ago the man had left home and family to seek employment,
and the temptations of the road had been more than he could stand.
He had stumbled, was now discouraged and sad and contemplated
an act which he thought would end existence.
Scene after scene of the old home-life pictured itself, brought to
his recollection by the children of the Muse. Faces of father,mother,
wife and child, the scent of woods, and the freshness of nature were
wafted to him in the dear old melodies his mother used to sing.
An element of strength, as from above—greater even than the
love of home and family—crept into the tones. Major C was persistently piping a note of hope, rifting in twain the minor clouds of
“D,” which spelled Remorse. Then, too, Major C had glimpsed his
Higher Self, an octave above, who told him that by combining his
strength with that of “E” and “G,” who were also working for harmony, and were Masters of Music, he could help the man to overcome Remorse by realizing what Remorse was on the next octave
above (Endeavor to do better). Even Despair, “F,” could work with
“B,” who is called Resolution.
Stronger and stronger sang Major C, accompanied by a chorus
of compassionate chords. This sturdy boy, the Major, had at first
only thought of what he alone could do. He had not thought of the
difiiculty of working with others. Despair, Doubt and Worry had
nearly worsted him, but he was beginning to see how they could all
be resolved into harmony.
The man stood still. He was talking to himself. “Yes, Mother,
I have done wrong—I have been bad enough—but, somehow, I believe you will take me back. My wife—I am not so sure-—she has
had a lot to stand.” Here the sorrowful tone “D,” Remorse, was
very strong, and almost drowned out Hope, Love and Endeavor. “I
wonder if she -would—no—it is too much to ask.” His head sank, and
he was lost in despair.
Meanwhile dear, brave little Major C was piping his note of
strength, of will, of desire to do the right thing. In his great effort
to help the man, he touched again his Higher Self, way up above him,
and all the notes, even the sub-dominant seventh, joined in the song
of compassion. The player drifted into Handel's Largo and from
that into Nearer, M3/ God, to Thee, in which the Music Mother herself joined.
The man brushed the tears from his eyes. “That music sure gets
me. Blame it all—I will write to Mother and Jane and ask them to
forgiv<,L—and they have a lot to forgive, too—but I—I’ll do it,”
and he walked on with lifted head and firm step.
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A BIRD PHENOMENON

By Luella Knowles Hastings

In the November, 1911, number of The Theosophic Messenger,

also in the March, 1912, I wrote for the children a story from life of

My English Sparrow, Dick, and The Fate of My Sparrow. These

were read in some of the public schools of Dorchester. The children

A BIRD PHENOMENON

paid the closest attention as the teachers made it very real, telling

them it was a true story. It made an impression, and as a result little

sparrows that had fallen out of their nests were brought to me. I

By Luella Knowles Hastings
In the November, 1911, number of The Theosophic Messenger,
also in the March, 1912, I wrote for the children a story from life of
M3/ English Sparrow, Dick, and The Fate of My Sparrow. These
were read in some of the public schools of Dorchester. The children
paid the closest attention as the teachers made it very real, telling
them it was a true story. It made an impression, and as a result little
sparrows that had fallen out of their nests were brought to me. I
had several sparrow funerals. I could not train them to eat; they
chirped for the mother-bird and were too frightened to live.
One day a boy brought me a sparrow about five weeks old which
he had taken from some children who were going to kill it. He said
he had heard about little Dick and now he could not see a sparrow
hurt, so he had brought it to me, ’cause teacher said you loved sparrows.” I took the little thing and put it in a cage expecting to have
the same sad experience I had had with the others, but I found I could
feed it from a spoon, and after the first day it picked up its food. It
did not seem wild, yet it beat its head against the wires of the cage
till it bled. The fourth day I said: “I will open the cage door and
see what that bird will do.” I went on with my sewing. You may
imagine my surprise and joy when it flew to my shoulder and made
the dear old “pip, pipie, pip, chirp” exactly as Dick used to do, then
ut its little head against my cheek, and picked for me to know him.
e slid down my arm to alight on my finger to play with the needle
and thread. I held up the bright scissors; he caught sight of his reflection in them, then tried to touch it. Remember, it had only been
out of its nest four days and this was the first time out of its cage.
After awhile the little creature curled down in my lap perfectly
happy and looked up into my face through round bright eyes watching me as much as to say: “Mistress, don’t you know me? I knew
you before you put me into that cage and all I wanted was to get to
you. I am individualized now; your love for me, and my love for
you, when I was here before as little Dick, made me so intelligent
it separated me from my sparrow Group-Soul, so the Nature-Spirit
just let me come back to you again, but only for a short time to learn
some more. I can do all I learned to do when I was little Dick as
you will see.”
The body is very frail; I think the children injured it. It has

had several sparrow funerals. I could not train them to eat; they

chirped for the mother-bird and were too frightened to live.

One day a boy brought me a sparrow about five weeks old which

he had taken from some children who were going to kill it. He said

he had heard about little Dick and now he could not see a sparrow
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rows." I took the little thing and put it in a cage expecting to have

the same sad experience I had had with the others, but I found I could

feed it from a spoon, and after the first day it picked up its food. It

did not seem wild, yet it beat its head against the wires of the cage

till it bled. The fourth day I said: "I will open the cage door and

see what that bird will do." I went on with my sewing. You may

imagine my surprise and joy when it flew to my shoulder and made
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the dear old "pip, pipie, pip, chirp" exactly as Dick used to do, then

put its little head against my cheek, and picked for me to know him.

He slid down my arm to alight on my finger to play with the needle

and thread. I held up the bright scissors; he caught sight of his re-

flection in them, then tried to touch it. Remember, it had only been

“

out of its nest four days and this was the first time out of its cage.

After awhile the tittle creature curled down in my lap perfectly

happy and looked up into my face through round bright eyes watch-

ing me as much as to say: "Mistress, don't you know me? I knew

you before you put me into that cage and all I wanted was to get to

you. I am individualized now; your love for me, and my love for

you, when I was here before as little Dick, made me so intelligent

it separated me from my sparrow Group-Soul, so the Nature-Spirit

just let me come back to you again, but only for a short time to learn

some more. I can do all I learned to do when I was little Dick as

you will see."

The body is very frail; I think the children injured it. It has
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no affiliation with bird-life, although it was brought up in a nest by

its mother-bird. It never calls for or notices the birds outside; its

only desire is to show its love for me. It is good friends with the little

dog, "Midget," chasing her around on the floor trying to catch her

feet. The bird did this when it first saw the dog. The bird responded

to sounds at once. I clap my hands in another room; it finds me and

flies to my finger and shows its joy by saluting me by raising its wings

over its head. Oh! how my heart rejoiced when I saw it do that; it

had meant so much in little Dick. When it is tired, and it gets tired

very easily, too easily, I fear, it says "pip.pipie, pip" for me to stroke

its feathers and put it to sleep, just as the little birds do when they are

sleepy in their nests.

You should see all this to realize it. My friends who have seen

the dear little thing say it seems almost weird to see a sparrow sit quiet

for its mistress to stroke its feathers and talk to it. But I can feel

its bird-consciousness somehow, and it seems a part of myself. We

know it is all One Consciousness, the God-Consciousness, God-Love,

expressing itself through different channels. How beautiful to real-

ize we are in such close touch with the Nature-Spirits—God's An-

gels—that they know the need even of a sparrow and will direct it

to those who will understand its nature and give it the care and love
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it should have at just the right point in its unfoldment. Oh, how

wonderful are the ways of Our Heavenly Father 1 Teach us to know

more of Thy loving care for all Thy creatures. We learn only by

sending out our love and doing little acts of kindness to the smallest

of our younger brothers of a lower kingdom.

longer now the wing'6 habitants

ohat In the wooos their sweet lives sing away.

J'lcc from the form of man: but gather "round,

^An6 prune their sunny feathers on the hands

Stretched out to them in friendly sport."
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no afliliation with bird-life, although it was brought up in a nest by
its mother-bird. It never calls for or notices the birds outside; its
only desire is to show its love for me. It is good friends with the little
dog, “Midget,” chasing her around on the floor trying to catch her
feet. The bird did this when it first saw the dog. The bird responded
to sounds at once. I clap my hands in another room; it finds me and
flies to my finger and shows its joy by saluting me by raising its wings
over its head. Oh! how my heart rejoiced when I saw it do that; it
had meant so much in little Dick. VVhen it is tired, and it gets tired
very easily,too easily, I fear, it says “pip,pipie, pip” for me to stroke
its feathers and put it to sleep, just as the little birds do when they are
sleepy in their nests.
You should see all this to realize it. My friends who have seen
the dear little thing say it seems almost weird to see a sparrow sit quiet
for its mistress to stroke its feathers and talk to it. But I can feel
its bird-consciousness somehow, and it seems a part of myself. We
know it is all One Consciousness, the God-Consciousness, God-Love,
expressing itself through different channels. How beautiful to realize we are in such close touch with the Nature-Spirits—God’s Angels—that they know the need even of a sparrow and will direct it
to those who will understand its nature and give it the care and love
it should have at just the right point in its unfoldment. Oh, how
wonderful are the ways of Our Heavenly Father! Teach us to know
more of Thy loving care for all Thy creatures. We learn only by
sending out our love and doing little acts of kindness to the smallest
of our younger brothers of a lower kingdom.

longer new the wing'6 habitants
Ehat in the woobs their sweet lives sing away.
-J'lee from the form of man: but gather 'rounb.
7\n6 prune their sunny feathers on the hanbs
Stretcheb out to them in frienbly sport."
“No
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EDITORIAL

Mrs. Russak's

Tour

The schedule of Mrs.

OFFICIAL
"
SUPPLEMENT
THEOSOPHIC MESSENGER
1

Russak's tour is as fol-

lows: Detroit, Septem-

ber 22; Cleveland, Sep-

..

TO

THE

tember 23-27; Buffalo, September 27-30;

Rochester, September 30-October 3;

Springfield-Holyoke, October 4-6; Bos-

ton, October 6-14; New York, October

14-21; Philadelphia, October 21-22;

EDITORIAL

Pittsburgh, October 23-26; St. Louis,

October 27-29; Minneapolis-St. Paul,

October 30-Xovember 4; Duluth, No-

A Divisional Representative writes that one of
Mrs. Russak’:
The People’:
the local newspapers in
Tour
Forum
his city has a “People’s
tember 23-27 ; Buffalo, September 27-30; Forum,” and that plans have been made
Rochester, September 30-October 3; for local members to take advantage of
Springfield-Holyoke, October 4-6; Bos- it. The idea is an excellent one and is
ton, October 6-14; New York, October recommended to the Lodges everywhere
14-21; Philadelphia, October 21-22; as being the means whereby useful
Pittsburgh, October 23-26; St. Louis, Theosophic points may be madebefore
October 27-29; Minneapolis-St. Paul, the public. Most of the newspapers of
October 30-November 4; Duluth, No- the day have a department of that kind,
vember S—6; Omaha, November 8-10; and there should be no difficulty in gainKansas City, November 11-14; Denver, ing entrance to it. The inquiries and
November 15-18; Salt Lake, November answers should be very brief and to the
19-20; Spokane, November 22-25; Seat- point, and should aim at bringing out
tle, November 26-30; Vancouver, De- some one idea in a clear and decisive
cember 1-2; Tacoma, December 3-5; manner.

The schedule of Mrs.
Russak’s tour is as follows: Detroit, September 22; Cleveland, Sep-

vember 5-6; Omaha, November 8-10;

Kansas City, November 11-14; Denver,

November 15-18; Salt Lake, November
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19-20; Spokane, November 22-25; Seat-

tle, November 26-30; Vancouver, De-

cember 1-2; Tacoma, December 3-5;

Portland, December 5-8, arriving at

Oakland, December 9. Mrs. Russak

will remain in the Bay Cities for several

weeks, and will then come to Krotona.

She will here do considerable work in

lecturing, teaching and writing, and will

return to England again in the spring,

visiting on her way a very few lodges

left out of the present tour.

I am sure the officers and members

and lodges will do everything in their

power to make Mrs. Russak's tour a

very great success.

A Divisional Represent-

The People's ative writes that one of

Forum the local newspapers in

his city has a "People's

Forum," and that plans have been made

for local members to take advantage of

it. The idea is an excellent one and is

recommended to the Lodges everywhere

as being the means whereby useful

Theosophic points may be made before

the public. Most of the newspapers of

the day have a department of that kind,

and there should be no difficulty in gain-

ing entrance to it. The inquiries and

answers should be very brief and to the

point, and should aim at bringing out

some one idea in a clear and decisive

manner.

Unger, one of our oldest

d best-known workers,

ds me the following letter:

Portland, December 5-8, arriving at
Oakland, December 9. Mrs. Russak
will remain in the Bay Cities for several

Unger, one of our oldest
Krotona. A New
d best—known workers,
She will here do considerable work in Era
ds me the
letter:
lecturing, teaching and writing, and will During our Convention andfollowing
there
since,
came
return to England again in the spring, into existence within The American Section
something which I shall call a “new era";
visiting on her way a very few lodges “old
things have passed away and all things
left out of the present tour.
have become new"; we might call it a recom'I am sure the oflicers and members bination or rearrangement of the substance of
our Sectional Deva
and lodges will do everything in their
Could it not be that the Great Ones are seekpower to make Mrs. Russak’s tour a ing to build within the Deva a more general
composition in which all the phases of liminvery great success.
tion may be represented?
weeks, and will then

During our Convention and since, there came

into existence within The American Section

something which I shall call a "new era";

"old things have passed away and all things

have become new"; we might call it a recom-

bination or rearrangement of the substance of

our Sectional Deva

Could it not be that the Great Ones are seek-

ing to build within the Dcva a more gcncnil

composition in which all the phases of Evolu-

tion may be represented?
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During the six years past many valuable
workers have for reasons good to themselves
left the Society, and looking at the matter
as a whole these members have represented
various phases of evolution. Their leaving us
was a distinct loss to the Sectional Deva and
yet perhaps it was necessary that other phases
of his body might be developed, therefore this
dispensation of Karma.
The time has come, I believe, when we may
cordially invite all members who for any reason have left the Society to rejoin it; therefore I respectfully suggest that you, as our
chief officer and beloved leader, ask all lodges
within our jurisdiction to request in kindly
and generous way that all Theosophists not
now members of the Society again become
members thereof, that they may share in the
labors and privileges of the Great Day in
which we live, and that they who have labored
in the past may share in the joy of the further
preparation of the Coming of the Great Lord
of Love so soon to be among men.
Furthermore, I suggest that this invitation
be extended to those who, though Theosophists, belong to other bodies, that they, too,
may feel the welcome we extend to them; that
they may share with us in all our future hopes
and realizations.
Respectfully submitted in the Master's
Name.
It is certainly true that there may be
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left the Society, and looking at the matter
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of his body might be developed, therefore this

dispensation of Karma.

The time has come, I believe, when we may

cordially invite all members who for any rea-

son have left the Society to rejoin it; there-

fore I respectfully suggest that you, as our

chief officer and beloved leader, ask all lodges
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now members of the Society again become
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in the past may share in the joy of the further

preparation of the Coming of the Great Lord

of Love so soon to be among men.

Furthermore, I suggest that this invitation

be extended to those who, though Theoso-

phists, belong to other bodies, that they, too,

may feel the welcome we extend to them; that

they may share with us in all our future hopes

and realizations.

Respectfully submitted in the Master's

Name.

It is certainly true that there may be

a great many people who for past causes

are entitled to come within the influence

of the Master's special work as ex-

pressed in the activities of The Theo-

sophical Society, but who nevertheless

may not be expected in this incarnation

to take a prominent part in the work, or

even a very deep interest in it. These

should have their opportunity to come

within the influence of the Society and

share its activities, however long or short

their stay may be. Each time they con-

tact this particular world-activity, no

doubt they will remain longer, until

finally they embrace it as the most real

connection of their lives. And so it is

undoubtedly a part of the work of those

who are already workers in the ranks

to hold an attitude of gentle courtesy,

kindness and helpfulness toward all

those who cannot see in our ideals the

same force and importance that we do;

and we should extend to them a broad

hospitality that they may partake of our

transactions and co-operate in our work

a

great many people who for past

as far as they feel inclined. But I think

we should be cautious as to the length

we may safely go in sharing official re-

sponsibilities with them. It may be, as

Mr. Unger says, that we have come to

an era which may be called new, one that

offers a greater scope to a wider num-

ber of those interested along our lines;

but if so, this fact implies another, that

of additional responsibilities to those

who are officially charged with the duty

causes

entitled to come within the influence
of the Master's special work as expressed in the activities of The Theosophical Society, but who nevertheless
may not be expected in this incarnation
to take a prominent part in the work, or
These
even a very deep interest in it.
should have their opportunity to come
within the influence of the Society and
share its activities, however long or short
their stay may be. Each time they contact this particular world-activity, no
doubt they will remain longer, until
finally they embrace it as the most real
connection of their lives. And so it is
undoubtedly a part of the work of those
who are already workers in the ranks
to hold an attitude of gentle courtesy,
kindness and helpfulness toward all
those who cannot see in our ideals the
same force and importance that we do;
and we should extend to them a broad
are

Co

glc

hospitality that they may partake

of our
transactions and co-operate in our work
as far as they feel inclined. But I think
we should be cautious as to the length
we may safely go in sharing official responsibilities with them. It may be, as
l\'Ir. Unger says, that we have come to
an era which may be called new, one that
offers a greater scope to a wider number of those interested along our lines;
but if so, this fact implies another, that
of additional responsibilities to those
who are ofiicially charged with the duty
of keeping the vessel pure and true, and
unswervingly fixed in its course toward
the high beacon which has been raised
by our great leaders to guide our onward course.
-I

Attention is directed to
the announcement .of
the Krotona Institute
and its Vi/inter Session,
1913, contained in the
Section of this issue.

Krotona
Institute
WinTcr Session

Advertising

*

following has been re“The
Boys’School Hardy, Director:
educational s c h e m e fo r
Krotona includes among-other institutions a boarding school for boys—planne(l to be the superior of any such in
the country—where the boys of Theosophists will receive the full benefit that
will come from being educated and
trained in a Theosophic atmosphere by
teachers capable not alone as iudged by
the world's standards but by Theosophic
standards as well. The hope has been
indulged that the Boys’ School might
be started during the coming winter, a
number of boys having already been offered us by parents knowing nothing of
our plans.
At Convention I discussed briefly our
plans for the Boys’ School with two good
The

The Krotona ceived from Mr. Carlos S.
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friends each of whom expressed the de-

sire to contribute one thousand dollars

towards a fund of five thousand dollars

needed for buildings and equipment,

their contributions to be available when

the other three thousand dollars required

were subscribed.

If we had the other three thousand

dollars now we could open the school in

January next with a probable enrollment

of fifty boys which would make the

school self-supporting from the begin-

ning. Are there three others who will

each contribute One Thousand Dollars

towards the founding of this School?"

*

WANTED

We would take this opportunity to

mention that we should be glad to learn

of any lady in America who would like
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to come to South Africa to help with

Book Depot work. We are paying a

salary of £36 per annum to our as-

sistant who is shortly leaving. This

amount, being the most we could offer

for the present, would not be sufficient

to live upon and it would be necessary

friends each of whom expressed the desire to contribute one thousand dollars
towards a fund of five thousand dollars

amount, being the most we could offer
for the present, would not be sufficient
to live upon and it would be necessary
for the applicant to have means of her
own and money to pay her passage out.
It would be necessary for the assistant
to be a sincere Theosophist and devoted
to the cause. If capable of giving lectures_ before small audiences of about
twelve, all the better—but the principal
work relates to the Book Depot. Will

needed for buildings and equipment,
their contributions to be available when
the other three thousand dollars required
were subscribed.
If we had the other three thousand
dollars now we could open the school in
January next with a probable enrollment
of fifty boys which would make the
school self-supporting from the beginning. Are there three others who will
each contribute One Thousand Dollars you, therefore, kindly bring our request
towards the founding of this School?” to the notice of anyone you may think
‘I’
suitable, or to Headquarters who may
perhaps know of such person willing
WANTED
and
agreeable to the change, in which
We would take this opportunity to
full particulars can be given from
case
mention that we should be glad to learn
of any lady in America who would like the writer.
G. W illfams,
to come to South Africa to help with
Book Depot work. We are paying a
Natal Theosophical Literature Depot.
17 Acutt’s Arcade, Gardiner Street,
salary of £36 per annum to our assistant who is shortly leaving. This
Durban, Natal, South Africa.

for the applicant to have means of her

own and money to pay her passage out.

*

I-

It would be necessary for the assistant

to be a sincere Theosophist and devoted

THE VVORK AT ADYAR

to the cause. If capable of giving lec-

tures before small audiences of about

Con:-ention Address

twelve, all the better—but the principal

work relates to the Book Depot. Will

you, therefore, kindly bring our request

to the notice of anyone you may think

suitable, or to Headquarters who may

perhaps know of such person willing

and agreeable to the change, in which

case full particulars can be given from

the writer.

G. Williams,

Natal Theosophical Literature Depot,

17 Acutt's Arcade, Gardiner Street,

Durban, Natal, South Africa.

THE WORK AT ADYAR

Convention Address of Irving S. Cooper

It is indeed strange and beautiful how our

hearts ever turn to Adyar; how there is an

ideal forming in the minds of all Theosophists

of that spiritual centre in far-off India, near

to the city of Madras. I know that many of

you wish to go there, and many are planning

to go if only the opportunity offers; and

there is, to use a phrase of Mr. Warrington's,

a thought-form hovering over us, not only of

It is indeed strange and beautiful how our
ever turn to Adyar; how there is an
ideal forming in the minds of all Theosophists
of that spiritual centre in far-off India, near
to the city of Madras. I know that many of
you wish to go there, and many are planning
to go if only the opportunity offers; and
there is. to use a phrase of Mr. \Varrington's,
a thought-form hovering over us, not only of
Krotona as an American centre, but a greater
thought-form of Adyar as the centre, the living heart, of this great movement of ours.
For .-\«l_var is our spiritual heart. How we
have all looked to it as a place of inspiration!
I can tell you how one heart throbbed as I
drove in a carriage over the long bridge which
spans the Atlyar river, passing through the
embowered road, with the banyan trees on
every side. and caught my first glimpse of the
Headquarters far away across the river. The
buildings showed the deep, rich terra-cotta tint
hearts

Krotona as an American centre, but a greater

thought-form of Adyar as the centre, the liv-

ing heart, of this great movement of ours.

For Adyar is our spiritual heart. How we

have all looked to it as a place of inspiration!

I can tell you how one heart throbbed as I

drove in a carriage over the long bridge which

spans the Adyar river, passing through the

embowered road, with the banyan trees on

every side, and caught my first glimpse of the

Headquarters far away across the river. The

Co
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of Irving S. Cooper
which the Colonel loved

so

much; the white

pillars, the bungalows, the rich background of
tropical foliage—rich beauty everywhere striking the eye as you cross the river.

all sensitive, you feel the life
you approach. Especially is the
influence felt as you pass the portals of the
gateway and under the great stone trilithon,
which came from an ancient temple, and then
draw near the Headquarters, where so many
wonderful things have happened. Adyar is a
place of peace. It is the nearest approach
to Heaven on earth which I have seen; and
the year spent there meant far more to me
than any other year of my life.
It is not so much the physical comforts.
They are few; but one does not care for them.
It is the atmosphere which pervades the whole
place that makes it so heavenl_v. We have
lived so long in the turmoil of great cities
that it is a positive revelation to go to that
If you

of

Adyar

are at
as
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far-off Indian centre, in the stillness of Indian
life, and feel what peace is when manifest on
earth.
Some people find it too quiet; they like the
rush of our western civilization. It gives them
the stimulus which keeps their astral bodies
active. But at Adyar all that is missing. But
if they can only stay there a short time and
get into harmony with the vital life of the
place, then they become changed in character
and life because of the intense spiritual atmosphere of the place.
I heard in England, before I went to Adyar, that they could always tell an “Adyarite”
because, upon his return, he was changed some
way. Something in the man was different, and
he saw things from a different standpoint.
This is true, because those who live there
get in touch for a little while with the occult
life as it should be lived. They have mingled
with those who are now upon the Path. They
have seen how Initiates look at things—how
they act and think and speak; how their work
is done in occult investigation.
While with us, Theosophy may seem wonderfully real in a way, beautiful and true, still,
it lacks oftentimes that intimate realization
which makes plain to one that there is a Path;
that the Masters do exist; and that it is
possible for us, as human beings, to tread each
step of that narrow Way until we, too, may
lift our eyes to the Holy of Holies and get
some glimpse of the blinding light which
there shines forth. That is the -work of

THE THEOSOPHIC MESSENGER
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with those who are now upon the Path. They

have seen how Initiates look at things—how

they act and think and speak; how their work

is done in occult investigation.

While with us, Theosophy may seem won-

derfully real in a way, beautiful and true, still,

it lacks oftentimes that intimate realization

which makes plain to one that there is a Path;

that the Masters do exist; and that it is

possible for us, as human beings, to tread each

step of that narrow Way until we, too, may

lift our eyes to the Holy of Holies and get

some glimpse of the blinding light which

there shines forth. That is the work of

Adyar.

Truly the members there work hard with

physical plane duties. The Theosophist Office

claims the time of many of them; and the

work there is nearly all done by loving hands,

She I telb

Adyar.
Truly the members there work hard with
physical plane duties. The Theosophist Ofl-ice
claims the time of many of them; and the
work there is nearly all done by loving hands,

asking nothing in return. The work in the
library is also arduous and demands much
attention. They serve there in every way
possible. But the work of Adyar is not to
give to those who are privileged to go there
any amount of instruction along intellectual
lines. The students do not get a startling
array of new facts at the classes. They are
oftentimes the same things that we have heard
here; but one does get a glimpse of the occult
life. It gives one the inspiration to attempt to
live it himself. It gives one the courage to
the defects in his own character
one the clue as to the way to
progress onwards to the Great Teachers themselves.
We all have our ideas, I think, of how to
get on. We have longings and aspirations
without number; we have tried by meditation
and study to reach the Great Ones. But we
learn at Adyar that the way to reach the
Masters is by service given with one's whole
heart, asking absolutely nothing in return:
no reward, no gratitude; given gladly and
willingly; taking any part in this great world's
work, offering some little gift upon the altar
of service. If there is any lesson which living at Adyar gives, it is that of service. And
when the student comes back, he will be marked out by his willingness to help.. It doesn't
matter what he does—great or small—if it is
necessary, it will be done well and for Them
and in Their Name. That is the spirit of
progress taught by our teachers at Adyar: to
live the life of perfect service; of the glad
giving of every faculty; every moment, every
hour to service to Those whom we seek to
reach: the Great Masters of Wisdom and
overcome

and it

gives

Compassion.

MRS. RUSSAK'S TOUR

From Letter of Mrs. Broenniinan

Mrs. Russak and I left Chicago Sep-

tember 28, a little lonely after having

hidden farewell to the many friends

there, and arrived in Detroit the next

morning, Sunday, in a pelting rain.

asking nothing in return. The work in the

library is also arduous and demands much

attention. They serve there in every way

possible. But the work of Adyar is not to

give to those who are privileged to go there

any amount of instruction along intellectual

lines. The students do not get a startling

array of new facts at the classes. They are

oftentimes the same things that we have heard

here; but one does get a glimpse of the occult

life. It gives one the inspiration to attempt to

live it himself. It gives one the courage to

overcome the defects in his own character

and it gives one the clue as to the way to

progress onwards to the Great Teachers them-

selves.

We all have our ideas, I think, of how to

get on. We have longings and aspirations

without number; we have tried by meditation

and study to reach the Great Ones. But we

learn at Adyar that the way to reach the

MRS. RUSSAK'S TOUR
From Letter of Mrs. Broenniman
Mrs. Russak and I left Chicago September 28, a little lonely after having
hidden farewell to the many friends
there, and arrived in Detroit the next
morning, Sunday, in a pelting rain,

where we were met by Mrs. Dick and
Miss Dunton and taken to the Fuller
Hotel in .\Irs. Dick's electric runabout,
and there made most comfortable. Mrs.
Russak’s public lecture on the Practical
Application of Occullism to Daily Life
was given in the New Thought Church
at the invitation of its gracious leader,
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Mrs. La Grange, to a very fine audience

in spite of threatening weather.

The same evening Mrs. Russak met

the T. S. members in one of the hotel

parlors and talked helpfully and inspir-

ingly to them on Thcosophic Responsi-

bilities; a word from Krotona was also

given them; and as our time in Detroit

was so short Mrs. Russak also responded

to urgent appeals and met the E. S. mem-

bers for a short time in her room.

At Cleveland, in spite of a delay in

arriving, many dear faces welcomed us

it the station and a large bunch of beau-

tiful roses was thrust into Mrs. Russak's

^rms. Mr. and Mrs. Sears took us in

their big touring car out to East Cleve-

land to the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank

Houghton where we were loved, waited

upon, and fed most hospitably.
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Interviews with newspaper representa-

tives began on Tuesday morning and con-

tinued all day. The public Co-Masonic

lecture Tuesday evening was given in

the rooms of the Sorosis Women's Club.

A gentleman present, one of the old

fraternity, said that had he had any idea

of what Mrs. Russak's lecture consisted

he would have gathered a number of his

Masonic brethren together and brought

them to hear her, for he had never heard

such good "Masonic Talk."

Wednesday morning an E. S. meet-

ing ; then an open meeting for members

and friends in the lodge rooms at 3 p.

m., where it was also my privilege to try

to bring the members into closer touch

with Krotona and the many activities

centring there. In the evening Mrs.

Russak gave her talk on Thcosophic

Responsibilities, after which a dedication

service of the lodge room was performed

similar to that in Chicago.

Thursday evening was given entirely

to the public lecture Life after Death

Occultly Considered, and the audience

filled the hall of the Cleveland Women's

Club, which seats three hundred people.

Mrs. Russak spoke without notes and

with great power and earnestness. The

effect upon the audience could be judged

by a voluntary and appreciative report

which appeared the next morning on the

front page of the Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Mrs. Russak's presence at that centre

will be felt for a long time and our love

and gratitude go to all who helped to

Mrs. La Grange, to a very fine audience
in spite of threatening weather.
The same evening Mrs. Russak met
the T. S. members in one of the hotel
parlors and talked helpfully and inspir-

ingly to them on Theosophic Responsibilities; a word from Krotona was also
given them; and as our time in Detroit

short Mrs. Russak also responded
to urgent appeals and met the E. S. members for a short time in her room.
was so

be aroused and evolution accomplished?

2. What arc the powers and limita-

tions of the law of heredity?

3. How many fundamental types has

the Monad, and how are living things af-

*

*
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Thursday evening was given entirely manity?
the public lecture Life after Death
does desire
Occultly Considered, and the audience 6.theHow
Thinker?

aid in evolution

by

from O

to

filled the hall of the Cleveland VVomen's of
Club, which seats three hundred people.
Send answers to Mrs. Addie M. TutMrs. Russak spoke without notes and
with great power and earnestness. The tle, Krotona, Hollywood, Los Angeles,
effect upon the audience could be judged California.
a

which

voluntary

and appreciative report "'L'nav/oldably
appeared the next morning on the number.

#**

1. How is the Monadic Essence to

*

1. How is the Monadic Essence to
be aroused and evolution accomplished?
2. What are the powers and limitatiful roses was thrust into Mrs. Russak's
tions
of the law of heredity?
Mr. and Mrs. Sears took us in
arms.
3.
How many fundamental types has
their big touring car out to East Cleveland to the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank the M onad, and how are living things afHoughton where we were loved, waited fected by the characteristics of difierent
upon. and fed most hospitably.
types?
Interviews with newspaper representa4. Describe process of sub-division of
tives began on Tuesday morning and continued all day. The public Co-Masonic the group soul.
5. How are new M onads of form suplecture Tuesday evening was given in
the rooms of the Sorosis Women's Club. plied by the Logos?
A gentleman present, one of the old
6. What effect does man have on the
fraternity, said that had he had any idea evolution of the lower kingdoms?
of what Mrs. Russak's lecture consisted
he would have gathered a number of his
Lesson Twenty
Masonic brethren together and brought
1. When and how does the first gleam
them to hear her, for he had never heard
of personality begin to manifest?
such good “Masonic Talk.”
\Vednesday morning an E. S. meet- 2. H ow does the vegetable group soul
ing; then an open meeting for members prepare for the next step?
and friends in the lodge rooms at 3 p
3. How does the animal Monadic
m., where it was also my privilege to try
soul gather experiences?
group
to bring the members into closer touch
is the animal ready to reWhen
4.
with Krotona and the many activities
third
ceive
the
outpouring of the Logos
centring there. In the evening Mrs.
Russak gave her talk on Theosophic and the process of the birth of an indiResponsibilities, after which a dedication vidual soul?
5. What causes the great difference
service of the lodge room was performed
similar to that in Chicago.
in mental and moral capacities in hu-

us and a blessing, we hope, to them.

Lesson Nineteen*

front page of the Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Mrs. Russak's presence at that centre
will be felt for a long time and our love
and gratitude go to all who helped to
make our visit there such a pleasure to
us and a blessing, we hope, to them.

At Cleveland, in spite of a delay in
arriving, many dear faces welcomed us
at the station and a large bunch of beau-

make our visit there such a pleasure to
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The .\Iusic

Correspondence Bureau is contemplated, the object being to dehas thus far met with such a cordial re- velop by individual study and pondering
ception and. even at this early date, and mutual help under general guidance
promises such an abundant harvest, that only, a deeper appreciation of music and
it is thought a statement giving some de- a keener response to the messages of the
tails of the plans and our hopes for the great composers.
future will be of interest to others.
Abstract of the Courses.
Certain lines of study have been map“A” Reading.
ped out in order that there may be a
“B” Analytical Study.
fairly consistent and united effort with a
definite aim in view. No direct teaching
“C" Music.

MUSIC CORRESPONDENCE BUREAU

The Music Correspondence Bureau

has thus far met with such a cordial re-

ception and, even at this early date,

promises such an abundant harvest, that

it is thought a statement giving some de-

tails of the plans and our hopes for the

future will be of interest to others.

Certain lines of study have been map-

ped out in order that there may be a

fairly consistent and united effort with a

definite aim in view. No direct teaching

is contemplated, the object being to de-

velop by individual study and pondering

and mutual help under general guidance

only, a deeper appreciation of music and

a keener response to the messages of the

great composers.

Abstract of the Courses.

"A" Reading.
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"B" Analytical Study.

"C" Music.

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

"A"

"A"

"A"

Study of the works

of Richard Wagner

Study of

the Greek

and Eccle-

Meta-

physics

Sound,

Color,

and

siastical

Number

"B"

"B"

"B"

from an

music

systems

Not yet

occult

Arranged

"C"

"C"

"C"

point

of view

Courses I and II are especially de-

signed for appreciators who do not play

or for amateurs who play. In the first

case "A" would be pursued alone; in the

second,"A" and "B,"or"A" and "C."(In

case one did not wish to follow the entire

course, then select I, II or III.) The

piano, as the most practical and com-

monly cultivated instrument, has been

chosen as the medium, but this should

I

II

!

III

IV

THE TH EOSOPHIC MESSENGER

both philosophical and historical grounds
for this assumption, and so there has
been arranged a line of reading for those
who care to revive memories of by-gone
days. Vastly different from this is
Course VI; this is a study of the metaphysics of our modern harmonic system
and also hints at the reverse face of
Course V—the possibility of Western
music of the future acquiring an oriental
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both philosophical and historical grounds

for this assumption, and so there has

been arranged a line of reading for those

who care to revive memories of by-gone

days. Vastly different from this is

Course VI; this is a study of the meta-

physics of our modern harmonic system

and also hints at the reverse face of

Course V—the possibility of Western

music of the future acquiring an oriental

coloring by a further differentiation of

tone into intervals of less than half-steps.

Whether European music will revert to

the Greeks again for force and strength,

or graft upon its own harmonic system—

derived, by the way, from the Greeks—

the far more subtle melodic systems of

the Orient, is an interesting question—

especially for Theosophists.

Frank L. Reed.
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URING the convention

period of The American

Section T. S-, two meet-

ings of the Order of the

Star in the East were held.

For the first time since

the Order was organized in America,

there were members gathered together

from all parts of our continent. The

first meeting Saturday evening Septem-

ber 14th was open to non-members of

the Order and the large convention

room was well filled. This occasion was

taken to present to the assembled audi-

ence our group of American Star work-

URING

ers—those who are specially pledged to

period

serve along the particular line of O. S.

E., and who will be in the future, as

known in this field. The group consist-

ed of the three Organizing Secretaries,

two newly appointed officers of the Or-

der—Mrs. Russak, who has been ap-

pointed by our Head to be the Interna-

tional Lecturer for the Star, and Mr.

Cooper, whose appointment as Travel-

ling Organizing Secretary for America

was received only a few days before con-

vention. To these we are happy to add

Mr. Warrington who, as the General

Secretary of the T. S., is glad to be

known also as a hearty worker for the

O. S. E.

Section T. S., two meetof the Order of the
Star in the East were held.
3 For the first time since

ings

they have already been in the past, well

the National Representative, and our

the convention
of The American

,

3:’

.

U.

was organized in America,
there were members gathered together
from all parts of our continent. The
first meeting Saturday evening September 14th was open to non-members of
the Order and the large convention
room was well filled. This occasion was
taken to present to the assembled audiencc our group of American Star workers—those who are specially pledged to
serve along the particular line of O. S.

the (Irrlcr

coloring by
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further differentiation of
tone into intervals of less than half-steps.
VVhether European music will revert to
the Greeks again for force and strength,
or graft upon its own harmonic system—
derived, by the way, from the Greeksthe far more subtle melodic systems of
the Orient, is an interesting questionespecially for Theosophists.
Frank L. Reed.
a
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The National Representative, Miss us by H. P. B. He spoke of the T. S.
Marjorie Tuttle, presided and after a as the parent of many movements, enfew introductory remarks called upon couraging and inspiring them all yet
our dearly beloved Mrs. Russak to speak.
continuing down the ages as the T. S.
In many a poetic phrase she briefly still. He called attention to a special in-
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The National Representative, Miss

Marjorie Tuttle, presided and after a

few introductory remarks called upon

_

our dearly beloved Mrs. Russak to speak.

In many a poetic phrase she briefly

traced the work of the great WorldTeachers of the past. Beginning with
Vyasa in India, she came next to the
work of Thrice Greatest Hermes in the
land of Egypt. Then to the work of
Zarathustra in the plains of Iran where
He spoke the message of purity; next
touching upon Orpheus and the beauty
of His message to Greece. Later came
the Lord Buddha with his word of the
divine law and then the Lord Krishna
with His message of devotion. Finally
she spoke of the Nazarene and His message of self-sacrifice. In that wonderful story of the past there is the record
of seven sublime virtues—love, light of
Divinity, fire of Divinity, harmony, law,
devotion, self-sacrifice.
Mr. Cooper followed with an address
on the Head of our Order, Alcyone. He
spoke of the significant fact that a
group of people, many of them old
statesmen and scholars, had gathered
around a youth of fifteen, following him,
accepting teaching and guidance from
him. To this he added his testimony
that in spite of a position so trying to a
boy, Alcyone nevertheless walks today
without a single stain of pride, that he
is always gracious, kindly, and loving,
pouring out to all who come in contact
with him a wonderful power of sweetness and love.
Mr. Warrington spoke next, mentioning the fact that although some had
criticised the T. S. for so vigorously
supporting the O. S. E., yet to him the
work of the O. S. E. seemed quite logical within the T. S., seemed really to
be fulfilling the course marked out for

traced the work of the great World-

Teachers of the past. Beginning with

Vyasa in India, she came next to the

work of Thrice Greatest Hermes in the

land of Egypt. Then to the work of

Zarathustra in the plains of Iran where

He spoke the message of purity; next

touching upon Orpheus and the beauty

of His message to Greece. Later came

the Lord Buddha with his word of the

divine law and then the Lord Krishna

with His message of devotion. Finally

she spoke of the Nazarene and His mes-

sage of self-sacrifice. In that wonder-

ful story of the past there is the record
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of seven sublime virtues—love, light of

Divinity, fire of Divinity, harmony, law,

devotion, self-sacrifice.

Mr. Cooper followed with an address

on the Head of our Order, Alcyone. He

spoke of the significant fact that a

group of people, many of them old

strument of service which could be made

much

use

of in

our

work, that of tele-

pathy, advising us to continually send
out into the mental world a thought of

preparation for the Master’s coming.
Brief remarks were also made by the
Organizing Secretaries, Miss Swain,
Mr. Fritz Kunz, and Dr. Lindberg, and
then the meeting was closed by reading a
selection from At the Feet of the 11!aster.
A meeting for Star members only was
held the following afternoon and the T.
S. room was quite filled with Star members. The convention time proved a
happy period for the O. S. E. as well as
for the T. S. and the time was felt by
all to be memorable in many respects.

statesmen and scholars, had gathered

around a youth of fifteen, following him,

accepting teaching and guidance from

him. To this he added his testimony

that in spite of a position so trying to a

boy, Alcyone nevertheless walks today

without a single stain of pride, that he

is always gracious, kindly, and loving,

pouring out to all who come in contact

with him a wonderful power of sweet-

ness and love.

Mr. Warrington spoke next, mention-

ing the fact that although some had

criticised the T. S. for so vigorously

supporting the O. S. E., yet to him the

work of the O. S. E. seemed quite log-

ical within the T. S., seemed really to

be fulfilling the course marked out for

us by H. P. B. He spoke of the T. S.

as the parent of many movements, en-

couraging and inspiring them all yet

continuing down the ages as the T. S.

still. He called attention to a special in-

strument of service which could be made

much use of in our work, that of tele-

pathy, advising us to continually send

out into the mental world a thought of

preparation for the Master's coming.

Brief remarks were also made by the

Organizing Secretaries, Miss Swain,

Mr. Fritz Kunz, and Dr. Lindberg, and

then the meeting was closed by reading a

selection from At the Feet of the Master.

A meeting for Star members only was

held the following afternoon and the T.

S. room was quite filled with Star mem-

bers. The convention time proved a

happy period for the O. S. E. as well as

for the T. S. and the time was felt by

all to be memorable in many respects.

I write my message about the Order

C0

glee

I write my message about the Order
of the Star in the East this month from
our lovely new home at Krotona where
the O. S. E. has received cordial welOur work should go forward
come.
with renewed vigor henceforward,«having now a permanent and suitable centre from which to start all phases of
activity. To many of us it seems to
augur well for the future that Krotona
can be the main centre for the T. S.,
E. S., and O. S'. E.
I would call the attention of my correspondents to the fact that mail should
now be addressed to me at Krotona,

Hollywood, Los Angeles.

And so, I write my first greetings from

Krotona, feeling that from this

centre

blessing is constantly and
freely flowing to the American T. S.
and to all others who aim to serve.

the Master’s

Majorie

Tuttlc.

The American Section of The

The American Section of The Theosophical Society

Theosophical Society

Founded at New York, *fi M^pY\ i* Incorporated in Illinois, on

November 17, 1875. "w^IjfVw' September 21, 1911.

^0»8N **^

Incorporated in Illinois,
September 21, 1911.

Founded at New York,
November 17, 1875.

A. P. Warrington, General Secretary, Krotona, Hollywood, Los Angeles, Calif.

A detailed outline of the Organization of The American Section of The

Theosophical Society is given on a succeeding page. Please address all official

on

communications to The General Secretary or, if dealing with matters connected

with The Theosophic Messenger, to The Editor.

Divisional Representatives

A. P.

The General Secretary's Representatives, whose names and addresses ap-

pear on a following page, will transact all Sectional business such as may be

\/Varrington,General Secretary, Krotona, Hollywood, Los Angeles, Calif.

carried forward in the territory and away from the Headquarters. They will

provide lodge officials, free of cost, with application forms, demits and other

material, as well as directions and assistance about work in their respective di-

A detailed outline of the Organization of The American Section of The
is given on a succeeding page. Please address all official
communications to The General Secretary or, if dealing with matters connected
with The Theosophic Messenger, to The Editor.

visions. Lodge officials will continue to send notices of change of address,

Theosophical Society

transfers, dues, etc., directly to Headquarters.

Sectional Literature

Literature pertaining to the work of The Theosophical Society and to The-

osophy may be obtained from Mrs. M. V. Garnsey, La Grange, Illinois. Please

consult pages herein which are devoted to Organization, Propaganda Litera-

Representatives
The General Secretary’s Representatives, whose names and addresses appear on a following page, will transact all Sectional business such as may be
carried forward in the territory and away from the Headquarters. They will
provide lodge officials, free of cost, with application forms, demits and other
material, as well as directions and assistance about work in their respective divisions. Lodge oflicials will continue to send notices of change of address,
transfers, dues, etc., directly to Headquarters.
Divisional

ture, Dealers in Theosophic Books, etc.
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Joining The Theosophical Society

Persons wishing to join The Theosophical Society should communicate

with officers or members of the nearest lodge or with the General Secretary's

Representative in the Division in which they reside. A full list of the lodges

with the names and addresses of the officers thereof is listed in the Directory,

and the names and addresses of the Representatives appear on the page devoted

to Organization. These will gladly provide the enquirer with information.

Form of Bequest

"I give and bequeath to The American Section of The Theosophical Soci-

ety, incorporated under the laws of the State of Illinois on September 21st,

Sectional Literature

1911, the sum of _ , to be paid within

Literature pertaining to the work of The Theosophical Society and to Themay be obtained from Mrs. M. V. Garnsey, La Grange, Illinois. Please
consult pages herein which are devoted to Organization, Propaganda Literature, Dealers in Theosophic Books, etc.

months after my decease (free of duty) exclusively out of such part of my estate

osophy

not hereby specifically disposed of, as I may by law bequeath to charitable pur-

poses, and I hereby charge such part of my estate with the said sum, and I di-

rect that the receipt of the said Society as provided for in its rules shall be a

sufficient discharge for the said legacy."

Joining The Theosophical Society
wishing to join The Theosophical Society

should communicate
members of the nearest lodge or with the General Secretary’s
Representative in the Division in which they reside. A full list of the lodges
with the names and addresses of the oflicers thereof is listed in the Directory,
and the names and addresses of the Representatives appear on the page devoted
to Organization. These will gladly provide the enquirer with information.

Persons
with ofiicers

or

Form of

Bequest

give and bequeath to The American Section of The Theosophical Sociincorporated under the laws of the State of Illinois on September 21st,

“I

ety,

1911, the

sum

of

....................................................................

organization

The American Section of The

Organization

The American Section of The Theosophical Society

A. P. Warrington, General Secretary, Krotona, Hollywood, Los Angeles, Calif.

Carlos S. Hardy, Treasurer, Krotona, Hollywood, Los Angeles, Calif.

A. P.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES: Elliot Holbrook,

Union Pacific Bldg., Omaha, Neb.; Robert W.

Ensor, Krotona, Hollywood, Los Angeles, Calif.;

Warrlngion. General Secretary, Kroiona. Hollywood. Los Angeles. calli.
llarlos 8. Hardy, Treasurer. Kroiona, Hollywood. Los Angeles. calif.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES: Elliot Holbrook,
Union Pacific Bidg.. Omaha, Neb.; Robert W.
Ensor. Krotona, Hollywood. Los Angeles. Calii'.;
Mrs. Kate S. Stowe. 172 S. Oxford St.. Brooklyn.
N. Y.; Carlos S. Hardy. Krotona. Hollywood.
Los Angeles. Calif., and the General Secretary.
ex-ofiicio.
JUDICIAL COMMITTEE: J. Harry Carnes,
1227 31st St.. N. VV.. Washington. D. C.: Edward
H. Ailing. 917 La Fayette Parkway, Chicago,
Il1.; George H. Shibley. 1854 Mlntwood Place,
N. W.. Vvashington. D. C.
GENERAL SECRETARY'S REPRESENTA25 Broad St..
F. Milton Willis.
TIVES:
New York City; Irving 8. Cooper. Lake
116
50. Michigan Ave.. Chicago.
View Bldg..
III.: E. Y. Blum. 203 Studio Bldg.. Kansas City.
Mo.; Ray M. Wardall. 641 New York Block.
Seattle, \Vash.; T. D. Dawkins. 1104 Blanco St..
Austin, Texas; W. J. Walters, 393 Sutter St..
San Francisco. Cal.
THE THEOSOPHIC MESSENGER: Editor.
The General Secretary; Assistant Editors. Miss
Isabel B. Holbrook. Fritz Kunz: Business Manager, Robert W’. Ensor: Contributors. Dr. \Veller Van Hook. Mrs. Besant. C. VV. Leadbeater. C. Jinarajadasa. Dr. C. L. B. Shudde8. Cooper. Elliot
m
en. L. W. Rogers. Irvin
Hol rook. Mrs. A. H. Ta nder. Miss S. E.
Palmer. Mrs. A. M. Tuttle. Miss Marjorie Tuttle. Mrs. Harriet T. Felix. J. B. Lindon. Dr.
Mary Weeks Burnett, F. E. Titus. David S.
M. Unger. Miss Alma Kunz, Miss Minna Kunz.
Mrs. Clara B. Walters.
LECTURERS: L. W. R0 era. Ridgewood N.
J.; Irving 8. Cooper. 116 S. ichigan Ave.. Chic
0. III.; D. S. M. Unger. 2020 Harris Trust
Bl g.. Chicago. Ill.: Mrs. Alida E. de Leeuw.
7332 Coles Ave.. Chicago. Til
PROPAGANDA FUND COMMITTEE: Head.
Mrs. A. M. Tuttle. Krotona. Hollywood. Los
Angeles. Calli'.; Max Wardall; Ray Wardall;

Mrs. Kate S. Stowe, 172 S. Oxford St., Brooklyn.

N. Y.; Carlos S. Hardy, Krotona, Hollywood,

Los Angeles, Calif., and the General Secretary,

ex-offlcio.

JUDICIAL COMMITTEE: J. Harry Games,

1227 31st St., N. W., Washington, D. C.; Edward

H. Ailing, 917 La Fayette Parkway, Chicago.

111.; George H. Shibley, 1854 Mintwood Place,

N. W., Washington, D. C.

GENERAL SECRETARY'S REPRESENTA-

TIVES: F. Milton Willis. 26 Broad St.,

New York City; Irving S. Cooper, Lake

View Bldg., 116 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

111.; E. Y. Blum, 203 Studio Bldg.. Kansas City,

Mo.; Ray M. Wardall. 541 New York Block,
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Austin, Texas; W. J. Walters, 393 Sutler St.,
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BUREAU OF LITERATURE DISTRIBUTION:
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10736 Walnut St., Morgan Park. 111.

SECTIONAL LIBRARY: .Librarian, Mrs. E.

J. Forssell. Room 1507, Lake View Bldg,, 116 So.

Michigan Ave.. Chicago, 111.

LIBRARY CATALOGUE BUREAU: Head.

Miss Julia E. Johnsen, 2542 29th Ave., S., Min-

neapolis. Minn.

BUREAU OF LITERATURE DISTRIBUTION:

Head, Mrs. Nellie H. Baldwin, Krotona, Holly-

wood. Los Angeles. Calif.

BUREAU OF PROPAGANDA LITERATURE:

Head, Mrs. M. V. Garnsey, La Grunge. III.; Mrs.

Nellie H. Baldwin, Krotona, Hollywood, Los

Angeles, Calif.

PRIMER DISTRIBUTION BUREAU: Head.

Miss Alma Kunz, Krotona. Hollywood, Los

Angeles. Calif.

CORRESPONDENCE BUREAU FOR NEW

MEMBERS: Head, Miff Alma Kunz, GRU

Sterihensnn St., Freeport, 111.

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE BUREAU:

Head, Mrs. A. M. Tuttle, Krotona, Hollywood.

C0

Theosophical Society

glee

Ave., Chicago. Ill.; Geo. H. Collier. 413 18th
Ave. South. Nampa, Idaho; Chas. Copenharve.
Butte. Mont.
SCANDINAVIAN PROPAGANDA COMMITTEE: Head, Dr. B. W. Lindberg. 327 Shukert
Bldg., Kansas City. Mo.: Secretary, Miss Olga
Dahl. 826 Fine Arts Bldg.. Chicago. Ill.: T. A.

Netland. Stamp Division. Oakland Postoflice.
Oakland. CaliI.'.: J. Johnson. 2542 29th Ave. 8..
Minneapolis. Minn.: Peter N. Bioemen. 616
Washington Ave.. Extension. Carnegie. Pa.
DUTCH PROPAGANDA COMMITTEE: Head,
Laurentius Vroom, Central Westrumite Co..
Fisher
Chicago. Ill.; Peter Van der Linden. 1309 hroder St.. San Francisco, CaIii'.;
A. de Leeuw, 7332 Coles Ave.. Chicago.

i /Iurs.

Bldg.

FINNISH PROPAGANDA BUREAU: Head.
J. Forssell. 1319 Waveland Ave.. Chicago, Ill.
GERMAN PROPAGANDA LEAGUE: Head.
C. L. B. Shuddemagen. 7228 Coles Ave.. Chicago.
1il.; Mrs. E. Breese. 8761 Lake Ave.. Chicago.
Ill.; Max B. Schneider. 7228 Coles Ave.. Chicago.
lll.; Walter Schneider. 7228 Coles Ave.. Chicago.
Ill.: Mrs. Emma Niedner, 4068 Flora Blvd.. su.
Louis. Mo.; Frank J. Primavesi. 2248 Nebraska
Ave.. St. Louis. Mn.
KARMA AND REINCARNATION LEAGUE:
Head. Dr. C. L. B. Bhuddemagen, 7228 Coles
Ave.. Chicago. Ill.
CHILDREN'S KARMA AND REINCARNATION LEAGUE: Head, Miss Mar orie Kochersperger. 7212 Coles Ave.. Chicago. ll.
BIBLE STUDY BUREAU—InternationaI Sunda school Lessons: Head. D. S. M. Unger.
20 0 Harris Trust BIdg.. Chicago. Ill.
LOTUS GROWERS’ BUREAU: Head. Wm.
G. Merritt, 826 Fine Arts Bldg.. Chicago. Ill.
PRISON WORK BUREAU: Head. E. B. Catlin. Anaconda. Mont.; Burdell F. Miller. 734
Brandeis Theatre Bldg.. Omaha. Neb.; Mrs. Nellie H. Baldwin. Krotona. Hollywood. Los Angeles. Cali!.: Mrs. K. Hill. Room 1506. Lake
View Bldg.. 116 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago. Il|.;
Miss Gail Wilson. 113 S. Seeley Ave.. Chicago.
lll.; Mrs. B. C. Carr. 3126 Washington St... Kansas City. Mo.
STEREOPTICON BUREAU:
Head. J. C.
Myers. 10736 Walnuit St.. Morgan ‘Park. Ill.
SOUTHERN CORRESPONDENCE BUREAU:
Head. Mrs. B. S. Hillyer. 612 St. John Ave..
Monroe. La.; Miss Julia Hyde, 309 Moore Bid»...
San Antonio. Texas; Dr. L. A. Brustad. 308
Moore Bldg.. San Antonio. Texas.
TRAVELERS’ LEAGUE: Head, George H.
Wilson. 3331 High St.. Louisville. Ky.; P. M.
Cooley. 1 Genesee Ave.. Binghampton. N. Y.:
Michael O'Brien. 322 E. 9th St.. Brook) :1. ‘N.
Holbrook, Union Pacinc Bldg.. maha.

§.:bEiliot
P

.

ORDER OF THE STAR IN THE EAST: National Representative. Miss Marjorie Tuitle.
Krotona. Hollywood. Los Angeles. Calii'.: Organizing Secretaries. Fritz Kunz. Krotona. Hollywood. Los Angeles. Calii’.: Miss Helen Jasper
Swain. 7332 Coles Ave.. Chicago. Ill.; Dr. B.
\V. Lindberg. 32'! Shukert Bldg.. Kansas City.
Mo.: Irving S. Cooper. Lake View Bldg.. 116 S0.
Michigan Ave.. Chicago. Ill.
RAILWAY STATION A D V E R T I S I N G
BUREAU:
Head. Mrs. E. P. Freeland. 16!:
Trmm St.. Rochester. N. Y.
MYSTIC DRAMA LEAGUE: Held. Mrs. V.
Marshall. 4129 Washington Blvd.. Chicago.

Hi

CORRESPONDENCE
BUREAU:
MUSIC
Head. Frank L. Reed. Chestnut Hill, Meadville.

Pa.
THE THEOSOPHIC MESSENGER ADVERTISING AND CIRCULATION BUREAU: Head.
Robert W. Ensor, Krotona. Los Angeles. Calif-
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[NOTE: After the name of each city appear the names of the local lodges, the names and

[NOTE: After the name of each city appear the names of the local lodges. the names and
addresses (1) of the president and (2; of the secretary. and memoranda of the lodge activities.
The word lodge is omitted for the sake or brevity.]

addresses (1) of the president and (2, of the secretary, and memoranda of the lodge activities.

The word lodge Is omitted for the sake of brevity.]

AKRON, OHIO

ALBANY, N. Y..

AKRON, OHIO

ANACONDA, MONT.

..AKRON: A. Boss Read, 134 E. Market St.; Mrs. M. F.
Karper. 146 S. High St. Meets 134 E. Market St. Thursday
evenings, 7:80 o'clock. Tel. Peoples 6208.

...............................

AUSTIN, TEXAS

BALTIMORE, MD. ...

ALBANY, N.

BERKELEY, CALIF.

Y.

ANACONDA, MONT.

BROOKLYN, N. Y..

BUFFALO, N. Y

BUTTE, MONT.

AUSTIN, TEXAS

..AKRON: A. Ross Read, 134 E. Market St.; Mrs. M. F.

Karper, 146 S. High St. Meets 134 B. Market St. Thursday

BALTIMORE, MD.

evenings, 7:30 o'clock. Tel. Peoples 5208.

..
.......................

..ALBANY: Miss Grace E. Boughton, 98 Jay St.; Miss Anna

BERKELEY, CALIF.

Emmons, 15 Western Ave. Meets 294 Quail St. Monday

evenings, 8 o'clock. Home Phone 685.

..ANACONDA: Edwin B. Catlln, 315 W. Sixth St.; Mrs. Min-

BOSTON, MASS.

..................
..

..
.........................

CHICAGO, ILL.

nie Abbott. 318 W. Fourth St.
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ALBANY: Miss Grace E. Boughton, 98 Jay S‘t.: Miss Anna
Emmons, 15 Western Ave. Meets 294 Quail St. Monday
evenings. 8 o'clock. Home Phone 685.
ANACONDA: Edwin B. Catlin, 316 W. Sixth St.; Mrs. Minnie Abbott, 318 VV. Fourth St.
AUSTIN: Thomas D. Dawkins. 1104 Blanco St.; Fred H.
Smith. 613 Congress St. Meets 908 Congress Ave., Monday
evenings. 8 o'clock. Tel. 629 S.W.
DHARMA: Miss Pauline Trueblood, 2623 University Ave.;
Mrs. C. A. Graves, 1401 W. Fifth St.
BALTIMORE: Mrs. B. Y. Ford. Sutherville, Md.; Mrs.
Gracia F. Tongue. 4524 Reisterstown Road.
BERKELEY: Mrs. W. J. Woods, Sec.. 1334 spruce St.
Meets Wright Block. corner Shattuck and Centre, third
iloor, Thursday evenings. 8 o'clock. Lectures:
Sunday
evenings, 8 o'clock. Tel. Berkeley 6346 or Home 2496.
..ALPHA: James Middleton: L. L. Howard, 3 Oxtord Ave.,
Belmont. Mass. Meets 686 Boylston St. Thursday evenings,
8 o'clock. Tel. Oxford 1044.
BESANT: Miss Eudora More
Sec.. 17 Batavia St. Meets
1‘! Batavia St.. Suite 8. Thurs ay evenings. 8 o'clock.
BOSTON: Mrs. Luella K. Hastings, 76 Centre St. Dorchester Centre, Mass.; Mrs. Bessie W. Jewett. 84 Willowood St.
Meets 655 Boylston St.. Room 10, Wednesday evenings, 8
o'clock. Tel. Dorchester 666-M.
HUNTINGTON: Mrs. Vaietta Theien. 201 Suffolk Road.
Hill, Mass.; Mrs. Isadore Wing. 201 Kensington

..
...............................

BOSTON, MASS.

..
...................

............................

..AUSTIN: Thomas D. Dawklns. 1104 Blanco St.; Fred H.

Smith, 613 Congress St. Meets 908 Congress Ave., Monday

.

evenings, 8 o'clock. Tel. 629 S.W.

DHARMA: Miss Pauline Trueblood, 2623 University Ave.;

Mrs. C. A. Graves, 1401 W. Fifth St.

-BALTIMORE: Mrs. S. T. Ford, Suthervllle, Md.; Mrs.

Gracla F. Tongue, 4524 Relaterstown Road.

ghdestnut
g.

..BERKELEY: Mrs. W. J. Woods, Sec., 1334 Spruce St.

Meets Wright Block, corner Shattuck and Centre, third

floor, Thursday evenings. 8 o'clock. Lectures: Sunday

evenings, 8 o'clock. Tel. Berkeley 5346 or Home 2495.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

-ALPHA: James Mlddleton; L. L. Howard, 3 Oxford Ave.,

..
.........................

Belmont, Mass. Meets 585 Boylston St. Thursday evenings,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

OLCOTT: Miss Selma Frits, 16 Concord Square: Miss Emma
Mills, 389 Main St.. Brockton, Mass. Meets Chauncey Hall
Bldg.. Room 10, Copley Square, Friday evenings, 8 o'clock.
BROOKLYN: Hamid C. Stowe. 172 8. Oxford St. Meets
95
Ave., Monday evenings, 8:16 o'clock. Tel. Pros-

Ii.a4fa7y6ette

pec

.

8 o'clock. Tel. Oxford 1044.

BESANT: Miss Eudora Morey, Sec., 17 Batavla St. Meets

17 Batavla St., Suite 8, Thursday evenings, 8 o'clock.

..BUFFALO: Dr. T. P. C. Barnard. Box 6. N. Tonawanda,
N. Y.: J. E. Ta lor. 256 Main St. Meets The Ma:-keen, cortica Sts.. Sundays, 8:30 o'clock. Tel. Cres-

............................

nertn::i5nLand
cen

-

.

—

BOSTON: Mrs. Luella K. Hastings, 76 Centre St.. Dorches-

BUTTE. MONT.

ter Centre, Mass.; Mrs. Bessie W. Jewett, 84 Wlllowood St.

Meets 5b5 Boylston St., Room 10, Wednesday evenings, 8

CHICAGO, ILL.

o'clock. Tel. Dorchester 666-M.

HUNTINGTON: Mrs. Valetta Thelen, 201 Suffolk Road.

Chestnut Hill, Mass.; Mrs. Isadore Wing, 201 Kensington

Bldg.

OLCOTT: Miss Selma Fritz, 15 Concord Square; Miss Emma

Mills, ux'.i Main St., Brockton, Mass. Meets Chauncey Hall

Bldg., Room 10, Copley Square, Friday evenings, 8 o'clock.

-BROOKLYN: Harold C. Stowe, 172 S. Oxford St. Meets

95 Lafayette Ave., Monday evenings, 8:15 o'clock. Tel. Pros-

pect 4476.

-BUFFALO: Dr. T. P. C. Barnard, Box 5, N. Tonawanda,

N. Y.; J. E. Taylor, 256 Main St. Meets The Markeen, cor-

ner Main and mica Sts., Sundays, 3:30 o'clock. Tel. Cres-

cent 465-L.

..BUTTE: J. E. Lostln, 119 Owsley Blk.; E. M. J. Lostln, 119

Owsley Blk.

..CHICAGO THEOSOPHICAL ASSOCIATION (representing

'the following Chicago lodge*): Public lecture* at Besant

Hall, Lake View Bldg., 116 So. Michigan Ave., Sunday*, 3:15

and 8 o'clock.

ADYAR: D. S. M. Unger, 2020 Harris Trust Bldg.; Freeman

S. Kurd. 9763 Howard St. Meets Lake View Bldg., 116 So.

Michigan Ave., Thursday evenings, 8 o'clock. Tel. Randolph

3364.

ANNIE BESANT: John C. Myers, 10786 Walnut St.. Morgan

Park, 111.; Mrs. J. C. Myers. 10786 Walnut St., Morgan

Park. 111. Meets Lake View Bldg., 116 So. Michigan Ave.,

Tuesday evenings, 8 o'clock. Tel. Morgan Park 1554.

..su'r'rs:: J. 12:. Lostin. 119 Owsley Blk.; E. M. J. Lostin, 119
Owsley Blk.
CHICAGO THEOSOPHICAL ASSOCIATION (representing
the following Chicago lodges): Public lectures at Besant
Hail. Lake View Bldg., 116 so. Michigan Ave., Sundays, 3:15
and 6 o'clock.
ADYAR: D. S. M. Unger. 2020 Harris Trust Bldg.: Freeman
8. Hurd.,9763 Howard St. Meets Lake View Bldg., 116 So.
Michigan Ave.. Thursday evenings, 8 o'clock. Tel. Randolph
3364.
ANNIE BESANT: John C. Myers. 10736 Walnut St.. Morgan
Park. ill.; Mrs. J. C. Myers. 10736 Walnut St.. Morgan
Park. Ill. Meets Lake View Bldg.. 116 So. Michigan Ave..
Tuesday evenings, 8 o'clock. Tel. Morgan Park 1664.
BLAVATSKY: Albert H. Franciscus. 6428 Washington Ave.;
Miss Elizabeth Hansen. 1109 Humboldt St. Meets 1119 Dear-

.............................

..
..............................
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CHICAGO, III. (Continued)

....

CLEVELAND, OHIO

CHICAGO, III. (Continued) CHICAGO NORTH SHORE: John L. Healy, Z02« Green-

leaf Ave.; Mrs. Feme Robinson, 4423 N. Robey St. Meets

4666 Evanston Ave., Rooms of North Snort School of Music.

Thursday evenings, 8 o'clock.

ENGLEWOOD WHITE: Mrs. Lora E. Harrington, 7249

Stewart Ave.; Mrs. Julia W. Goodell, 1723 Humboldt Ave.

Meets Wednesday evenings, 8 o'clock.

GERMAN MORNING STAR: Mrs. Catharine Schott, 1169

Belmont Ave.; Dr. Karl Freltag, 19 S. Hoyne Ave. Meets

717 Belmont Ave., Sunday, 8 p. m. Lodge and study, Tues-

day, 8:15 p. m.

KENWOOD: Mrs. F. U. West, 6487 East End Ave.; M™.

A. A. Rolfe, 4459 Oakenwald Ave.

CLEVELAND. OHIO

Healg.y2026

.....CHICAGO NORTH SHORE: John 1.
Greenleaf Ave.; Mrs. Ferne Robinson, 4423 N. R0 e
St. Meets
4666 Evanston Ave., Rooms of North Snort School of Music.
Thursday evenings, 8 o'clock.
ENGLEWOOD WHITE: Mrs. Lora E. Barrington, 7249
Stewart Ave.; Mrs. Julia W. Goodeil, 1723 Humboldt Ave.
Meets Wednesday evenings, 8 o'clock.
GERMAN MORNING STAR: Mrs. Catharine Schott. 1159
Belmont Ave.; Dr. Karl Freitag, 19 S. I-Ioyne Ave. Meets
717 Belmont Ave., Sunday, 8 p. m. Lodge and study, Tuesday, 8:15 p. m.
KENWOOD: Mrs. F. U. West, 5487 East End Ave.; Mrs.
A. A. Rolfe. 4459 Oakenwald Ave.
LEADBEATER: Mrs. F. P. Breese. 3761 Lake Ave.: Mex
R. Schneider. Sec.. 7228 Coles Ave. Meets Lake View Bidg.,
116 So. Michigan Ave., Sunday evenings, 7 o'clock. Tel.
Harrison 1196.
SAMPO: J. Forssell, Pres. and Corresponding Sec.. 1819
Waveiand Ave.: Gust Jacobson. 2917 6th Ave. Meets Baturday evenings at homes of members.

LEADBEATER: Mrs. F. P. Breese, 3761 Lake Ave.: Mai

--CLEVELAND: Thomas J. Phillips, 33103 Superior Ave.;
Mrs. S. M. Harding, 2318 Prospect Ave.. S. E.
KIPINA: Gustav Perala, 87 Phillips Ave., E. Cleveland:
Emil Ksarna, 119 Deimont Ave. Meets 9907 Adams Ave..
N. E.. every second and fourth Sunday of the month, 8
o'clock.
VIVEKA: Miss Anna Goedhart. 1824 E. Seventy-ninth St.:
Miss Betsy Wyers, 318 Euclid Ave. Meets 318 Euclid Ave.

--------------------

R. Schneider, Sec., 7228 Coles Ave. Meets Lake View Bldg.,

116 So. Michigan Ave., Sunday evenings, 7 o'clock. TeL

Harrison 1196.

SAMPO: J. Forssell, Pres. and Corresponding Sec., 1819

Waveland Ave.; Gust Jacobson, 2917 5th Ave. Meets Sat-

Tuesday evenings.

urday evenings at homes of members.

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA

..COUNCIL BLUFFS: Mrs. Eme M. Smith. 126 s. Seventh
St.; Mrs. G. M. Smith, 126 8. Seventh St.

CROOKSTON, MINN.

..CRO0KSTON: Dr. W. A. Robertson. 212 Robert St.: Don
McDonald, Box 618.
__DANVERS: Mrs. May S. Jacobs, 68 Water St.: Mrs. FlorMeets 58 Water St. Business
ence I. Robbins, 9 Ash St.
meetin s Thursday evenings. 7:80 o'clock. Public meeting!
are hed on the flrst and third Sunday evenings or each
month. Tel. 168-4.
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..CLEVELAND: Thomas J. Phillips, 83103 Superior Ave.;

Mrs. S. M. Harding, 2318 Prospect Ave., S. E.

........

KIPINA: Gustav Perala, 37 Phillips Ave., E. Cleveland;

.. ................

Emil Kaarna, 119 Delmont Ave. Meets 9907 Adams Ave.,

N. E., every second and fourth Sunday of the month, 3

DANVERS, MASS,

________________________

o'clock.

VIVEKA: Miss Anna Goedhart, 1824 E. Seventy-ninth St.;

Miss Betsy Wyers, 318 Euclid Ave. Meets 318 Euclid Ave.

Tuesday evenings.

DENVER, COL.

..DENVER: Mrs. Ida Blakemore. Sec.. 1728 Park Ave.
COLORADO: Perc Austin, 1739 Ciarkston St.: Mrs. Ella
W. Fisher, 281 S. larkston St.
..ALCYONE: Mrs. Helen B. Miller, 133 Philadelphia Ave.:
Robt. H. Parker, 183 Woodward Ave. Meets Valpey Bldg.
Thursday evenings. Tel. North 3726-R.
DETROIT: Dr. M. V. Meddaugh, 367 Warren Ave.. W. Detroit: Mrs. A. E. Meddaugh. 857 Warren Ave., West.
VIVELIUS: Mrs. E. T. Clough. 638 Kirby W.: Mrs. Lillie F.
Dick. 248 Belvidere Ave. Meets Valpey Bldg., Room 88.
Friday evenings. 8 o'clock. Tel. Hickory 218-L.

..............................

..COUNCIL BLUFFS: Mrs. Erne M. Smith. 126 S. Seventh

St.; Mrs. G. M. Smith, 126 S. Seventh St.

DETROIT, MICH.

..CROOKSTON: Dr. W. A. Robertson, 212 Robert St.; Don

..........................

McDonald, Box 518.

DANVERS: Mrs. May S. Jacobs. 58 Water St.; Mrs. Flor-

ence I. Robblns, 9 Ash St. Meets 68 Water St. Business

meetings Thursday evenings, 7:30 o'clock. Public meetings

are held on the first and third Sunday evenings of each

month. Tel. 158-4.

DULUTH, MINN.

.........................

FREEPORT, ILL.

........................

DENVER, COL DENVER: Mrs. Ida Blakemore, Sec., 1723 Park Ave.

..DULUTH: Mrs. A. Taylor 2121 Jeltsrson Bt.; Gustav 1|‘.
Lundgren. 230 W. Seventh St.

COLORADO: Percy Austin, 1739 Clarkston St.; Mrs. Ella

W. Fisher, 281 S. Clarkston St.

._FREEPOR'I‘: '1‘. D. Wllcoxen, Box 545; Miss Alma Kunl.
680 Stevenson St.

..ALCYONE: Mrs. Helen B. Miller, 188 Philadelphia Ave.;

Robt. H. Parker, 183 Woodward Ave. Meets Valpey Bldg.

FREMONT, NEB.

.,FREMONT: Mrs. Hanna, Stephens, 1506 Nye Ave.; Mr!Mae C. Butt. 609 N. H St. Meets corner Sixth and Broad
Sts., Vvednesday evenings, 8 o'clock. Tel. Bell A-737.

..........................

Thursday evenings. Tel. North 3726-R,

DETROIT: Dr. M. V. Meddaugh, 357 Warren Ave., W. De-

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

troit; Mrs. A. E. Meddaugh, 357 Warren Ave., West.

..GRAND RAPIDS: Miss Alice E. Kunz. 875 Franklin St.:
Miss M. R. Kunz. 875 Franklin St. Meets 187 La Grave Stu
evenings, 7 o'clock. Tel. Citizens 9464, L. A-

............

Iluftndlay

VIVELIUS: Mrs. E. T. Clough, 638 Klrby W.; Mrs. Llllle F.

c e.

H. P. 13.: Mrs. Rose Altenbrandt. 28 Sinclair St.: J. B.
Howard. 301 Fountain St. Meets 303 Ashton Bldg., Wednesday evenings, 7:30 o'clock. Tel. Citizens 6054., J. B.
Howard.

Dick, 248 Belvldere Ave. Meets Valpey Bldg., Room 83.

Friday evenings. 8 o'clock. Tel. Hickory 213-L.

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA,

CROOKSTON, MINN. „

GREAT

FALLS. MONT.

DANVERS, MASS

DETROIT, MICH.

HART, MICH.

..................................

DULUTH, MINN. ...

FREEPORT, ILL. ...

HELENA, MONT.
I-IOLYOKE, MASS.

GREAT FALLS, MONT..

HART, MICH „

HELENA, MONT

HOLYOKE, MASS. ...

...DULUTH: Mrs. A. Taylor. 2121 Jefferson St.; Gustav F.

Lundgren, 230 W. Seventh St.

...FREEPORT: T. D. Wllcoxen, Box 645; Miss Alma Kun«,

680 Stevenson St.

...FREMONT: Mrs. Hanna Stephens, 1506 Nye Ave.; Mrs.

Mae C. Butt, 609 N. H St. Meets corner Sixth and Broad

Sts., Wednesday evenings, 8 o'clock. Tel. Bell A-737.

0

..HELENA: F. W. Mettler, 520 s. Rodney St.; F. w. Kuphal.
Jr., Box 747.
..HOLY()KE: N. P. Avery, 227 Pine St.; Mrs. Inez E. Perry.
\\'hitlley Ave. R. F. D.

..........................

FREMONT, NEB. .

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH,

..(‘rREAT FALLS: E. B. Sargent. Ulm, Mont.; Mrs. H. SBenson. Great Falls, Mont.
..HAR'I‘: Mrs. Etta smith. 123 No. warren Ave.; Miss Gertrude Reading. Hart, Mich.

..............

glee

........................
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HONOLULU. H. I.

LODGE DIRECTORY

HOUSTON, TEXAS

SL3

..I-IOUSTON: J’. A. Brown. 1303 Main
Mrs. Bell Watkins.
805 Leeland Ave. Meets for study Sun ay evening. at 1303
Main St.; and Tuesday evening at Room 429 Mason 1311:. TeL
Preston 7076.

HOUSTON, TEXAS

..... .__ ..........

JACKSON, MICH.

JERSEY CITY, N. J..

JACKSON. MICH.

Ev"...

"HONOLULU: urn. 11:. snngora, go; 731; Mi” p, N.
1479 Young St.

................

HONOLULU, H. I....

KANSAS CITY, MO..

"JACKSON: Mrs. M. 1. Lewis, 123 w, Wegley sr_; Mn,
Garnet B. Thacher. 414 Webb St. Meets 123 W. Wesley St...
Wednesday evenings. 7:30 o'clock.

.......................

LINCOLN, NEB.

..HONOLULU: Mrs. E. Banford, Box 731; Miss P. N. Evans,

1479 Young St.

JERSEY CITY, N. J.

"JERSEY crrr: Paul Hubbe. 92 Lord Ave., Bayonne, N. J.:
Mrs. Sarah B. Black. 109 Belmont Ave.

...............

..HOUSTON: J. A. Brown. 1303 Main St.: Mrs. Bell Walking.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

..KANSAS CITY: Elliot Holbrook. Unlon Pacific Bldg..
Omaha. Neb.; Miss Clara Llnder. 3126 Washln ton St. Meets
Bldg.. Wednesday evenings. 8:1 o'clock. Tel.

805 Leeland Ave. Meets for study Sunday evening, at 1303

......................

€03 uS1ti;(41go

Main St.; and Tuesday evening at Room 429 Mason BIk. Tel.

ou

Preston 7076.

.

-JACKSON: Mrs. M. I. Lewis, 123 W. Wesley St.; Mrs.

LA

Garnet B. Thacher, 414 Webb St. Meets 123 W. Wesley St.,

GRANGE, ILL.

..LA GRANGE: Mrs. Mary v. Garnsey, zoo 9. Fifth st.;
W. P. F088. 434 N. Brainard Ave. Meets 200 8. Fifth St..
Wednesday evenings, 8 o'clock. Tel. La Grane 229.

......................

Wednesday evenings, 7:30 o'clock.

LIMA, OHIO
LINCOLN, NEB.

"LIMA: Wm. Van Horn: L. P.

..JERSEY CITY: Paul Hubbe, 92 Lord Ave., Bayonne, N. J.;

...............................

Tolby, 217 N. Metcalt St.

Mrs. Sarah B. Black, 109 Belmont Ave.

..KANSAS CITY: Elliot Holbrook, Union Pacific Bldg.,

Omaha, Neb.; Miss Clara Llnder, 3126 Washington St. Meeti

..............................LINCOLN: Miss A. E. Stephenson, 1739 L St.: F. E. Fender
440 S. 12th St. Meets 1621 M St. Thursday evenings. 0
o'clock. Tel. Auto. Phone 6421.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

..Los ANGELES: c F. Holland, 1239 Delaware Drive‘ C.
Meets Blanchard
o. Scudder, 2015 Cambridge St.
223 S. Broadway: members only. Wednesday evenings. 3
o'clock: public beginners’ classes. Monday evenings. 8 o'clock
Thursdays, 2 o'clock; advanced ublic classes, Tuesdays, 3
o'clock. Thursdays and Fridays. o'clock. TeL Home 73443.

203 Studio Bldg., Wednesday evenings, 8:15 o'clock. Tel.

..............

South 945.
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LA GRANGE, ILL _ LA GRANGE: Mrs. Mary V. Garnsey. 200 S. Fifth St.;

W. P. Fogg, 434 N. Bratnard Ave. Meets 200 S. Fifth St.,

Bldg..

.

Wednesday evenings, 8 o'clock. Tel. La Grane 229.

LOUISVILLE, KY.

LIMA, OHIO _ — LIMA: Wm. Van Horn; L. P. Tolby, 217 N. Metcalf St.

..LOUISV‘ILLE: Geo. H. Wilson, 3331 High St.; Mrs. Margaret
F. Chase. 243 East Walnut St.

......................

...LINCOLN: Miss A. E. Stephenson, 1739 L St.; F. E. Fender,

IIEADVILLE, PA.

440 S. 12th -St. Meets 1621 M St. Thursday evenings, 8

..MEADVILLE: Frank 1. Reed. Penn. Colle
Miss Iona Woodcock. Main and Randolph.
Main St., Sunday evenings. 7:46 o'clock. trom
:
June, inclusive. Tel. 272K.

.........................

o'clock. Tel. Auto. Phone E421.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF LOS ANGELES: C. F. Holland, 1239 Delaware Drive; C.

or Music:
eets 751 N.
September to
e

'

IELROSE HIGHLANDS, MASSJHELROSE

HIGHLANDS: Mrs. Mary D. Jones, Spring S’t.;
Mrs. Jessie A. Jones. Spring St.

O. Scudder, 2015 Cambridge St. Meets Blanchard Bldg.,

223 S. Broadway; members only, Wednesday evenings, 8

1

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

..MILWAUKEE: F. E. King, 183 Fourteenth St.: H. M.
Stillman. 733 Maryland Ave. Meets 559 Jefferson St., Room
2, Sunday evenings. 8 o'clock. Tel. Lake 2987-X.

o'clock; public beginners' classes, Monday evenings, 8 o'clock,

..................

Thursdays, 2 o'clock; advanced public classes, Tuesdays, 2

o'clock, Thursdays and Fridays, 8 o'clock. Tel. Home 73443.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

LOUISVILLE, KY LOUISVILLE: Geo. H. Wilson, 3331 High St.; Mrs. Margaret

J’ V. Koester. 615 Lumber Exchange;
Serena. I-‘lattume, 1563 Clinton Ave. so.
ST. ANTHONY: Dr. Geo. F‘. James. 816 Tenth Ave., B. E.:
Mrs. Thomas G. Lee. 609 River Road. 8. E.
YGGDRASIL: Gustaf L. Nelson, 4041 Tenth Ave., 8.:
Gunerlus Troseth. 3030 Eleventh Ave.

..MINNEAPOLIS:

.. ............

F. Chase, 243 East Walnut St.

MEADVILLE, PA _ MEADVILLE: Frank L. Reed, Penn. College of Music;

Miss lona Woodcock, Main and Randolph. Meets 751 N.

Main St., Sunday evenings, 7:45 o'clock, from September to

June, Inclusive. Tel. 272 K.

IUSKEGON, MICI-I.

..MUSKEGON: F. A. Nims. Mason Blk.: Mrs. Minnie w.
Chase, 658 Lake St. Meets 105 Houston Ave., Tuesday afternoons. 4 o'clock. Tel. 166.
UNITY: Mrs. Emma H. White. 291 W. Webster Ave.; Mrs.
Loretta E. Booth. 57 4th St. Meets Wednesday evenings.
7:30 o'clock. TeL 640.

...................

MELROSE HIGHLANDS, MASS.MELROSE HIGHLANDS: Mrs. Mary D. Jones, Spring St.;

Mrs. Jessie A. Jones, Spring St. , ,

MILWAUKEE, WIS _ MILWAUKEE: F. E. King, 183 Fourteenth St.; H. M.

Stlllman. 733 Maryland Ave. Meets 559 Jefferson St., Room

NEWARK. N. J.

..NEWARK: Richard M. Dubs. 809 W. 127th St.,
York City: Mrs. L. Colvin. 236 Sixth Ave.

2, Sunday evenings, 8 o'clock. Tel. Lake 2987-X.

...............................

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. „ MINNEAPOLIS: J. V. Koester, 615 Lumber Exchange;

New

NEWTON HIGHLANDS, MASS.DHARMA:

Serena Flattume, 1503 Clinton Ave. So.

ST. ANTHONY: Dr. Geo. F. James, 316 Tenth Ave., S. E.;

Mrs. Thomas G. Lee, 609 River Bead, S. E.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.

YGGDRASIL: Gustaf L. Nelson, 4041 Tenth Ave., S.;

..................

Gunerlus Troseth, 3030 Eleventh Ave.

. MUSKEGON: F. A. Nlms, Mason BIk.; Mrs. Minnie W.

Chase, 658 Lake St. Meets 105 Houston Ave., Tuesday after-

noons, 4 o'clock. Tel. 166.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Loretta E. Booth, 57 4th St. Meets Wednesday evenings,

7:30 o'clock. TeL 640.

NEWARK, N. J _ NEWARK: Richard M. Dubs. 609 W. 127th St.. New

York City; Mrs. L. Colvln, 235 Sixth Ave.

NEWTON HIGHLANDS, MASS.DHARMA: Miss Isabel B. Holbrook, Krotona. Hollywood.

No meetings; membership scattered; monthly lodge letter.

NEW ORLEANS, LA _..NEW ORLEANS: Miss Muriel Mitchell, Sec., 7730 Jeanette

St. Meets De Soto Hotel, Monday evenings.

TRUTHSEEKERS: Mrs. Isabel H. S. Devereux, 2504 Es-

planade Ave.; Mrs. Florence Howard, 3513 St. Charles Ave.

Meets 3513 St. Charles Ave., Friday afternoons, 2 o'clock.

MUSKEGON, MICH.

NEW YORK, N. Y

o

"CENTRAL: Mrs. Grace Shaw Duff. Beechmont. New Rochone. N. Y.; Mrs. K. A. Street. Hotel Colonial. Meets 2228
Broadway (between 79th and Roth Sts). Beginners‘ class
Friday evenings. 8:15 o'clock. Tel. Schuyler 9571.
NEW’ YORK: Miss Mary E. Slater. 450 Classon AVe.. Bl'00k'
l_\'n: Miss Aiznos S. Stewart. I.'.\‘ \\'. 76th St. 1‘[L‘L'lS 2228
llroiidwuy. Tuesday 1-yeninizs, 8:15 o'clock.

........................

UNITY: Mrs. Emma H. White, 291 W. Webster Ave.; Mrs.

Cal.; Miss P. G. Holbrook, 6236 Madison Ave., Chicago, 111.

Miss Isabel 13. Holbrook. Krotona. Hollywood.
Cal.: Miss P. G. Holbrook, 6236 Madison Ave.. Chicago. Ill.
No meetings; membership scattered; monthly lodge letter.
....NEW ORLEANS: Miss Muriel Mitchell. Sec.. mo Jeanette
St. Meets De Soto Hotel, Monday evenings.
TRUTHSEEKERS: Mrs. Isabel H. S. Devereux, 2604 Eslanade Ave.: Mrs. Florence Howard. 3513 St. Charles Ave.
eets 3513 St. Charles Ave.. Friday afternoons. 2 o'clock.
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NORFOLK, VA.

..
.. ..........................

NORFOLK, VA

OAKLAND, CALIF. ..

OAKLAND, CALIF.

..
......................

OMAHA, NEB

PASADENA, CALIF.

PATERSON, N. J

OMAHA, NEB.

..
...............................

..NORFOLK: Devereux M. Myers. 103 Yorlr St.; R. H.

Pruefer, 136 Cumberland St.

PASADENA, CALIF.

..
....................

..OAKLAND: Wm. H. Alton. 561 41st St.; Mrs. Erame

Shortledge, 348 Palm Ave. Meets Hamilton Hall, cor. Jef-

ferson and 13th Sts., Monday evenings, 7:45 o'clock. TeL

PATERSON, N. J.

.............._ ................

Oakland 8120.

..OMAHA: Burd F. Miller, 734 Brandeis Theater Bldg.: Mrs.

K. P. Eklund, 4319 Parker St.

PELHAM

-PASADENA: Mrs. Ida M. Clough, 1019 Montrose Ave., So.

Pasadena: Mrs. Delia L. Colville, 1008 Garfleld Ave. TeL

Home 1408.

..PATERSON: Mrs. Clara E. Ward, 225 Marlon St.: Miss

Martha Bazdorf, 59% Bridge St. Meets Dr. Carr's, Hamil-

ton Apartments, Tuesday evenings, 8 o'clock. Tel. Pater-

son 1277-M.

PELHAM MANOR, N. Y..
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PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PIERRE, SO. DAKOTA..

PITTSBURG, PA.

..PELHAM: Mrs. Florence Burnett, 248 Loring Ave.: Mrs.

K. S. Myrick, 435 Fowler Ave. Meets at Lodge headquar-

ters, 246 Loring Ave., Monday afternoons, 3 o'clock. TeL

1502 W. Pelham.

..PHILADELPHIA: Hugh F. Munro. 1787 N. Fifth St.; Miss

Caryl Annear, 530 N. Natrona St. Meets Fuller Bldg., Room

107, Wednesday and Thursday evenings, 8 o'clock.

..PIERRE: Robert L. Kelly, Pierre, S. D.; Wallace E. Cal-

houn, 262 Coteau St. Meets 320 Pierre St. every Sunday

evening; study class at Miss Farmer's Thursday evenings, 8

o'clock.

-IRON CITY: Mrs. D. Manning, Sec., 615 Union Bank Bldg.

Meets Whltfleld Bldg., Rooms 311-312, Thursday evenings,

8 o'clock; classes: Monday, Tuesday and Friday evenings and

Tuesday afternoons. Tel. 105 Brady, Mrs. McAfee.

PITTSBURG: Mrs. W. H. McAfee,

Mrs. Nellie R. Eberhart, 34 Exeter St.

900 California Ave.;

PORT HURON, MICH..

PORTLAND, ORE

READING, PA

RENO, NEVADA

ROCHESTER, N. Y..

ROXBURY, MASS

SACRAMENTO, CALIF.

SAGINAW, MICH.

ST. JOSEPH, MO-

ST. LOUIS, MO

..PORT HURON: Mies Vera Clark, 728 Court St.; Miss P. E.

Spencer, 32 Chatham St. Meets Public Library Tuesday

evenings, 7:15 o'clock. Tel. 1016, Mrs. Peck.

-PORTLAND: Mrs. Mildred Kyle, 420 E. Fifteenth St.; Mrs.

Esther E. Harvey. 639 Alberta St. Meets 608 Ellers Bldg..

Seventh and Adler Sts.; beginners' class Sunday afternoons,

3 o'clock. Tel. Woodlawn 2722.

-READING: Edw. Klngklnger, 522 N. Ninth St.; Lewis

Greim, 715 Dick St. Meets 522 N. Ninth St. Public. Sun-

day evenings, 7:30 o'clock; beginners' class, Tuesday even-

ings, 8 o'clock. Tel. Consolidated 381-4.

..RENO: Mrs. Maud Menardi, Room 7, Mason Bldg.; J. H.

Wigg, Box 156. Meets Cheney Bldg.. Room 5. Monday and

Thursday evenings, 8 o'clock. Tel. 1071.

...GENESEE: Claude Bragdon, 3 Castle Park Square, Mt.

Hope Ave.; Dr. Lillian Daily, 425 Granite Bldg. Meets

537 Powers Bldg. Tuesday evenings, 8:15 o'clock; beginners'

MANOR, N.

LODGE DIRECTORY

ST. PAUL, MINN.

LODGE DIRECTORY

.-ANNlE BESANT: Dr. W. J. Bracken; Mrs. c. A. Bracken.
105 Wilkin St.: U. s. G. crort, 105 Wilkin st.
ST. PAUL: Dr. John McLean, 202-3 Am. Nat. Bank Bidg.:
Miss Angie K. Hem. Sec., 259 Dayton Ave. Meets Detroit
Bldg.. Room 9. Thursday evenings, 8 o'clock. Tel. Cedar
1478.
..SALT LAKE CITY: w. Rice. 144 w. First south st.; Mrs.
M. M. Johnson, 1046 Major St.
__SAN ANTONIO: Mrs. Louise Weatherhead. 1829 No. Palmetto Ave.: Paul Lass, 403 Pruitt Ave. Meets 208 Central
Omce Bldg. Public lectures, Sunday. 3 p. m. Members’
meeting, Thursday. 8 p. m. Tel. (old) 8130.
..ANNlE BESANT: Mrs. Jennie M. Schinkel, 319 Spruce St.:
Mrs. Tyndell Gray, 819 Spruce St. Meets 1322 Fifth St.
Library open every afternoon, except Sunday. from 2 to 5
o'clock. Study clus Wednesday evening, 7:30 o'clock; public meeting Sunday evening at 8 o'clock.
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS: Dr. C. M. I-Iankin. 2263 Fourth
St.; Mrs. L. C. Baker. 2271 Fourth St. Study class Wednesdays, 7:30 o'clock. Public meeting Sundays, 7:30 o'clock.
..GOLDEN GATE: Miss Bertha F. Wadham. Hotel Stanley;
Mrs. E. J. Eaton. 1472 Golden Gate Ave. Meets 1472 Golden
Gate Ave.. public, Sunday, 8 p. m. Lodge, Wednesday. 3
p. m. Tel. Franklin 2378.
SAN FRANCISCO: W. J. Walters, 2 A St.: Mrs. Dora Rosner, 346 Pacific Bldg. Meets 346 Pacific Bldg. Friday evenings. 3 o'clock.

..........................

ST. PAUL, MINN.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH..

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS....

SAN DIEGO, CALIF

,

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

.........

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF....

SAN JOSE, CALIF...

SAN ANTONIO, TExAs____

______

SANTA CRUZ, CALIF-

SANTA ROSA, CALIF..

SEATTLE, WASH. ..

SAN DIEGO, CALIF

.....................

SHERIDAN, WYO

SPOKANE, WASH

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

SUPERIOR, WIS

SUTERSVILLE, PA.

SYRACUSE, N. Y..._

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

..........

TACOMA, WASH.

TAMPA, FLORIDA

TOLEDO, OHIO .

....ANNIE BESANT: Dr. W. J. Bracken; Mrs. C. A. Bracken.

105 Wilkln St.; U. S. G. Croft, 105 Wllkin St.

SAN

ST. PAUL: Dr. John McLean, 202-3 Am. Nat. Bank Bldg.;

JOSE, CALIF...

..sAN JOSE: Mrs. 0. L. Davis. 350 N. Nlnth St.; Mrs. A. J.
Reed, 272 8. Seventh St. Meets Spiritual Temple Monday,
Wednesday and Friday afternoons, from 2 to 4 o'clock. Tel.
6338 San Jose.

.....................
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Miss Angle K. Hern. Sec., 259 Dayton Ave. Meets Detroit

Bldg.. Room 9, Thursday evenings, 8 o'clock. Tel. Cedar

1478.

SANTA CRUZ, CALIF.

..SANTA CRUZ: Mrs. Ida Springer, :9 Garfield St.: Mrs.
Nellie H. Uhden. 145 Third St. Meets 145 Third St.. Second
Floor, from October to May 1st. Friday afternoons, 2 o'clock.
Tel. 479-388, Main lines.

................

.—SALT LAKE CITY: W. Rice, 144 W. First South St.; Mrs.

M. M. Johnson, 1046 Major St.

SAN ANTONIO: Mrs. Louise Weatherhead, 1829 No. Pal-

SANTA ROSA, CALIF.

metto Ave.; Paul Lass, 403 Pruitt Ave. Meets 208 Central

..SANTA ROSA: Christen Nielsen. Cor. Orange and I-Iazel
Sts.; Mrs. Lucy M. Zoberbier. 433 Humboldt St

..................

Office Bldg. Public lectures, Sunday, 3 p. m. Members'

SEATTLE, WASH.

"SEATTLE: Ray Wardall. 541 New York Blk.: Mrs. Blanche
Sergeant. Fauntleroy Park, Station T. Meets 1426 Fourth
Ave. Sunday evenings, 8 o'clock. Inquirers' class Friday
evening. 3 o'clock. Tel. Main 8232.

.....................

meeting, Thursday, 8 p. m. Tel. (old) 8130.

ANNIE BESANT: Mrs. Jennie M. Schinkel, 819 Spruce St.;

Mrs. Tyndell Gray, 819 Spruce St. Meets 1322 Fifth St.

SHERIDAN, WYO.

Library open every afternoon, except Sunday, from 2 to 5

SPOKANE, WASH.

Meets

..........SPOKANE: W. E. R. Brewster, 653 Arthur St.; Mrs. Perle
Jones, Kempls Apt. Z. Meets 41:4 Granite Blk.. corner Riverside Ave. and Washington St. Public. Sunday evening;
Friday evening. Library open p. m. except Sun-

................

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS: Dr. C. M. Hankln, 2263 Fourth

énembers,
ay.

St.; Mrs. L. C. Baker. 2271 Fourth St. Study class Wed-

nesdays, 7:30 o'clock. Public meeting Sundays, 7:30 o'clock.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

...GOLDEN GATE: Miss Bertha F. Wadham, Hotel Stanley;

Mrs. E. J. Eaton, 1472 Golden Gate Ave. Meets 1472 Golden

Gate Ave., public, Sunday, 8 p. m. Lodge, Wednesday, 8

SUPERIOR, WIS.

..SPRINGF'l'ELD: E. s. Avery. 17 cherry St.: Mrs. E. L.
Bragg. 224 Main St.. West Springfield. Meets 224 Main St..
West Springfield, Thursday evenings. Tel. 1385-11.

.............

..8UPERl0R: Alice L. Booth. 142:; Eleventh St.; w. E.
I-Iaily, 219 Truax Blk.
SUPERIOR NORTH STAR: Mrs. Edith Conklin. 1924 John
Ave.; A. L. Williams, 289 W. 10th St.

..........................

SAN FRANCISCO: W. J. Walters, 2 A St.; Mrs. Dora Ros-

ner, 346 Pacific Bldg. Meets 346 Pacific Bldg. Friday even-

ings, 8 o'clock.

43.

Tel. 502.

lic meeting Sunday evening at 8 o'clock.

p. m. Tel. Franklin 2378.

F. Herbst. 465 smlth St.: J. 0. Hunter. Box
Carnegie Library. Thursday evenings, 7:30 o'clock.

..SI-IERIDAN:

........................

o'clock. Study class Wednesday evening, 7:30 o'clock; pub-

SUTERSVILLE,PA.

..NEWTON:

..................

....SAN JOSE: Mrs. O. L. Davis, 350 N. Ninth St.; Mrs. A. J.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Reed, 272 S. Seventh St. Meets Spiritual Temple Monday,

:05el. G3lI71I'l;e‘}I’

Wednesday and Friday afternoons, from 2 to 4 o'clock. Tel.

-

5338 San Jose.

TACOMA, WASH.

....SANTA CRUZ: Mrs. Ida Springer, 89 Garfield St.; Mrs.

.

..TACOMA: Mrs. wlnltred Hare, 1017 s. Eleventh St.. P. 0.
Box 1524; G. A. Weber. 1529 S. E St. Meets Stradford
Hotel, Room 26. Thursday evenings, 8 o'clock. Tel. Main
3061.

..........................

Nellie H. Uhden, 145 Third St. Meets 145 Third St., Second

Floor, from October to May 1st, Friday afternoons, 2 o'clock.

Tel. 479-388, Main lines.

J. F. Clark, Sec.. Smithdale. Pa.

..SYRACUSE: Henry E. Devoe. 728 Cannon St.: Miss Spaldlng, 2364 Midland Ave.. Onondaga Valley Station. Meets
Blk.. So. Salina St.. Thursday evenings. 8 o'clock.

...........................

TAMPA, FLORIDA
TOLEDO, OHIO

..TAMPA: Geo. P. Sullivan, Box 698.

......................

—SANTA ROSA: Christen Nielsen. Cor. Orange and Hazel

Sta.; Mrs. Lucy M. Zoberbler, 433 Humboldt Bt

...SEATTLE: Ray Wardall, 541 New York Blk.; Mrs. Blanche

Sergeant, Fauntleroy Park, Station T. Meets 1426 Fourth

Ave. Sunday evenings. 8 o'clock. Inquirers' class Friday

evening, 8 o'clock. Tel. Main 8232.

...SHERIDAN: F. Herbst, 465 Smith St.; J. G. Hunter, Box

43. Meets Carnegie Library, Thursday evenings, 7:30 o'clock.

Tel. 502.

...SPOKANE: W. E. R. Brewster, 663 Arthur St.; Mrs. Perle

Jones, Kempis Apt. Z. Meets 413 Granite Blk., corner Riv-

erside Ave. and Washington St. Public, Sunday evening;

members, Friday evening. Library open p. m. except Sun-

day.

....SPRINGFIELD: E. S. Avery, 17 Cherry St.; Mrs. E. L.

Bragg. 224 Main St., West Springfield. Meets 224 Main St.,

..I-IARMONY: Mrs. Gertrude Heller. Sec.. No. 3 \Vilson .\pts.,
Bancroft St.
Meets 502 Nlujesllc Apartments. Thursday
evenings, 8 o'clock. Tel. Home 6170.
TOLEDO: Mrs. T. R. Lemmon. 2049 Warren St.: Mrs. Clara
Bowler, 825 Ambia St. Meets 2263 Parkwood Ave.. Saturday
afternoons. 8 o'clock. Tel. 4sxs. Mrs. Bowler.

.........................
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TOPEKA» KAN-

--TOPEKA: Francis Grover. 407 Monroe St.; Mrs. Jennie
Griflin. 714 Home St.

-----------------------------

TOPEKA, KAN

WASHINGTON, D. C.

WASHINGTON, D.

C.

__CAPlTAL CITY: Dr. W. W. Baker, 1341 N. Capital St..;
Meets Rooms 419-420 Corcoran Bldg. Public lecture Sunday
mornings, 11:45 o'clock; classes. Wednesday and Friday evenings. 8 o'clock.

...................

TOPEKA: Francis Grover, 407 Monroe St.; Mrs. Jennl*

Griffin. 714 Horne St.

WASHINGTON: Dr. Geo. H. Wright. Carroll Springs, Forest Glen. Md.: Mrs. U. P. Bradway. The Germania, Third
and B Sts. Meets The Germania, Apt. 2, Sunday evenings,
8 o'clock. Tel. Lin. 3040.

CAPITAL, CITY: Dr. W. W. Baker, 1841 N. Capital St.;

Meets Rooms 419-420 Corcoran Bldg. Public lecture Sunday

mornings, 11:45 o'clock; classes, Wednesday and Friday even-

ings, 8 o'clock.

WEBB CITY, MO.

WASHINGTON: Dr. Geo. H. Wright, Carroll Springs, For-

..WEBB crrr:

Miss Ethel Watson, Sec.. Box 488.

............................

est Glen, Md.; Mrs. U. P. Bradway, The Germanla, Third

BRITISH AMERICA

and B Sts. Meets The Germanla, Apt. 2, Sunday evenings,

8 o'clock. Tel. Lin. 3040.

EDMONTON, ALTA.

WEBB CITY, MO WEBB CITY: Mlas Ethel Watson, Sec., Box 486.

BRITISH AMERICA

EDMONTON, ALTA.

MONTREAL, QUE.

MONTREAL, QUE.

..

..........

..EDMONTON: Robt. W. Ensor: H. T. Bolt. no Jasper Ave..
West. Meets 110 Jasper Ave. Wednesday evenings. 8 o'clock;
Sundays. 7:30. Tel. 4372. Ml. Saunders.

........

..MONTREAL: Miss G. I. Watson. Sec.. P. 0. Box 672. Meets
St.. Tuesday evenings. 8:30 o'clock. Tel. East

........................

REGINA, SASK

§§g3Hl]luY.Chl;‘£)y!'i‘
.

REGINA, SASK.

TORONTO, ONT. .

..REGlNA: John I-Iawkes, Government Library; C. A. Grubb.
Public Works Dept... Government Bldg.

TORONTO, ONT.

..TORONTO: A. G. Horwood, 223 Major St.: Roy Mitchell.
204 Canadian Foresters Bldg. Meets Canadian Forester's
Hall. Sunday evenings. 7:16 o'clock. in main lodge room.
Lecturettes 1st and 3rd Tuesday afternoons. 4 o'clock;
Elementary class, Tuesday evening. 8 o'clock; Strangers’
class. Thursday evening. 8 o'clock; Short course series. Friday evening. 8 o'clock‘ Question class, 2nd and 4th Thursday alternoons. 3 o'clock; Secret Doctrine class. Sunday
morning, 10:30 o'clock.

..........................

..EDMONTON: Robt. W. Ensor; H. T. Bolt. 110 Jasper Ave.,
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West. Meets 110 Jasper Ave. Wednesday evenings, 8 o'clock;

Sundays, 7:30. Tel. 437fc, Mi. tsaunaers.

..MONTREAL: Miss G. I. Watson, Sec., P. O. Box 672. Maeti

185 Hutchison St., Tuesday evenings, 8:30 o'clock. Tel. East

3863, Mr. Fyfe.

«VANCOUVER, B. C.

..REGINA: John Hawkes, Government Library; C. A. Grubb,

Public Works Dept., Government Bldg.

..LOTUS: G. A. Love. 1894 Seventh Ave.. West: '1'. W.
Thomasson. 805 Winch Bldg. Meets 633 Hastings St. W..
Room 17. Public study class Tuesday
8 o'clock:
el. Seymour
meeting Friday evenings. 8 o'clock.

........................

3l:ginbers'

..TORONTO: A. G. Horwood, 223 Major St.; Roy Mitchell,

204 Canadian Forester's Bldg. Meets Canadian Forester*!

evenlngls.

NORTH VANCOUVER: Octavius J. Morllng. North VanKemp. P. 0. Box 2019. Meets Aberdeen
Bldg., Room 16. Lonsdale Ave.. Wednesday and Sunday evenings, 8 o'clock. Tel. North Vancouver 287.
ORPHEUS: Mrs. Campbell-Chappell. 1407 Robson St.; W.
B. H. Parker. Western Club.
VANCOUVER: Wm. C. Clark, 1236 Melville St.: Kenneth
McKenzie, Room 125, 119 Pender St.. W. Meets 119 Pender
St.. W.. Room 125. Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
o'clock: public lecture Sunday evenings, 7:30 o'clock.

Hall, Sunday evenings, 7:15 o'clock, in main lodge room.

couver: Herbert E.

Lecturettes 1st and 3rd Tuesday afternoons, 4 o'clock;

Elementary class, Tuesday evening, 8 o'clock; Strangers'

class, Thursday evening, 8 o'clock; Short course series. Fri-

day evening, 8 o'clock: Question class, 2nd and 4th Thurs-

day afternoons, 3 o'clock; Secret Doctrine class, Sunday

morning, 10:30 o'clock.

..LOTUS: G. A. Love, 1894 Seventh Ave., West; T. W.

Thomasson, 805 Winch Bldg. Meets 633 Hastings St. W.,

e.

.............................

VANCOUVER, B. C.

VICTORIA, B. C.

r.

VICTORIA, B. C.

..VICTORIA: Mrs. Mary King, 1163 Caledonia Ave.: c. Hampton. Promis Bldg., Room 6. Meets 1203-05 Langley St..
Camosun Bldg.. Sunday afternoons, 3 o'clock. Tel. 177.

..............................

Room 17. Public study class Tuesday evenings, 8 o'clock;

members' meeting Friday evenings, 8 o'clock. Tel. Seymour

9424.

WINNIPEG. MAN.

NORTH VANCOUVER: Octavius J. Morllng, North Van-

couver; Herbert E. Kemp, P. O. Box 2019. Meets Aberdeen

Bldg., Room 16, Lonsdnle Ave., Wednesday and Sunday even-

Ings, 8 o'clock. Tel. North Vancouver 287.

ORPHEUS: Mrs. Campbell-Chappell, 1407 Robson St.; W.

B. H. Parker, Western Club.

VANCOUVER: Wm. C. Clark, 1236 Melville St.; Kenneth

McKenzie, Room 125, 119 Pender St., W. Meets 119 Pender

St., W., Room 125, Tuesday and Thursday evenings, 8

o'clock; public lecture Sunday evenings, 7:30 o'clock.

-VICTORIA: Mrs. Mary King, 1168 Caledonia Ave.; C. Hamp-

ton. Promls Bldg., Room 6. Meets 1203-05 Langley St.,

Camosun Bldg., Sunday afternoons, 3 o'clock. Tel. 177.

WINNIPEG, MAN.

..WINNIPEG: John McRae, 106 Hammond Blk., 63 Albert

St.; A. W. McMasters, 913 McMillan Ave.

Number of Lodges, 129. Approximate membership, 3550.

..WINNIPEG: John McRae, 106 Hammond
St.; A. W. McMasters, 913 McMillan Ave.

.......................

Number of Lodges. 129. Approximate membership, 3550.

Blk., 5: Albert

To Members of the T. S.

and their Friends

If you will send us the names and addresses of all friends who are Interested in

the World's Progress along the lines of Universal Brotherhood, Universal Peace,

and Universal Tolerance, we will send them a free sample copy of

The American Theosophist

To Members of the T. S.
and their Friends

Send in the list now. We will send out the copies without any cost to you

or to them.

Address The Business Manager of The American Theosophist, Krotona, Holly-

wood, Los Angeles, Calif.

If you will send us the names and addresses of all friends who are interested in
the World's Progress along the lines of Universal Brotherhood, Universal Peace,
and Universal Tolerance, we will send them a free sample copy of

STUTTERING — Governess specializ-

ing on stuttering and habit spasms

would like patient. Will live in fam-

ily until cure is effected. English

The American Theosophisl

branches, German and music. Refer-

ences. Apply to Box 1, THE THEO-

SOPHIC MESSENGER, Krotona, Hol-

lywood. Los Angeles, Calif.

WANTED— A position in the State of

California by a young man of twenty^

Send in the list
them.

one. Grammar school education. In-

now.

We will send out the copies without any cost to you

or to

terested in Theosophy. Best of refer-
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ences as to character and honesty.

HAROLD P. SMITH, Groton, New

Address The Business

York.

Manager of The American Theosophlst, Krotona, Holly-

VEGETARIAN CAFETERIA

wood, Los Angeles, Calif.

"A Meal Without Meat"

257-59 8. HILL ST.

Furnished Rooms

319-21 W. EIGHTH ST.

Los Angeles, Cal.

ing

-Hot Coffee and Tea

NEILY'S VEGETARIAN

Delicacies and Cafeteria

Governess specializstuttering and habit spasms
would like patient. Will live in family until cure is effected. English
branches, German and music. References. Apply to Box 1, THE THEOSOPHIC MESSENGER. Krotona, Hollywood. Los Angeles, Calif.
BTUTTERING

Lunches at All Hours-

—

on

60«!/2 W. SIXTH ST. LOS ANGELES

WANTED—A position in the State of
California by a young man of twenty-.
one. Grammar school education. Interested in Theosophy. Best of references as to character and honesty.
HAROLD P. SMITH, Groton, New
York.

VEGETARIAN CAFETERIA
“A Meal Without Meat"
25759 8. HILL ST.

319-21 W. EIGHTH ST.

Furnished Rooms

Loe

Hot Coffee and Tea

Lunches at All Hours

soar/2

Angeles, Cal.

NEILY'S VEGETARIAN
Delicacies and Cafeteria
w. SIXTH ST.

C0

glee

LOS ANGELES

IN ORDER TO INTRODUCE OUR PRODUCT TO THE READERS OF

IN ORDER TO INTRODUCE OUR PRODUCT TO THE READERS OF

THE THEOSOPHIC MESSENGER, IT IS OUR PLEASURE TO AN-

THE THEOSOPHIC

NOUNCE THAT A SAMPLE JAR WILL BE SENT, POST PAID, TO ANY

MESSENGER,

IT IS OUR PLEASURE TO AN-

SUFFICIENTLY INTERESTED IN THE SUBJECT OF FOOD REFORM

NOUNCE THAT A SAMPLE JAR WILL BE SENT, POST PAID, TO ANY
SUFFICIENTLY INTERESTED IN THE SUBJECT OF FOOD REFORM

AND HUMANE DIET TO DROP US A POSTAL MENTIONING THIS

NOTICE.

MILLENNIUM

EXTRACT

AND HUMANE DIET TO DROP US A POSTAL MENTIONING THIS

"Not Made From Flesh"

Is manufactured in England under perfect hygienic conditions. It is made

entirely from vegetable substance and is guaranteed to be absolutely free

from animal matter and other impurities.

With the aid of Millennium Extract the usual conventional meals may be

served without effecting the routine of the kitchen and without noting the

absence of flesh.

NOW ON SALE AT

BOSTON: S. S. PIERCE CO., COBB, CLEVELAND: SANITARIUM FOOD CO.

C°-JOHNGIL- VANCOUVER, B.C.: H. A. PETERS CO.

NEW YORK: ACKER, MERRALL & CHICAGO: C. JEVNE & CO.

CONDIT. DETROIT: G. & R. McMILLEN.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.: JOHN GILBERT PjTTSBURG: KAUFM ANN BROS.

& SON
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NORWICH, CONN: CHAS. C. HASKELL ANGELES: H. JEVNE & CO.

& CO. NEW ORLEANS: A. M. SALON, LTD.

KANSAS CITY: UNITY PURE FOOD PHILIPPINE ISLANDS: A.M.CLARKE

CO. CO.

Quarter Pound Jars, 55c ; Half Pound Jars, $1.00. Net Weight Guaranteed

Sent (post-paid) anywhere by

THE MILLENIUM FOOD CO.

BOSTON

Springs Sanitarium

Carroll

Carroll Springs Sanitarium

Near Washington. D. C.

Pure Air, Pure Water, Pure Food. Health

Near Washington. D. C.

Vibrations; Home Environment. Medical,

Electrical and Psychiatric Treatment. Mas-

Air, Pure Water, Pure Food. Health
Vibrations; Home Environment. Medical,
Electrical and Psychiatric Treatment. MasPure

sage and Nursing. Booklet on Application.

G. H. WRIGHT, M. D., Forest Glen, Maryland

CENTRAL COLLEGE

KANSAS CITY. MO.

Nursing. Booklet on Application.
G. H. WRIGHT. M. D... Forest Glen. Maryland
sage and

Second term of tenth year opens January 27

With Finest up-to-date Building just completed. Write

for best proposition ever offered Osteopathic students.

Dr. HARRIET CRAWFORD, Secy., 506 Commerce Bldg.

CARQUE'S CALIFORNIA

PURE FOOD PRODUCTS

Unsulphured Dried Fruits, Nuts, Nut Butter, Sun Dried Olives,

Olive Oil, Honey, Whole Rice and Grains. Nut Grinders.

Try Carque's California Fruit Laxative. Sample package by

0S

mall, 15c.

°‘""““ °°"‘-“"5

KANSAS cmr. Mo.

Second term of tenth year opens January 27
Write

With Finest up-to-date Building just completed.
for best proposition ever ol‘fered Osteopathic students.
Dr. HARRIET CRAWFORD, Secy., 506 Commerce Bldg.

The latest and best books on dietetics and hygiene.

Shipments made at low freight rates to all parts of the world.

CAROUE’S CALIFORNIA

Write for Catalogue and particulars to CARQUE PURE
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FOOD CO., 1605-1607 Magnolia Ave., S. W. Cor. 16th St.,

Los Angeles, Calif. Visitors welcome.

PURE FOOD PRODUCTS

SPECIAL: 10 Ibs. selected Sundried Black Figs sent, express

prepaid, for $1.50, to all stations of Wells Fargo and

American Express Companies In the1 United States. Add

Unsulphured Dried Fruits, Nuts, Nut Butter, Sun Dried Olives,
Olive Oil, Honey, Whole Rice and Grains. Nut Grinders.
Try Carque's California Fruit Laxative. Sample package by
mail, 15¢.
The latest and best books on dietetics and hygiene.
Shipments made at low freight rates to all parts of the world.
Write for Catalogue and particulars to CARQUE PURE
FOOD C0,, 1605-1607 Magnolia Ave., S. W. Cor. 16th St.,

25o to other stations.

IF YOU ARE COMING TO KROTONA

And wish to reside near Headquarters, write me about your needs. I have surround-

ing property listed and can furnish full information regarding

LANDS AND HOUSES FOR SALE

HOUSES, APARTMENTS AND ROOMS FOR RENT

DR. GENEVIEVE V. EVANS, The Zelda, 4th and Grand Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

Los Angeles, Calif. Visitors welcome.
SPECIAL: 10 lbs. selected Sundried Black Figs sent, express
prepaid, for $1.50, to all stations of Wells Fargo and
American Express Companies in the United States. Add
25o to other stations.

The Hollywood National Bank

AND '

THE CITIZENS SAVINGS BANK

Cahuenga Ave. and Hollywood

Boulevard

Los Angeles, California

Total Assets $815,000.00

IF YOU ARE COMING TO KROTONA
near Headquarters, write me about your needs. I have surrounding property listed and can furnish full information regarding

And wish to reside

LANDS AND HOUSES FOR SALE

HOUSES, APARTMENTS AND ROOMS FOR RENT
DR. GENEVIEVE V. EVANS, The Zelda, 4th and Grand Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

The

Hollywood National Bank
AND

THE CITIZENS SAVINGS BANK

Cahuenga Ave. and liollywood
Boulevard
Los Anaeles. Calllornla

Total Assets $8l5.000.00

KROTONA

The Modern ATHENS

Foundations broad and deep are here being laid, upon which will rise temples

of learning whose domes and spires will illumine the world.

KROTONA

KROTONA adjoins Beachwood Park, the foothill paradise of Hollywood.

Oh, the thrill of the hills, the Hollywood hills! Where you want to arise with the

lark! Where the soul Is buoyed to lofty heights! The hills of Beachwood Park!

Thousands of people will be drawn to Krotona. The charm of Its spiritual advan-

The Modern ATHENS

tages and its intellectual powers will be irresistible. The splendid pile arising here will

be all that the genius of man will be capable of creating, a magnificent World-Centre of

learning.

Foundations broad and deep are here being laid, upon which will rise temples
of learning whose domes and spires will illumine the world.

Only a fraction of the thousands of people who will want to live near Krotona

will be able to obtain a home near It, as available homesites around Krotona are

limited, and fortunate indeed will be those who will seize the opportunity to

secure a lot now near Krotona.

Here is your opportunity. We have recently placed upon the market our

second tract adjacent to Krotona, Known as Beachmont Park Tract No. 2, con-

taining 235 large, beautiful lots, few of them less than 50 feet front. We have

sold over $40,000 worth already—they won't last long. The prices range from

$300 up to $1650 each, on terms of $10 down and $10 or more per month, includ-

ing interest on deferred payments at 7 per cent per annum. The prices include

first-class street work, water piped to every lot, gas and electricity to be installed
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soon. These lots are cheap at double the prices asked and will soon be within

the reach of only millionaires. No frost here. The banana and pineapple ripen

to perfection. No fog, no dust. Every lot an ideal home site.

I KTFWf Read lhis Unprecedented Offer

LiliJ 1 Ell; jo persons Living at a Distance

You can BUY THESE LOTS BY MAIL

Remit us $10.00 for each lot desired, stating the price you desire to pay. We

will select and reserve them for you and immediately mail plat of tract showing

lots reserved, together with price list and full description of property. We will

then allow you 30 days within which to exchange them for any other unsold lots

In the tract at schedule prices at time exchange is made, or return your deposit

if you desire. Isn't this fair enough? The deposit is simply to hold the lot for

30 days, in order to give you time to investigate the property. Everybody should

have a lot on these terms.

For our standing and integrity we refer you to the following: The Directors

of Krotona; The Globe Savings Bank and Central National Bank, Los Angeles;

R. G. Dun & Co. and Bradstreet's Mercantile Agencies.

The titles are guaranteed by the Los Angeles Abstract and Trust Company,

Los Angeles. This advertisement will not appear again. You should act prompt-

ly. Make checks or drafts payable to

ALBERT" H" BEACH co

(Established 1886)

FISCAL AGENTS.

Suite 214 Douglas Building, Los Angeles, Calif.

KROTONA adjoins Beachwood Park, the foothill paradise of Hollywood.
Oh, the thrill of the hills, the Hollywood hillol Where you want to arise with the
larkl Where the soul is buoyed to lofty heights! The hills of Beachwood Park!
Thousands of people will be drawn to Krotona. The charm of its spiritual advantages and its intellectual powers will be irresistible. The splendid pile arising here will
that the genius of man will be capable of creating, a magnificent Vlforld-Centre of
earn ng.

be all‘

Only a fraction of the thousands of people who will want to live near Krotona
will be able to obtain a home near it, as available homesltes around Krotona are
limited, and fortunate indeed will be those who will seize the opportunity to
secure a lot now near Krotona.
Here is your opportunity. We have recently placed upon the market our
second tract adjacent to Krotona, Known as Beachmont Park Tract No. 2, containing 235 large, beautiful lots, few of them less than 50 feet front. We have
sold over $40,000 worth already—they won't last long. The prices range from
$300 up to $1650 each, on terms of $10 down and $10 or more per month, including interest on deferred payments at 7 per cent per annum. The prices include
flrst-class street work, water piped to every lot, gas and electricity to be installed
soon. These lots are cheap at double the prices asked and will soon be within
the reach of only millionaires. No frost here. The banana and pineapple ripen
to perfection. No fog, no dust. Every lot an ideal home site.

*^HMorives Wright Hardware Co,

IT WILL PAY

Both Phones: Sunset 851 :: Home 57538

“°°°;';‘::1.".::::"““ Wright Hardware co.

Their Regular Shopping

Place

6404 Hollywood Boulevard

Hollywood. California

¥

OR those wishing to establish a Home near the Entrance to

Krotona, there is now the opportunity to acquire some beautiful

home sites (altogether 175 front feet) below market value.

A. ECKE, R.F.D. 10, Box 139, 602 Hay Ave., West Hollywood, Calif.

rilADIlTC T U/nnn n \ Teacher ol The Divine Science ol Universal Force

IHAKLta K WUU1I, II. A., As Applied ,0 AslroBomy

Mall address: P. O. Box 1224, Los Angeles, Calif.; Residence, 973 No. Wilton Place. Take

ColeETove car from Hill St. to Wilton PI., then walk two short blocks south.

Telephone Hollywood 425. Recommended by Medical, Literary and Scientific Scholars.

For many years In successful practice In Boston.

w

HAT DO YOU KNOW OF THEOSOPHY

WITHOUT STOWE'S BIBLE ASTROLOGY?

Blundering Theology Cleared Up
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Cloth bound, 239 pages—Illustrated and a beautiful chart, 20x28 inches, all for 11.00

SEND 25 CENTS FOR COSMOS

Where did we come from? What are we here for? Where are we going to?

Address THE ASTROLOGICAL PUBLISHING CO.

131-133 Catherine St., Detroit, Mich.

HOLLM

Do you want to better yourself?

""M01980. FIGUEROA ST.

Do you want to write shorthand?

Come and see us about It!!

Phones: Home 54021; Broadway 2560

P*"()ll,« Rt.iJ.nct.

59045 Phones A4821

** 57271 Simici. 1 IJI) . 293

Taff Realty Co.

L J. Pickett

Hollywood Property a Specialty

Owneri at Three Hollywood Subdiviaioas

Offic..

Tafi and Hollywood Blvd.. Hollywood

318 Story Bldg. Los Angelet

PLUMBER

Plumbing a Specialty

6736 Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood

Book Department

A Fine Christmas Gift

Los Angeles Lodge

of tbe

1 neosopnicalSociety

Book Department
Los Angeles Lodge
of the

Dealers and Importers of

THEOSOPHICAL BOOKS

Orders promptly filled

Blanchard Hall Building,

Theosophicalsociety

A Fine Christmas (iii!
A

Charming Book for Children

IN A NUTSHELI.

233 So. Broadway

Dealers and Importers of

By Agnes Boss Thomas

TIlEOSOPIllCAL BOOKS

Price 50 cents

Orders promptly filled

Donated to the Section by the Author

Blanchard Hall Building,
233 80. Broadway

Address

Wanted: Addresses of persons resid-

ing on the Pacific Coast who would

like notice mailed to them of the Theo-

sophical activities in Los Angeles.

SOUVENIR

T.S. CONVENTION, 1912

A delightful booklet of 12 pages,

containing a charming and intimate

account of how Fides first met Al-

cyone and his younger brother, Mlzar.

Splendid half-tone reproduction of

the latest photograph of Alcyone,
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Mizar and Fides, printed In double-

tone brown Ink on art paper.

Price, lOc each, enclosed In a mail-

ing envelope; postage, Ic extra per

copy.

Wanted: Addresses of persons residon the Pacific Coast who would
like notice mailed to them of the Theosophical activities in Los Angeles.

The iiieusnphicai Book concern

SOUVENIR

For a Clever

'

ing

116 So.

Michigan Ave., Chicago, ill.

The THEOSOPHICAL BOOK CON-

CERN, 116 So. Michigan Ave., Chi-

cago, 111.

A Charming Book for Children

IN A NUTSHELL

By Agnes Boss Thomas

Price 50 cents

Donated to the Section by the Author

Address

T. S. GiliiVEiiT|llii, 1912

The Theosophical Book Concern

116 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

For a Clever

Useful

Holiday Gift

Th9 Springfield (Illinois* Watch

A delightful booklet of 12 pages,
containing a charming and intimate
account of how Fides flrst met Alcyone and his younger brother, Mizar.

Is Always Right

From the boys' ten-dollar grade to

the highest adjusted, we cannot speak

too strongly for the excellence of their

time-keeping properties.

JEWELERS and OPTICIANS

Splendid hall‘-tone reproduction of
the latest photograph of Aioyone,
Mizar and Fldes, printed in doubletone brown Ink on art paper.

445 S. Spring St. Los Angeles, Cal.

Price, 10c each, enclosed in a mailing envelope; postage. 1c extra per
copy.

The THEOSOPHICAL BOOK CON-

CERN, 116 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Co

git:

Useful
Holiday Gift
Ilia Springfield (Illinois) Walch
in

Always Right

boys’ ten-dollar grade to
the highest adjusted. we cannot speak
too strongly for the excellence of their
time-keeping properties.
From the

*
JEWELERS and OPTICIANS
Los Angeies, Cal.
445 S. Spring St.

Home Phone 57252 Sunset Hollywood 1J31

Home Phone 57252

Sunset

Hollywood 1231

Central Hardware Co.

R. H. VONDENBOSCH, Prop.

Central Hardware Co.

Tin and Sheet Metal Work

Furnace Work

6673-77 Hollywood Boulevard Hollywood, California

Home Phone E-7244 Sunset 1181

R. H. VONDENBOSCH, Prop.

HOLLYWOOD TRANSFER CO.

ED. FISHER, Proprietor

Tin and Sheet Metal Work
Furnace Work

TRUNKS, BAGGAGE AND GENERAL FREIGHT HAULING

FURNITURE AND PIANOS CAREFULLY MOVED

ALL KINDS OF HEAVY DRAYING

Office P. E. Freight Depot

6364 Hollywood Boulevard Los Angeles, California

Home Phone 57390 Sunset Hollywood 545

O. L. DOOLITTLE, Electrical Contractor

6673-77

Hollywood Boulevard

Hollywood, California

Specialists in Electric Fixtures. Unique Designs in Art-Craft Work

6706 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

WE INVITE YOU TO CALL AND SEE OUR FIXTURE SHOWROOM

Hollywood 135 Home 57624

Sunset 1181

Home Phone E-7244

C. H. MANSHEFFER

DRUGGIST
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100 Hollywood Blvd., Corner Cahuenga Hollywood, California

Free Delivery

HOLLYWOOD TRANSFER CO.
ED.

Save Money and Time, Buy From the

FISHER, Proprietor

HOLLYWOOD HARDWARE CO.

TRUNK8, BAGGAGE AND GENERAL FREIGHT HAULING

We Carry a Full Line of Builders' Hardware and Paints

§414 HOLLYWOOD BLVD., Lot Angeles, Calif.

Both Phones: Sunset 191, Home 57211

FURNlTURE AND PIANOS CAREFULLY MOVED
ALL KINDS OF HEAVY DRAYING

Offlee P. E. Frelght

6364

Depot

Los Angeles,

Hollywood Boulevard

Suneet

Home Phone 57390

California

Hollywood 546

O. L. DOOLITTLE. Electrical Contractor
Specialists in Electric Fixtures. Unique Design: in Art-Craft Work
6706 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
WE INVITE YOU TO CALL AND SEE OUR FIXTURE SHOWROOM

Hollywood

Home 57624

135

C. H. MANSHEFFER
DRUGGIST
Hollywood, Callfornla

100 Hollywood Blvd.. Corner Cahuenga
Free Del lvery
Save Money and Tlme,

Buy From

the

HOLLYWOOD HARDWARE CO.
We Carry

a

Full Line of Builders’ Hardware and Paints

M14 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.,
Both Phonee: Sunset 191, Home 57211

CO

glee

Loo Angelee, Callf.
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IMPORTANT!

To those who desire things of permanent

value. For a limited, time only, we will give

free to each purchaser of two boxes of Scarab Incense,

a beautiful i.nd artistic photogravure of the IDEAL ;

HEAD, on special Japan paper, size 16x18 inches.

(Sells separately for 75 cts.) We have only a limited edition?^

of the IDEAL HEAD and our offer will be withdrawn when •'?

it is exhausted. Two gifts of attractive and beneficial value '

SCAEAB INCENSE and the IDEAL HEAD.

"

•

VICTLET

•!v.V RARE-DELIGHTFUL. •>((..'JUBTtr-BEAUTIFUL ' FRAGR/

m- ^': ^ IN SCARAB 'FORMIC™! AMU IE for TH

LOTUS

' TEMPLE '

FRAGRANT-SOOTHING,.'; RICH -ORIENTAL \

" ''

HE ANCIENT EGYPTIANS) yl£
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^ATTRACTIVE;AND, SPECIALLY DESIGNED ORIENTAL BOX »I.OO P05TPAIP.!

'. FREE

tiOOKLET.-J

'.•/"'/j ORDER BY NAME OF INCENSE i-l

SCARA.B INCENSE CO

., POST OFFICE BOX 175...£

ri;';.'•..NEW YORK., N.Y. '. .

"s \:

|th FREE.

3.

ESPERANTO is important to THEOSOPHISTS

AMERIKA ESPERANTISTO

A monthly magazine of the international language,

Contains new items on the progress of Esperanto, reports of official organi-

zations, etc., in both English and Esperanto; also high-class literature in

Esperanto. $1.00 per year. Sample copy, 10 cents.

American Esperantist Company, Washington, D. C.

THEQCCULT

REYIEWii

ranavrfUlFHSHIRUT

Conic

mruer

WOMJU 'AND THE niMenc NTfTttT

it a. t »..i.

HUM : »

LDC1»

•j M..BLI*

m ntiiicu KUMI or BOUETTI

I, l*i::., J *• I, v, •-»

or co»ciou»ui

OCCULT AND MODERN THOUGHT

BOOK CENTRE.

687 Boylslon Street. Boston, Mass.

MONTHLY

FIFTEEN CENTS

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION

ONE DOLLAR, SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS

Send 3 Cents For Sample Copy

Occult and Modern Thought Book Centre

687 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

Send for Catalogue of Books for Progressive

Readers

To those who desire things of permanent
value. For a limited time only, we will give
free to each pnrcliaser of two boxes of -Scarab’ lncense,

The Theosophist

MRS. ANNIE BESANT, Editor

The Official Organ of the Theosophical Society

Tte largest international illustrated Tneoaopnical Montkly, royal octavo, 160 pages

THEOSOPHIST OFFICE

ADYAR, MADRAS, S., INDIA

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE IS $3.00 A YEAR

The Adyar Bulletin

Journal of the Non-Organized

Countries. Subscription in Foreign

Countries, post free, 3s. or equiva-

lent. Single copies are not supplied.

The Bulletin is sent free to unat-

tached members in Non-Sectionalized

countries.

THE THEOSOPHIST OFFICE,

Adyar, Madras, India.

The Lotus Journal

Theosophical Magazine for Chil-

dren and Young People. Subscrip-

tion 3s. 6d. per annum, post free, or

$1.00 in America.
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Contains Lotus Lessons, Stories,

Round Table, Golden Chain Pages,

etc.

LOTUS JOURNAL OFFICE,

42 Craven Road,

Paddington, London W.

HERALD OF THE STAR

Official Organ of the Order of the Star in the East,

Edited by J. Krishnamurti (Alcyone).

Published quarterly by

THE THEOSOPHIST OFFICE,

Adyar, Madras, India.

Single copy: 10 cents, postage 1 cent; Yearly 40 cents, post free.

NOTICE

Subscriptions to all the above magazines, including Theosophist, Adyar Bul-

letin, Adyar Pamphlets, Herald of the Star, Lotus Journal, etc., should hereafter

be sent to Mr. Irving S. Cooper, Lake View Building, 116 S. Michigan Ave.,

Chicago, 111. During the past two years the subscriptions to India have been

received by Mrs. Addie M. Tuttle, but as Mr. Cooper is now connected with the

Chicago Book Concern, and in direct touch with the Theosophist Office in India,

he will gladly give prompt attention to all orders sent in his care.

'The Store with a Conscience"

-why You'll like it here

To cheat another is to cheat ourselves

This is the "golden rule" of The Store with a Con-

•C16QCO.

We do business with our friends—our enemies will

by-why iY0u’l1 like it here

not trade with us.

We believe we have the finest staff of selling

To cheat another is to cheat ourselves.
This is the “golden rule” of The Store with
5
a 003science.
We do business with our £1-iends—our enemies
will L_,not trade with us.
»' in’
We believe we have the flnest stat of
selling
'

ance on the Pacific Coast.

—they are experienced experts,

“

a

‘.5!

‘

well paid and happy.

—they are proud of their work,

‘

the kind of merchandise they of-

fer you, and the prices the mer-

chandise is offered.

—and every statement a Silver-

wood Salesman makes is backed

by the reputation of the institu-

tion, is GUARANTEED.

The Looker receives the same

tune and attention as the Buyer—

for a Looker today is a Buyer to-
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morrow.

Remember everything is guar-

anteed to satisfy you your way of

being satisfied.

Come here the next time you

0«.oo«x« ^ wish serviceable wearables thor-

oughly honest in quality and pric-

ing.

-our makes of Men's Apparel

Manhattan and ARROW, $1.60 and up

ARROW Collars, 2 for 25c.

Lewis Union Suits and Onyx Hosiery.

221 South Spring

Broadway at Sixth

